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Foreword
'Ihroughout the 1980s there was increasing public interest in the effect that mergers and
acquisitions were having on the economy. Some observers suggested that too many
mergers and acquisitions were taking place and that any efficiency gains resulting from
greater firm size were not large enough to offset the losses arising from weakened
domestic competition and increased consumer prices.
Finding the right balance between the gains and losses from mergers is not an easy task.
This report is an attempt to highlight the issues involved and to assess the extent to
which four mergers and acquisitions have affected the outcome in their industries.

The report also provides data on trends in merger activity in recent decades and trends
in industry concentration.

A large number of people have contributed information and comment to this repan Tbe
Trade Practices Commission was a part sponsor of the project and provided valuable
assistance. ?he Business Council of Australia sponsored the analysis of concentration
statistics in Chapter 4 (also published in a more detailed form in BIE 198%).
Major contributions were made by officials of the four main case study companies:
Monier PGH,Boral, Four'n Twenty-Wedgwood and GNB Australia Without the time
taken by company officials to put together the information sought and to pass on their
knowledge of developments in their industry, the report would not have been possible.
The report was written and researched by Robert Bennea, Alan Madge, Shaun Drabsch,
Paul Robertson and Charles Jubb. John Ryan, Assistant Director, Manufacturing
Industries Research Branch, was responsible for the overall supervision of the report in
its early stages. More recently, Ralph Lattimore. Acting Assistant Director of the
Branch. has had overall responsibility.
June 1990

J. G. Stanford
Acting Director
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Executive Summary
A feature of Goveanment industry policy in recent years has been an emphasis on the
promotion of industry restructuring with the aim of encouraging a scale of operations
which allows fYms to compete in international markets. A c x m q m c e of this policy
can be greater fum size, increased industry concentration and market power. The
efficiency benefits arising from industry rationalisatim need to be weighed against the
potential cost of increased market power.

The objectives of this study are to provide an analysis of the impact of mergers on
economic efficiency in Australia and to examine the potential for conflict between
industry policy and competition policy. The emphasis of the study is on the impact of
horizontal mergers, although the aggregated data on trends in merger activity cover
vertical and conglommergers as well.

Issues and Methodology
The usefulness of mergers policies has been the subject of consi&rable debate. Some
argue that industrial structure is constantly adjusting to changes in demand and supply
factors and the prevention of a given merger will only temporarily alter the structure
which, in the longer term, reflects more fundamental forces. 'lhis school emphasises the
need to control anti-competitive conduct rather than the desirability of any particular
market structure.
The alternative school argues that there is a strong link between allocative efficiency
and market structure. It favours mergers policies, on the grounds that prevention is
better than cure and that there are practical difficulties in identifying abuses of market
power.
Potential Benefits of Merger Activily
The benefits of merger activity can arise in two general forms:

a) More efficient production, marketing, distribution and management methods
The most obvious efficiency gains are economies of scale but greater f m size may
have other results. For example:
the introductkn of more technologically advanced plant and equipment because
design and set-up costs can be spread over a larger output;
an improvement in the viability of R and D and ohx investment activity;
lower unit costs in administration, promotion, distribution and product
development through the elimination of duplication, and spreading fixed costs
over a larger outpuc
lower costs of purchasing and capital raising.
increased market power might provide a countervailing effect to offset the
market power of suppliers. customen, or other competitors; and,
an enhanced ability to compete in international markets.
Even without a change in the size of the operations, efficiencycan be improved by new
management which uses existing resources more productively and sells underutilised

assets, a if the alternative is a disruptive dislocation resulting
tafgct fm.

from bankn~ptcyof the

M e of these benefits, f a example, the introduction of more advanced planf can be
real economies in the sense that they invdve savings in the resources of the economy.
Others, such as lower costs of purchasing or capital raising, may be pecuniary
economies in that they represent merely a transfer of resome to the merged f m , with
no net saving to the cummy.
b) Benefits extending beyond the firm
Mergers can provide a demonstration effect of benefits which other firms can adopr.
Management and produdon effcienciescan bt observed by other firms. There can also
be benefits to consumers through lower prices or any iKxeascs in quality arising from
the increase in production efficiency.
Potential Costs of Merger Activity
There are a number of potential costs. F i t l y , there are costs from any increase in
market power of the new entity which leads to lower output kvels and excessive prices.
?his can have a distributive effect, involving the transfer of income from consumers to
producers, and an allocative eff~iencyeffect, involving a movement of resources away
from their most efficient uses.
The extent of these allocative influences is largely dependent on how much demand and
supply change in response to price changes. Demand changes are influenced by the ease
of substitution between products. Supply changes in the short term are influenced by

banien to entry.
Secondly, there are the effects on the technical emciency of the new entity. Any
increase in market power need not be translated into monopoly profits. Rather, the lack
of competition might result in management and production inefficiencies, including
inadequate invesbnent in R and D, a a dissipation of the gains to suppliers of inputs.
A separate category of costs are those associated with the merger activity itself. There
are the costs of the intricate financial and legal process of conducting a takeover.

The Threat of Takeover
Merger activity can act as a stimulant to efficient management and therefore provide
benefits for all the economy. The threat of takeover can be a means of ensuring that all
f m s in the economy operate at an efficiency nearing opiimality.

Mezhodology
Because of the inadequacies of the available data, a case study approach was developed.
Three industries in which mergers have taken place in the 1980s were examined: roof
tiles, involving two mergers; pastry products; and automotive batteries. The
expectations held by the acquiring firm at the time of the merger were examined and
compared with subsequent developments in the industry.
To allocate some of these developments to the effects of the merger, however, it is
necessary to know what would have happened in the absence of the merger. Two
comparisons were, therefore. necessary:
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the expected benefits with the realised benefits;
what has happened with what would have occurred in the absence of the maga,
that is. the counterfactuat.
The methodology employed contrasts the efficiency gains from industry rationalisation
with the costs arising from the ex*
of mukct powa. In pincipk the positive and
negative welfare effects can be added to give r result which inwhether a merga
has net benefits a net losses to the economy. In practice there are considerable
dficulties with this approach.
The methodology has an implied counterfactual that, in the absence of the merger, the
pre-merger situation would have continued indefmitely. In many cases this is
misleading. For example, the choice may not be betwm the merga and no change, but
between the merget and the closing down of the target fimr. The end result of either
path may be the same: a smaller number of firms in the industry, each with potentially
greater market power.

Data were also sought to enable pruductivity estimates to be made. nKse were mainly
labour productivity measures but, in some cases, data were available on materials
productivity. Other information obtained from the f m s , on technological change.
investment, product quality, and innovation, was used to provide a fuller picture of the
changes since the merger.
At every stage of the research there have been diffh1tie.s in obtaining reliable data.
This qualification must be borne in mind when the results obtained are being
considered. The limitations of the data mean that the results are not as robust as they
ideally would be.
Estimation of effziency changes provides only part of the story about the impact of the
merger. The orher part. market power. may affect consumers through inaeases in prices
or reductions in product quality. Suppliers of inputs may also be affected by the merged
fum's power in factor markets. Qualitative information was collected from industry
participants, including customers and suppliers, on the extent of changes in market
power following the merga.

Trends in Merger Activity
A number of studies have used proxies to show trends in merger activity in
Australia.over particular periods. Together, these studies provide a picture of merger
activity since 1946.
It appears that mergers were uncommon immediately after the Second World War.
Activity gradually gathered pace during the 1950s. culminating in a sharp rise in 1958
and 1959. The activity then came off its peak rapidly in the early 1960s. Activity was
then generally low and stable until 1967. in a pauern similar to that of manufacturing
investment at the time. Since 1967, fluctuations have become more marked but the long
term upward trend has continued.
Information on the period 1974 to 1984 shows that manufacturing dominates the
distribution between industry sectors of the value of takeovers. It also shows that the
number of acquirers fell by about 30 per cent in the period. The total value of
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acquisitions increased significantly at the same time, however, causing an incmsc in
the average value of each acquisition.
Most transactions since 1947 have taken the fonn of either pure equity swaps a cash
offers. Cash offers have steadily rim ova the period. The decline of the exchange of
equity suggests that the freeing up of the 6nancial markets might have &wed cash to
bemoreeasilyobtained.

Mergers and Industry Concentration
Concentration refers to the size distributioa of fvms in a particular market or industry.
The causal relationship between mergers and industry concentration is not clearcl and
can work in either direction. It could be, f a example, that increasa in concentration in
particular industries lead to mergers of smaller f m s as defensive measures.
At the aggregate level, concentration in Australia has iacreased only moderately over
the period 1972-73 to 1986-87. Nevertheless, the proportion of manufacturing value
added accounted for by the least conceneated industries has shown a steady fall over the

perid
Comparisons of international data arc fraught with difficulties. However, it appears that
the level of concentration in Australia is at or just above the average for the
industrialised countries examined.
Industry concentration ratios can only provide a guide to market structure and the
potential f a the usc of market power. Each industry must be studied in some depth if
the market conduct characteristics associated with market power are to be fully
explored. The case study approach adopted in this report is an attempt to show more
about the development of some industries than is possible from the use in isolation of
either concentration or merger statistics.

THE MERGER CASE STUDIES

Roof Tiles
Roof tiles constitute approximately 70 per cent of the total market for house roofing
materials, with steel products largely accounting for the remainder. There arc two
materials used in roof tiles: concrete (about 56 per cent of total roofmg materials sales),
and tenam clay (about 14 per cent).
The aim of the case srudy was to assess the outcome of two mergers in this indusay:
Boral's 1982 takeover of Blue Metal Industries @MI), including the Clark Tiles
subsidiary.
The acquisition by Monier of Wunderlich terracoaa tiles in 1983.
Since the mergers, the major industry developments have been:
increased investment in terracotta plant and equipment throughout the industry;
increased demand for terracotta tiks and steel roofing at the expense of concrete
tiles;
a new entrant in the temcotta tiles industry, namely, Montoro;
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aninaeascinthcqualityofbothcancretcandterracottatiles;
incnastd movement of tiles between regions, that is, a broadening of the
~~-boundaries;
greater linksbemeen tile producers and producers of other buildhg materials;
the expansion by Pioneer, firstly by acquiring Humes and, mare recently, by
acquiring Brick and Pipe.

..

Monier expected most benefits to occur through economies in admmsm~
'on, mark*
and distribution. B o d expected benefits to occur through the influence of improved
management skills on production and administration costs. lhat appeas to have been
only modest bmasa in productive efficiency in the total operatioas of Monicr and
Boral since the mergers, although in particular areas of their opaations greater
improvements have been made.

In its application to the Trade Practices Commission for autharisatioa, Monk claimed
that public bencfits would result from increased capital expeadim, improvements in
production arising fnnn input by Monier's R and D Branch and economies in the
production and distribution of tiles.
Evidence regarding the extent to which the merger achieved these benefits is equivocal.
Although the quality of the Wunderlich product has improved, tbe role played by
Monier's R and D branch is unclear. On the other hand, Monier's commitment to a
program of large scale capital expenditure on a new temmtta tile plant at Rosehill has
been exceeded and a comprehensiverefurbishment of the Vermont plant in Victoria has
also taken place.

The effects of the mergers on the industry depends critically on what would have
happened in the absena of the merger. The Monier/Wund&h merger allowed new
investment to occur. It is arguable, however, tha&additional investment in macotta tile
facilities in the years following the merger would have occuned in one form or anotha,
regardless of what happened to the Wunderlich plants. The resurgence of demand for
terracotla tiles, the upgrading of facilities by all the other terracoaa tile manufacturers
and the entry of a completely new manufacturer all suggest that the merger had little to
do with the timing or the extent of the investment.
For Bod, the merger with Clark Ties was a means of entering east coast markets.
Boral increased the efficiency of the Clark Tile production process by improving the
management. Among the developments unforeseen at the time was the
Monier/Wunderlichmerger.
As was the case befm tbe merger, Monier has the major share of the Ausaalian market
and the most potential market power. Neither the merger nor any of the other changes

that have occurred have changed this position. The competitiveness of roof tile markets
appears to be based less on price and more on product quality and differentiation,
marketing and senrices such as tile fuing. Product quality is widely acknowledged to
have improved as a result of the entry of Boral. Improvements in other areas of
competition are less certain but the changes in demand that have occurred since the
merger, the entry of new producers and the broadening of the market all provide scope
for improvements to take phce. All these other changes have meant that the mergers are
likely to have had only a small effect on the developnent of the industry.
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Pastry Products
In 1986 the pies and pastry division of Petersville Industries Limited purchased the
Herbert Adams group of companies from Bunge Industrial Limited. Petersville already
produced pastry products under the Fwr'n Twenty and Wedgwood brand names.
The pastry pmducts industry is characrerised by producers of all sizes. Competition in
the fresh products mahef combined with little market growth has resulted in decreasing
profits for the large manufactwas. By contrast, the frozen products market is contested
almost exclusively by large national manufachuers. Sales are growing rapidly, with the
fastest growth in the fimm dessert sector. The takeover of Herbert Adams provided
Petersvilk with entry to this sector.

-

Petersville expected
from the merger through economies
. . -fitsand production.
. . in purchasing,
Sane cconomies in adrmrustraa'on have been
promotion,
achieved but economics in production appear so far to have eluded Pt(ersville, although
labour productivity has probably risen. There has been little change in unit costs of
promotion or purchssing.
The effect of the merger depends on what would have happened in its absence. Four

outcomes appear to have been possible: withdrawal from the marLet; switching of
production; increasing efficiency; a increasing demand.
Elements of each of these possible courses are evident since the merger. It appears that
the merger has played a substantial role in bringing them about and the pace at which
they have occumd. The merger allowed Herbert Adams effectively to withdraw from
the market It also assisted Pemville to move its production focus from fresh pies to
the growth areas of frozen pastries and cakes, and encouraged it to make additional
investments to improve efficiency.
It appears that productive efficiency in Petersville has fallen since the merger. The
integration of the two plants inevitably resulted in costly disuption and they are only
now starting to work together. Competitors have reported that Petersville has only
recently begun to put pressure on their costs.
Offsetting the resource costs of the merger are the efficiency improvements in several
orher f m s . One producer was forced by the merger to improve its efficiency in an
effort to maintain or raise its market share and its profitability. It is likely that the net
adjustment costs of the merger were less than would have been incurred in the absence
of the merger.

The potential for the use of market power in fresh products is kept in check by low
barriers to entry. The market power of the large producers of frozen products is further
constrained by the countervailing power of the large wholesalers and retailers.
While it is too early to be certain about the overall outcome of the merger,it appears
that it has produced net benefits to the economy. The major costs incurred have been
costs to the efficiency of production while the two plants wete being combinedbut these
are now being reduced as h e relocated plant settles in. There has been little discernible
change in the limited market power of the company. The major benefits have come
through the pressure it has put on the other firms in the industry to examine their own
cost structures and improve their effciency.
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Automotive Batteries
In 1985 Chloride Baacries Australia Ltd merged with the baacries division of Pacific
Dunlop Ltd (then Dunlop Olympic Ltd and now GNB Australia). Thc main appeal of
Chloride in Australia was its relatively modem plant and extensive distribution networir.
The access to the US market offcrcd by Chloride was considacd vital for the sucxxa of
Pacific DunbplsPulsarba#ay.
By and large, the merger resulted in the realisation of the expected benefits to GNB. It
was able to combine the State warehousing and distribution functions of the maged
companies, with consequent savings in overheads and labour costs. An investment
program and reorganisation at the farmer Chloride plant has f h k r reduced unit oosts.
Access to Chloride's US distribution aetwork f a the Pulsar battery was also obtained.
'Ikm are a numba of ways access might have been obtained and the latex acquisition
by Pacific Dunlop of the US firm GNB Corpodon suggests that the merger with
Chloride might not have been the most effective.
The automotive banery industry has &gone

considerablechange in recent years.

The number of firms in the industry has decreased.
The optimum size of plant has Incrtascd.
Imports have played an increasing role in supplying the domestic market since
1984-85.
Assessment of the economic benefits to Australia depends on what would have
happened in the absence of the merger. The most likely counterfactual to the merger is
an industry structure similar u, that which eventuated: one or two domestic firms. with
plants of optimum size, facing substantial import competition.
There was substantial improvement in GNB's productive efficiency in tbe post-merger
period. The evidence also gives liule indication of any increased exercise of market
power by the company. As well as merger-induced economies, these outcomes reflect
the impact of import competition on increasing productivity and as a source of market
competition.

There are also the shorter t m adjustment costs of the merger to consickr. If the merger
had not proceeded, the main adjustment costs would result from the closure of the
Chloride plant. In the main these costs would be borne by the displaced labour. It seems
likely that adjustment costs would have been greater had no merger taken place.
To sum up: the merger appears to have achieved the benefits expected by GNB. A
definitive answer to the more important question of whether tbe merger resulted in net
economic benefits is made difficult by the lack of knowledge of the appropriate
counterfactual. However, it appears that the merger brought net economic btnefits,
mainly through lower adjustment costs.

Conclusions
The outcomes of the mergers have been remarkably similar. In each case it is not at all
clear that the merger ma& a great deal of difference to the structure of the industry in
the long run or to the degree of competition faced by the firm in the industry. There
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have been many changes in demand and supply colditions affecting the structure of the
industry. Thc impact of the mergers appears to be relatively snail in comparison with
all these other factors.

Since the roofing tiles mergers, for example, on the demand side there has been a shift
away from concrete tiles towards taracotta tiles and steel roofing. On the supply side
there has been a new artrant in the temwm tik market, new temmtta tilt technology,
advances in steel roofing technology and a broedcning of the geographic bomdaries for
roofing materials as transport costs have fallen. Few of these factors could have been
foreseen at the time of the mergers, yet each has had a substantial impact on the
structure of the industry, the pricing and other behavim of the firms, and the degree of
competition in the industxy.
'Ihe main benefits expected by the f m s wert in the form of economies in production,
distribution and administration. Thest expectations were not always N l y nalistd,
mainly tnxause of the unforeseen changes in market conditions noted above. Changing
demand patterns, changes in barriers to entry and increasing competition from imports
all had an impact.

Another reason expectations were not always achieved was that the difficulty involved
appears to have been underestimated. All the mergers have taken longer than
anticipated to settle down.
To sum up, two main points arise from this study. Firstly, mergers are just one of the
many forces acting on industry structure and the degree of competition. The impact of
mergers in the industries studied appears to have been relatively minor. In particular,
the batteries case study showed that import competition can play a role in minimising
market power and inducing increased productivity in a traded goods indusq with few
domestic producers. Secondly, for the same reason, expectations about the effects of
mergers which are made at the time of the merger are unlikely to be fully realised. So
many of the forces which will affect industry structure cannot be foreseen by the firms
involved.

For industry policy, the case studies suggest that mergers may not produce all the
efficiency benefits expected. They may generate benefits to the economy by bringing
forward inevitable changes in industry structure but there are many other factors which
determine the international competitiveness of an industry. One of the most important of
these factors is the presence of competition. In the case studies the main influences on
competition were found to be changes in demand patterns, technology and barriers to
entry.

The major implication for competition policy appears to be that estimates of potential
costs in terms of inaeased market power and claims regarding expected benefits made
at the time of the merger should be treated with considerable caution.
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1. Introduction
1.I Objective
The broad objective of this study is to provide an analysis of the impact of mergers1 on
economic efficiency in Australia. Unlike previous studies which focused on broad
indicators, such as change. in profitability or share prices (see BIE, 1989). this study
examines the costs and benefits to the economy in three industries in which mergers
cook place in the 19809.

The emphasis of the study is on the impact of horizontal mergers, that is, mergers
between f m selling closely related poducts in the same geographic market.

merger activity in recent years is having a detrimental impact on the economy;
and,
there is potential for conflict between industry policy and competition policy.
The report primarily addtesses the first of these issues and in doing so provides some
guidance to the extent of the conflict between industry and competition policies.

1.2 Background
Mergers are a relatively high profile activity and an increase in their incidence tends to
attract substantial public interest in their consequences. An appatent increase in recent
years has focused attention on the ramifications for the Australian economy of the
changes in market s m c m that inevitably result from mergers.
C o n m that mergers might be having an adverse impact on the economy motivated an
examination of the mergers and market power provisions of the Trade Practices Act by
the House of Representatives Standing Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs
(Griffiths Committee). One of the findings of the report of the Committee (HoR, 1989)
was that there was little empirical evidence available about the economic effects of
=e'rgers.

The emphasis of Government industry policy in recent years has been on the promotion
of industry restructuring and rationalisation. The objective of the policy is to increase
the efficiency of Australian industry, thereby improving its international
competitiveness. Onc of the consequences of this industry policy can be greater f m
size, inconcentration in some domestic markets and marlcet power.

The efficiency benefit arising from industry rationalisation needs to be weighed against
the potential cost of increased market power. The Trade F'ractices Commission 0,
which administers competition policy, has outlined its approach as followx
1 The term 'rnagers' is used throughout this report as r generic term which includes taL:eovas
and acquisitions.

The merger provision of $be [Trade Practices] Act, s.50, is based oa
prohibition of dominance in a relevant Australian market In its
administration of s.50, the Commission seeks to ensun that any
merger approaching dominance is fully tested to ensure that prospective
public benefits,including enhanced efficiency, are sufficient to outweigh
any potential plblic detriment resulting hwn a marc concentrated market
structure (TPC, 1988,p3).

...

The TPC has argued that the current industry policy is consistart with its practice and
policy because the Commission is able to take account of potential efficiency gains
when weighing up the prospective public benefits of mergers (TIC, 1987, p2).
However, the Deptment of Indusby, Technology and Commerce has claimed that the
TPC has sometimes acted to the ckiment of industry p o k y o b p ~ t i v dThe
. potential
for conflict between the objectives of industry policy and competitioa policy was
recognised by the Grifiths Committee Report (HoR,1989, pp16-18)and was the
subject of the minority reports by Committee members (HoR, 1989, pp107-23).
This report is set out as follows. The next chapter canvasses the economic issues
involved in any assessment of the effects of horizontal mergers on the emnomy. It also
sets out in detail the methodology adopted in this study. In Chapter 3 trends in aggregate
merger activity3 over the last several decades are examined and in Chaper 4 the linkages
between horizontal mergers and concentration are discussed. Chapters 5 to 7 provide
results of the inquiry into the case study industries and Chapter 8 contains the
conclusiorrs.

*forced
,
two instances cited in the Department's submission to the Griffiths Committee were the
divestiture of some Genad Jones food pocessing plants after that ampmy w u
acquired by Petersville in 1984 md the ruling against the rcquisition by News Ltd of m
interest in Australian Newsprint MiIls (DnAC. 1988, ppll-12).
That is. including vertical magen, which involve fm at different stages of production,
and conglomerate magas, which are between firms with unrelued rtivitie, u well u
horizontal magus.
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Issues and Methodology
2.1 Introduction
The usefulness of mergers policies has beea the subject of debate f a some time. 'ihc
arguments are surveyed in George (1989) mi Littlechild (1989).(Sa also Trautwein.
1990). Those who question these policies point out that both costs and benefits to
society are likely to be involved in any given merger and it is difficult to assess thc
balance between the two. It is suggested that industrial structure is constantly adjusting
to changes in &mad and supply factors and the pnveation of a given merger will only
temporarily alter industrial structure which, in tbe longer term, reflects more
fhdamental forces.
Some also argue that only the more cff~itntfirms grow (whether by merger or by
internal expansion) and market dominance merely reflects their relative efficiency. In
this view, the prevention of a merger would only stop a demonstxably more efficient
firm from acquiring the resources being utilised by a less efficient one.

The policy prescriptions of this school emphasise the control of anticompetitive
conduct, such as price-furing or collusion, rathex than the desirability of any particular
market structure. W e is also an emphasis on minimising barriers to entry and exit,

especially those which flow from govenunent regulation.
The alternative school argues that there are strong links between market structure,
pricing and output behaviour and allocative efficiency. It favours the retention and
active implementation of a mergers policy, arguing that prevention is better than cure.
This school also points to the intrinsic diffxulty in identifying abuses of market power
and the conspicuous lack of sumssfulprosecutions in this area.

These divergent views capture the essence of the debate about the economic
implications of mergers. In this chapter, the debate is examined by setting out the most
important potential costs and benefits of merger activity. In addition, the methodology
employed to examine the impact of mergers in the case study industries is outlined.

2.2 Potential Benefits of Merger Activity
The benefits of merger activity to individual f m s can arise from dre adoption of more
efficient production, marketing, distribution and management methods. Some benefits
outside the f m can also be identifd for other f m s ia the industry,other industries cx
consumers. These benefits are discussed below. Tbey relate mainly to horizontal
mergers, although in many cases the same costs and benefits apply to other types of
merger activity.
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More eff~ientproductioa methoQ
Gains from more efficient production methods can arise in a number of ways. Thc most
obvious efficiency gains from the merger process arc economies of scale. At the plant
level, an increase in the scale of production resulting from a merger may allow
production ptocesses to be rationalised and thus lessen thc input needed to produce a
unit of output. At the fmor multi-plant level, a merger may allow increased
specialisation between plants.
Economies of scale can be the result of several factors.
Specialisation. Greater output can allow both labour and machinery to be
allocated to more specialised and less complex tasks. thereby increasing
productivity.
Physical laws. In some industries, f a example, those involving storage, an
increase in thc size of the plant will increase volwne more than jmportionatcly.
ThisaUowsthcunitmtsofstoragctofall.
Reserve capacity. Larger size means that fewer reserves of machinery. labour,
raw materials and outputs are needed to meet unexpected variations in

production.
Nieuwenhuysen (1982) has argued that the achievement of economies of scale through
merget is largely dependeat on the rate of growth of the industries in which the merger
takes phce. He cites a British study which found that

...scale advantages have more impact in high growth businesses because
the future investments to be undertaken by the combined companies are
relatively more important than those already in place. In contrast, [in the
absence of growth] the problems of rationalising two large capital
intensive companies with different plants, engineering and management
styles are considerable and may require many years to resolve (UK, 1978,
quoted in Nieuwenhuysen, 1982, p27).
This suggests that the benefits of economies of scale are likely to be achieved only afta
a considerable period, as f i s take time to reorganise their production and
administration following the merger.

There are a number of other benefits which can arise from an increase in the size of
operations. These benefits can be of two kinds: real economies, where less resomes are
used and the result is a benefit to society as a whole; and pecuniary economies, where
the fnm alone benefits by obtaining a better price for itself, without any real saving in
resources. In many cases the benefits are a mixture of both kinds and it is difficult
empirically to distinguishbetween the two.

Greater size of the firm may enhance the viability of introducing more technologically
advanced plant and equipment because design and set-up costs can be apportioned
between a larger output. This might also allow the firm to become proficient with new
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tachnology before competitors and so have lower unit costs by being further down the
'learning curve*.
Research and development and other investment activity may also become viable if the
greater size of the merged firm increases its ability to absxb the risk and cost of longterm projects. Moreover, if the merger reducts competition, the merged f m can be
more confident of capturing the full financial benefit of any sucoessN innovation.
However, it could be argued that without competitive pressure then will be less
incentive far a f m to take advantage of this scope or, if then is incentive, the firm can
influence the pace at which change takes place. Empirical evidence on the relationship
between iirm size and innovation has not shown that large firms, per se, are more
innovative than small fms. Nor has it been shown that a amcentrated market saucture
is better at promoting innovation. The most hirabie firm size and market strucant
appear to depend on the industry and the type of inno&
involved (See Coombs a al,
1987, ch 5).

Increased output can lead to lower unit costs in adminisaatiorr, pfomcxion, dislribution
and product development. This can occur through the elimination of duplication,
specialisation of rasks, and spreading fixed costs, such as advertising, over a larger
OutPut
The benefits outlined above are, in the main, real economies, involving savings in
resources to the whole economy. Cost savings for a larger f m can also arise in
purchasing and capital raising but kse savings can be largely pecuniary economies in
that they involve only a transfer of income to the larger firm. The pecuniary economies
will arise where the greater bargaining power of the larger f m allows it to obtain its
inputs or its capital at a lower price than otherwise. At the same time, however, real
economies can result if there are savings for suppliers in tasks associated with filling
large orders, or if costs of raising capital are reduced because larger firms attract a lower
risk pfemium than smaller, less established firms.
Benefits might also arise if an increase in the market power of thc merged fum gives it a
countervailing effect which offsets the market power of suppliers, customers, or other
competitors. Whether these are real or pecuniary economies will depend on the relative
market power in each case. Moreover. when the increased market power of a merged
f m allows it to obtain imports at a lower price, this provides both a pecuniary economy
to the firm and a benefit to the economy as a whole.
Even if all these benefits exist, they are unlikely to all be maximised at the same level of
output and some trade-offs might be necessary to minimist Dtal unit cost For example,
transport costs will be a large part of unit cost when value to weight ratios and the
market density are low. In these cases, the high transport costs might offset any
economies of scale and lead to a series of regional plants which are sub-optimal in
production terms but optimal in terms of total unit cost,including bansport
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Improved m~agerialskills
Eficiency improvement can also be achieved by installing a bettet management team
which can exploit existing resources more pductively or sell underutilised assets.

'Super managers' do not simply devise new and better production
pmccsses (if they do at all), or ensure that economies of scale arc fully
exploited. They may close factories, change the research budget or
redesign organisational sauctures and procedures. nK separate effect of
each of these changes is not measamble with any accuracy (Cowling et
d. 1980, p m .

These improved skills can be specific to particularly gifted 'super managers' or
management teams, which will make a merger wak even in the absence of any
fundamental advantages fFom economies of scale or size.
Failhgfinnr
Mergers may also result in enhanced management of resources if the alternative is a
disuptivc dislocation of production facilities resulting from bgnlrruptcy of the target
firm. If this is the case, the merger will not reduce competition in the industry. These
failures seem most likely in industries with falling demand and excess production
capacity.
Dynamic sects

Mergers can be the catalyst for greater dynamism and efficiency. As mergers are a
formal process of change of control they provide the framework within which more
detailed changes can take place. Changes which would be difficult in a stable
organisation may be easier when the environment is already in flux.
Benefits extending beyond the Turn
Mergers can provide a demonstration effect of benefits which other firms can adopt
Better management practices and production efficiencies can be observed by other fums
or learnt through the hiring of staff with the required knowledge. Thus, it is possible that
benefits can flow beyond the activities of the merged firms.
Merged f m s may also force other f m s to produce economies to match their own
lower costs or prices, either by pressure from shareholders or from customers. On the
other hand, the merged f m may increase its demand for, and consequently the price of,
scarce resources, such as labour and materials, to the detriment of orher finns, but to the
benefit of the suppliers of those reswrces.
Consumers will also benefit to the extent that any cost savings arising from the merger
are passed on through lower pricts.

2.3 Potential Costs of Merger Activity
There are a number of potential costs discussed below. Firstly, there are the costs to
consumers and to the economy as a whole resulting from any increase in market powa
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of the new entity. ?hcsc costs stem from reductions in allocative efficiency. Secondly,
tbere arc the effects on the technical cfficicncyof the new entity fdlowing the takeover.
A separate category of costs are drost associated with the merger activity itself. There
are the costs of the intricate financial and kgal process of conducting a takeover
transaction. Thcy include both offensivecosts bae by the acquirer and defensive costs
incurred by the targa

Effects oa PUocrrtivt Naiency
Porter (1990). in his recent research on factors which contriiute to a nation's
competitiveness, found that a strong anti-trust and procompetition policy resulted in
firms which were likely to be better able to compete intenrationally as a result of their
vigorous competition f a a share of the domestic market.He considas that tbe benefits
of strong domestic competition can often outweigh tk scak economies &rived fhtn
mergers.

Merger activity may increase market power, leading to lower output levels and
excessive prices. This, in turn, has two effects: a distributive effect, involving the
transfer of income from consumers to producers; and an allocative efficiency effect,
involving changes in the allocation ofresrxlrces in the economy.

The allocative influences arise through the effects of price changes. As a result of the
price increases and lowered output, a 'wedge' is driven between what consumers are
willing to pay for the last units produced and the value of the resources used in
producing those units. Consumers value the output forgone more than the value of the
resources that would have been used in its production. The resources not used will flow
fn>m the industry in question to other industries, but a misallocation will have occurred
as the resources will now be utilised in producing output not as highly valued by

consumers*.
The extent of these allocative influences is largely dependent on how much demand and
supply change in response prices changes. Demand changes are influenced by the ease
of substitution between products. The larger the number of substitutable products in a
market,the less able is any one producer to exercise market power.
Supply changes in the short term are-- influenced by barriers to entry. These can be
divided into five types:

1 This assumes that no misallocations exist elsewhere m the economy. This is unlikely to be bre
powa resulting from r merga may not result m declining
rllocrtive efficiency w k n distortions in o k parts of the economy an taken into account. For
example, where pollution or other negative extanllitie. arc prcsa~t,a dscrekse in output can be
benefxial for the economy. Alternatively, bre economy may benefit if an increase in the market
powa of the merged fm allows it to draw resolaces away from firms with even gruter market
case md m increase m market

powa.

Productdiffmtiation barriers. P~~iuctdiffemtiation
gives 8 hmr some conerol
over the price of its product. It is the reason for advertising and other
promotional expenditure intended to maximise the perceived differences between
products.
Absolute cost advantage. These can come about from having skilled personnel,
patents or superior techniques, control of key raw materials, or a Iowa cost of
capital.
Initial capital requirements. A new fm without any reputation may have to pay
a higher interest rate for finance than an established finn.
Economies of scale. Thest allow an incumbent firm to l o w prices below the
price available to a new firm which does not have as much market share.
Government regulations. T h e e can reduce competition by restricting the
activities of fms. Some regulations, for example, with respect to statutory
mmqmlies, patents and copyrights, can be absolute berrias.

nKre is considerable debate about the effect ofthese barriers on competition ovu time.
Advertising, for example, while being a barrier in some cases, can be m effective means
for a new entrant to establish itself in an industry (see Littlechild, 1989, pp313-15).
Nevertheless, the categories provide a useful framework in which to examine the
potential for changes in the structure of an industry.
Allocative inefficiency can also arise if the taxation system and capital markets
encourage mergers beyond an optimal level. If this occurs, income will be transferred
from taxpayers or borrowers to firms engaged in mergers and then will be a resourcc
cost to the economy.

The effects on technical effiiency
Any increase in the market power of the merged entity need not be translated into
monopoly profits. Rather, the lack of competition might result in management and
production inefficiencies, including inadequate investment in technology and R and D,
or a dissipation of the gains to suppliers of inputs In such cases, the available resources
will not be being put to their most productive uses and technical inefficiency will
occd.

Transaction costs d tbe takeover process
The consummation of a merger may be an expensive process. 'Zhere are costs incurred
by the acquiring fm. any unsuccessful bidders and by existing managements. These
include:
costs of raising finance;
costs of meeting regulatory requirements;
This assumes not only that thac cm be r divergmce between the interests of management md
shueholdess. but that thae are no for- which ensure that manyemcnt acts in the htter'~
interests. This view is not rcceptable to many observers who argue that the 'market for corporate
control' ensures that sharehok's interests are paramount.

costs incurred by target managements, especially if the takeover is defended, md

costs incurred by acquiring managements.
It is important to note that some of thest costs are incurred by unsuccessful bidders in
the market f a colporate control. This point is pursued furher in the next section

2.4 The Threat of Takeover
A benefit f a the whole economy that can arise from merge activity comes fnnn the
stimulation to efficient management provided by the threat of taleova. This threat can
be a means of ensuring that the management of all f m s in the eumomy operate at an
efficiency nearing optimality.

The rotion of the threat of takeover is formalised in the theory of 'Thc Market for
Corporate Control'. The theory states that a discrepancy must exis berween the market
valuation of the fmn, given the existing management, and tbt valuation that a pu~chasa
believes can be generated under alternative management. Consequently, those firms that
are taken over are inefficient, in that they arc not maximising profits and thereby share
prices, and the threat of takeover is extinguished by pursuing efficiency. The theory
implies that the pursuance of interem other than those of shareholders is not possible
with an efficiently operating market f a corporate control.

As a means of explaining takeover activity the theory has a number of problems. Firstly,
not only inefficient f m s an subject to takeovers and the extent to which firms will
work to improve efficiency on the basis of the threat of takeover is open to question (see
Singh, 1971 and Mueller, 1980). Secondly, a takeover threat may lead to measures
which reduce the efficiency of the fm, for example by diverting the focus of
management towards defensive rather than mainstream activities (Treasury, 1986).
Thirdly, the perception that share prices are an accurate measure of relative efficiency is
questionable. Thett is evidence of undewaluatim of successful f m s (see Edey and
Elliot, 1988 and Pesaran,1988).

2.5 Methodology
Introduction
The circumstances surrounding merger activity are largely unique to the f m s and
industry involved. As a result, fm and industry data need to be analysed in some detail.
In this study, all the f m s directly involved in and affected by mergers were
interviewed. To make the project manageable, the case studies have been confined to
largely horizontal mergers in the manufacturing =tor.
?hree case study industries were examined: roof tiles; pastry products; and automotive

batteries. This spread of industries allowed a wide range of experiences to be obtained.

The mergers are mainly horizontal but also have elements of a conglomerate merger.
The Monier~Wunderlichand the Petersville/Herbert Adams mergers involved an
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extension of product lines, while the BoraVClarlr Tie and the DunlopKMoride mergers
extended the geogrephic market f a their products
The information sought from the fms directly involved in the mergers was collected in
two stages. The firms were asked to complete a questionnaire seeking detailed
information on conditions in the firm and industry befat and after the merga. This was
supplemented by interviews to explore the questionnaire responses in more depth.
Information on the industry before and after the merga was also sought fnwn
competitors, suppliers and customers.

To complement the infomation collected af the industry level, aggregate data on merger
activity and industry concentration in Australia were also collected and analyscd.
The Wdlirrmson modd
The theoretical backgrowid to the quantitative analysis in the project is discussed in
W
i (1968) and Cowling et d (1980). T k mahodobgy employed contrasts the
efficiency gains 6wn industry rationalisation with the costs from the exercise of masktt
power. In principle the positive and negative welfare effects of these factors can be
summed to give a net result which will indicate whether a merger has net benefits a net
losses to the economy. In practice t h e are considerable difficulties to this approach.
The basic principles of the Williamson model are shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2. In
Figure 2.1 there is no pre-merger market power, that is, there is perfect competition, and
the pre-merger price pi equals average and marginal cost cl. After the merger, costs fall
from c l to c2. However, because marka power has also been obtained through the
merger, price rises from pl to p2 and output is reduced lrom ql to Q. At the new
equilibrium point, N, there is a saving in remmxs equal to the area A2, arising fnm the
fall in costs. At the same time. the price rise and r e d u d output mean that re-,
in
the form of income, qual to the rectangle MNEF are transferred fiom consumers to
producers. In addition, some resources are no longer assigned to their highest value use
by consumers. Unlike the transfer of income rectangle, this loss (Al) represents a loss
of welfare to society.

Figure 2.2 depicts a more realistic situation where some market power existed prior to
the merger so that the pre-merger price, pi, is already above the pre-merger cost, cl.
The merger has resulted in tesourcc savings, area A2, but also fmher welfare losses to
the economy, shown by area A1.
In both cases, the welfare loss attributable to the merger can be compared with the
decrease in the resources needed for production. If A1 > A2 the merger does not yield
net benefits and conversely for A1 < A2. Note that market power only enters the
framework through a con side^ of the effects of price rises and quantity restrictions.
Market power may also affect consumers through reductim in product quality, and
suppliers of inputs to the fm through the exexcise of monopsony power. In addition,
the transaction costs incuned by f m s involved in the merger are not taken into
account

This prc-merger - post-merger dichotomy is an example of comparative statics analysis.
A dynamic analysis would discount past and future costs and benefits of the merger and
arrive at a net present value, or even net future value, to the community of the merger.
The approach taken in this study is essentially to consider costs and benefits over
several post-merger years and from the trends, if any, revealed in this time frame come
to conclusions reganling likely past and future costs and benefits.
Cowling and others (see Cowling et al, 1980) argue that the Williamson model may not
capture the full social costs of an increase in market power as it fails to take account of
the costs incurred by unsuccessful bidders. It is argued that each would-be acquirer has
an incentive to incur costs to the point where the costs equal the expected value of the
private gain associated with any increased market power. m e rtsources expended by
unsuccessful bidders are considered social costs because they represent resources
diverted away from welfare-improving activities.

An alternative argument is that the resources expended are a necessary and unavoidable
investment in the operations of the market for corporate control and therefore provide
an offsetting benefit. For the purposes of this study the latter interpretation will be
adom

Tbe quantitative &mates
Cowling's measure ofproducfivc efiiciency
Cowling developed a method of estimating changes in a f m ' s productive efficiency f a
use within this framework. Such changes can be equated with changes in a fum's cost
level if constant returns to scale technology is assumed. Consequently, Cowling's
method allows the area A2 in Figure 2.1 to be estimated.
By productive efficiency Cowling means efficiency in the process of turning given
inputs into given outputs. An increase in dficiency was defined as a reduction in the
ratioofinputsusedsooutputsproduced.
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The most direct way of measuring changes in this eff~iencyis to add up all the inputs
used up each period and compare this with the outputs prod&.
Adding up diverse
f a c m requires a set of pices to use as weights. Tbe method actually used by Cowling.
and used in this study, differs slightly from this ideal. Instead of using prices as weights,
the proportion of total unit cost that each input represents is used. Efficiencychanges
are deduced from changes in prices and expendim, rather than changes in quantities3.

Details on the derivation of Cowling's measurc of productive efficiemcy are given in the
appendur to this chapter. The result is Cowling's 'k' m e m , a measun of the total
factor quirement per unit of output 'k' may vary with the scale of production,
technical progress, or the efficiency with which a particular technique is used. It is
inversely proportional to 'efficiency' as Cowling defined i t
Any analysis of mergers in terms of this methodology carries with it the implied
counterfactual that, in the absence of the merger, the pre-mergu situation would have
continued indefinitely. In many cases this is misleading. For example, the choice may
not be between the merger and no change, but between the merger and the closing down
of the target finn. The end result of either path may be the same: a smaller number of
f m s in the industry, each with potentially greater market power. Great di1culty arises
in constructing the countertactual and it can only be based on the best available
information.
Other measures of cffiicncy change
Because of the limitations of the Cowling approach, data were also sought from the
f m s to enable productivity estimatts to bc made. In the main, these were labour
productivity measures but, in some cases, data were available which allowed materials
productivity to be estimated.

Tbe qualitative estimates
The cfficicncy&cu
The Cowling approach does not capture the full impact of the merger on the effxieacy
of the fm.Consequently, other information obtained from the firms, on technological
change, investment, ptoduct quality, and innovation, was used to supplement the
quantitative estimates and to provide a fuller picture of the changes in efficiency since
the merger.
T k wcrfarc @cts
The estimation of changes in productive efficiency provides only a part of the story
about the impact of the merger. Ihe counterpart to effiiency gains in the Williamson
trade-off model is welfare losses due to the exercise of market power. In the static
analysis of the Williamson model these losses are caphlred by the area A1 in Figures 2.1
and 2.2.
Cowling argued that provided there were few fluctu.tions in e i k the poportions in which
inputs arc used and outputs
or, the relative prices of inputs md outpts, the required
information on inputs and outputs can be deduced from r knowledge of expenditure on inputs
md their price, md revenue from d e s of outputs md their prices.
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Market power may affect consthrwgh pice increases a reductions in product
quality and associated services. Suppliers of inputs to the fum may elso be affected by
the merged firm's p w a in factor markeu. The Williamson-Cowling approach attempts
to capture only the pice effects on canstmers. Even this is difficult, as competition is a
dynamic pocess and the effects ofW e t p e r art only manifestedthrough rime.
'Ihe full effects of marlret power are difficult to capture quantitatively. Nonehless, it is
to be assumed that finns fully exploit wbateva market powet they daivc from mergers.
For this reason, qualitative information was collected from a range of industry
participants, including customus and suppliers, on the exttnt of changes in market
power following the merger. In the case study chapters this information is used to
estimate the likelihood of signifmt welfare losses following the mergm.
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Appendix 2.1 Derivation of the Cowling 'k' measure
The foUowing draws heavily on Cowling et d (1980) pp. 55-69. Consider a production
process that produces one output and uses N factors of production. &noted by the
subscript i.
Let C = total cost of production
fi = quantity of factor i consumed
pi =unitpriceoffactori
Q = number of units of output produced
IC
= total profits fnwn production
Po = revenue £ranunit of output
R = total revenue from output produced
?hc following identities arc implied.
x=R-C
(1)
R = PoQ
(2)
C=Cfgi
(3)
% = PoQ Uipi
(4)
It is assumed drat the factors of production are consumed in fixed proportions. This can
be written
fi = hQ
(3
ai. assumed constant, is the relative quantity of factor i required to produce one unit of
output. 'k' is a measure of the total factor requirement per unit of output, or unit factor
requirement

-

If equation (5) is substituted into equation (4) the following is obtained
1~*= PoQ &Qpi
ie. x = PoQ - kQCaipi
(6)

-

s t p i is the correct form for a fixed weight price index of inputs, which can be called

PI.
Substituting (7) into (6)
%=PoQ- KZQ

(8)

k = P o l Q ( 1-%lPoQ)
=Poll?( 1 - % / R )
(9)
If the assumption of a single output of fued input proportions is correct, equation (9)
will give an exact measure of the change in unit factor requirement from obsemation to
observation. Unit factor requirement is inversely proportional to efficiency as defied
by Cowling. The extension of the argument to a multiple output produced in fixed
proportions would make Po a price index of output rather than a single price.
Intuitively, the model can be understood as follows. If the weights ai are regarded as a
recipe for the production of units of ouqxlt, 'k' describes how many units of output wiU
be produced from a set quantity of inputs. Alternatively, 'k' describes the quantity of
inputs, combined in accordance with the weights, required to produce one unit of
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output 'k' may vary with the scale of production, technical pogrtss, a the efficiency
with which a particular technique is used.
Changes in 'k' are illustrated in Figure A2.1. The isoquant IQ1 shows how much of
factor i and factor j are required to produce o w rurir of owpvt in brt initial period. IQ2
shows the same information, but f a a subsequent period. The firm produces at point E
in the initial period, and point D in the subsequent period. Reduction at any otha point
on the isoquants would require more of one factor but the same quantity of the orher
factors and so would be tezhnically ineff~ient(and more expensive).

The slope of the ray ODEF represents the assumed factor poportions, or the weights q.
As the distance from 0 increases the per unit cost of production increases as a greater
quantity of inputs is required to produce one unit of output Conversely, a shift from E
to D represents a fall in the quantity of inputs needed to produce a unit of outpur
Therefore, a shift from E to D involves a fall in 'k' and a rise in productive efficiency.
IQ2 can also be understood as representing a more efficient process because the cost of
producing the same output is smaller than at IQ1.

In comparing the two time periods it is necessary to deflate actual costs by a price index.
Therefore, PI appears in ?hedenominator of equation (9).
As long as the factors are used in fixed proportions it does not matter if the relative
prices of factors move divergently. If factor proportions change, however. as in the case
where the new isoqm-t is IQ2, a b i is introduced into the measurement

Cowling's focus on efficiency gains when factor proportions are held constant is
designed to capture only those gains that might be attributable to the actual merger
event, and not to subsequent changes in production technology. This approach may not
fully capme the economic implications of mergers and market power.

Changes infactor proportions
Several reasons for changes in factor proportions can be offered. Technical progress
may induce the fm to replace workers with capital goods. Improvements to the

production proctss may result in less waste and so smaller quantities of the affected
inputs arc required. However, to illustrate the dinctions of the bias in 'k' brought about
by changes in factor proputions it will be assumed that the changes erc brought about
by changes in relative factor prices
Changes in relative factor prices can induce the substitution of one factor f a another.
'Ihis case is illustrated in Figure A2.2. Again the f m initially employs the input
combination represented by point E. However, in the subsequent period the price of
factar i has fallen relative to the price of factor j. The finn will maximise profits by
using less of factor j and more of factor i, and by moving to the input combination G.
Figure A23 SubstltPtfon d factors indwd by rrbtlve

p
t cbangts

3

'k' in the subsequent period will be calculated by applying the old factor proponions to
the new relative prices. This will generate a cost figure represented by point B. ?be
calculated value of the ratio of factor proportions before and after the change, klM,
will conespond to OWB. l b s c efficiency gains brought about by improvements in
the production process would be captured by O W D (Other efficiency gains would
arise from the substitution towards the relatively cheap factor i). If O W D is regarded
as the 'true' ratio of factor requirement then kl/k2 will overstate the savings in factor
requirements by the ratio OD/OB. Put simply, measured 'k' is biased downwards and
the implicit measure of productive efficiency (the inverse of 'k') is biased upwards The
greater the degree of factor substitution the gteater will be the bias.
The same method of analysis shows that changes in factor proportions when end period

weights are used bias 'k' upwards.

'k' may also vary with the degree of capacity utilisation. This is an extension of the
point that 'k' may vary with the scale of production. When demand falls, capacity
utilisation and hence productive efficiency will also fall.
'A' and economies of scale
The Williamson trade-off model assumes constant returns to scale technology. Wberc
'k' is used to show changes in costs faced by the merged f m this assumption
introduces a further restriction into the analysis. Changes in 'k' can no longer be
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attributed to changes in the scale of production (athe degree of capacity utilisation),
but only to technical progress, or the efficiency with which r particular technique is
used. This removes from the analysis one type of efficiency improvement
conventionally thought likely to result from mergers: economies of large scale
productim

excludes the possibility of changes in costs due to changes in the scale of
prod-.
does not fully account for gains from changes in factar popartiars;
assumts that productivity and price increases an directly attributable to tbt actual
mergex event
There ae otha factors, separate from the merger, which may affect performance and
the quantitative muits from the methodology need to be supplemented with qualitative
information about what else has been occurring in the firm and the hiusby.
Other sources qf biar in 'C'
Accounting measures of profitability may differ from economists' estimates due to
differences between accounting and economic depreciation. This means that, over time,
measured 'k' can vary firom true 'k'.
A more basic problem affecting the interpretation of 'k' as a measure of total factor
requirement is that since the profit figures used are before interest and tax, they do not
represent pure cconomic profit, but contain elements of the cost of capital.

If these dements remain the same as a propdon of total costs. the measure d 'k' will
not be affected. However, if there is a substitution of capital for other inputs, such as
materials and labour, the apparent cost of production as measured by 'k' will decline
due to an increase in accounting profits necessary to cover the increased interest costs.
In other words, this will result in a downward bias in the trend of 'k' over time. Cowling
suggested that the magnitude of this bias would be very small.
A further difficulty is that the choice of the sample to be analysed can bring about
significant bias in the results. This difficulty is largely a function of data availability.
Merger studies invariably analyse publicly listed companies as those firmsate obliged
to publish some details of their performance. Very liule is known about private
acquisitions and their effects so it is difficult to genedse the results of merger analyses
across the whole economy.

Similarly, the definition of an 'industry' can often be too broad a too narrow to reflect
properly the economic conditions experienced by the acquirer (Cowling, 1980, p57) and
the diverse nature of many f m s can make it difficult to e x a t relevant information
from reported accounts. The effect of merger upon an acquired activity may be
swamped by other activities.

18
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Trends in Merger Activity
3.1 Empirical Studies In Australia
There are no readily available data on merger activity in Australia. However, a number
of studies have used proxies to provide an indication of trends over particular periods.
By bringing togetha the results of these studies and adding other data where possible, a
broad picture of merger activity in Australia since 1946can be established.
Published data on merger activity relate either to takeover bids, regardless of their
outcome, or to estimates of successfullycompleted takeovers. Tbc data in each case are
subject to a number of l i m i t a and
~ it is not possible to determine which is the bttter

measure. In addition, the data are aggregated, so that no distinction is made between
huimntal, venical or ccmglomesate mergers.
The main studies an Bushncll (1961). Stewart (1975). Bishop, Dodd and Officer
(1987). Treasury (1986), Reserve Bank (1974 - 1986). and NCSC (1988). These studies
are outlined in Appendix 3.2. A study of mergers was also un&rtaken by McDougall
and Round (1986) but no data on ttends in merger activity were included (see also BIE
198%).

In response to the patchwork of data available from these studies, the B E generated a
data series of company disappeamm due to takeover covering the period 1946 to
1987. The series was based on Stock Exchange data showing &listed public companies
(STATEX, 1987). There were two types of delisting that were considered to be the
result of takeovers:
a 'standard' delisting where a !inn became a wholly owned subsidiary with no
individual corpMate identity;
a 'renaming' where the f m reappeared on the Exchange lists with a new identity
reflecting its changed ownersh'i (for example. Waltons became Walms Bard).
The results, and those of Bushnell and Stewart, are shown in Figure 3.1. The B E
measure has the advantage of providing a long time series but is more narrow than those
of Bushnell, Stewm and the Reserve Bank as it includes only publicly listed companies.
In the other studies all businesses where there was evidence of disappearance through
takeover were counted. irrespective of their corporate status. Thc Reserve Bank survey
indicates that takeovers of private companies could account for half the total number of
takeovers.

There is a broad mmspon&nce in the trends shown in Figure 3.1. Takeover activity
rose in the 1950s but declined in the early 1960s before rising until the early 1970s.
From the mid-1970s there was a steady hatase until the end of the series in 1986.

In Figure 3.2 the available measures of takeover activity for the period 1974 to 1984 are
shown. Data on bids for public companies are compared with the Reserve Bank measure
of firms taken over by public companies and the BIE data on &listed public companies.

Figure 3.1 Estlmata d merger actlvlty, I946 to 198/
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The three lower paths have generally the same trend but this is not the case with the
Reserve Bank data. The differences reflect the disparate focuses of the measures. While
the data on bids and delistings refer to public companies, the Reserve Bank data covu
takeovers by public companies of both public and private companies Private company
targets normally constituted over half the total in Reserve Bank surveys and the
convergence of these data with the other measures suggests that either their
attractiveness or availability as a target declined over the period. In 1974, 185 private
companies were acquired but only 76 were acquired in 1984.
Figure 3.2 Different measures of takeover activity, 1974 b l984
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A further indicator of merger activity is the measure of bids as a percentage of listed
companies. These indicators are shown in Figure 3 3 for the period 1960 to 1988.
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Figure 3 3 Number of takeover blds as 8 perccnhg, d listed compmkr, 1960 to 1988
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From these data, it appears that mergers were uncommon in the late 1940s. Activity
gathered pace during the 1950s. rising sharply in 1958 and 1959. The activity then came
off its peak rapidly, probably in response to the stagnating economic conditions of the
early 1960s. Activity was generally low and stable though the 1960s until 1967, in a
pattern similar to manufacturing investment at the time. Since 1967 the fluctuations
have become more marked but the long term upward trend has continued.

3.2 Some Features of Merger Activity
There has been little analysis of the characteristics of merger activity. Reserve Bank
data are the most disaggregated but it only covers the period 1974 to 1984. It can be
compared with information collected by Bushnell, Stewart and Bishop, Dodd and
Offcel.
Secloral distribution of activity
Using Reserve Bank data, Figm 3.4 presents the distribution between indusay sectors
of the value of assets acquired through mergers between 1974 and 1984.

Manufacturing dominates the distribution, while the wholesale and retail sectors have
experienced sporadic activity. During 1983 and 1984 these sectors combined reached
historically high levels of activity, constituting 20-25 per cent of total value acquired.
!%micasector activity has also fluctuated, averaging around 10 per cent of the total.

In general, these results match those of Stewart for the 1%0s. Stewart had included
estimates of the contribution of the primary and financial secm but this does not alter
by much the overall picture of the dominance of manufacturing in this distribution.
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Figurr 3.4 S h u t d totd merger rtlvlty, by vdw, by rcbw, 1974 b lWII

Source: Table A3.4 in Appadix 3.1
Value of the merger activity
Figure 3.5, based on Reserve Bank data, shows the number of f m s making takmvers
and the average value of acquisitions over the period. The number of quirers declined
by about 30 per cent. At the same time, the total value of acquisitions significantly
increased, thereby causing a substantial rise in the average value of each acquisition.
Ftgurt 3 5 Average value acquind and number d acqulnrs, ail Industries, 1974 to 1984

Source:Thle A3.5 in Appendix 3.1

Reserve Bank data in Figure 3.6 show the average value of takeover targets
differentiated on rhe basis of the three categories of corporate status uscd by the Bank
private companies, public companies, and companies based overseas a involved in the
finance industry. Private company targets maintained a very low average value
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throughout the period, even though thest companies normally constituted over half of
the target population.
The average value of public company targets more than douMed in 1980 although it was
not until 1984 that it moved above that leveL Overstas or finance companies generated
a fairly constant amount of interest. with the number which w t n targets varying little.
The average value of these companies as targets rose significantly in 1984.
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Source: Table A3.6 in Appendix 3.1

F o m of paynunl in takeover transactions
Figure 3.7 shows the fonn that payment f a takeovers has taken since 1947.
Flgure 3.7 Forms of payment for takeovers, 1947 to 1985
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The majority of transactions have taken the form of either pure equity swaps or cash
offers. Cash offers have steadily risen over the period to dominate other forms of
payment. The decline of the exchange of equity suggests that the tkeing up of financial
markets might have allowed cash to be more easily obtained.

3.3 Concluslons
Overall, the trend in merger activity in Australia over the last four decades appears to
have an irregular wave effect. The peaks tend to coincide with generally acknowledged
speculative surges, particularly 1969 and 1972, 1980-81 and the mid to late 1980s.
These surges provide no hint of any rhythm.
The most recent peak appears to differ from earlier peaks in two ways:
a

the historical eend is noticeably upand,
previous peaks have had characteristics dissimilar to those which are now
apparent-

The peaks of 195960 and to a lesser extent 1969-72 had a greater focus on private
companies, which tend to be smaller than public companies. Moreover, the earlier
activity was financed by the pure exchange of equity to a much greater extent than in
the recent period. Both of these characteristics are consistent with dre concept of nonhostile absorption, that is, the proprkton of the target maintain some equity in the new
operation.
Merger activity now seems to be performing a different function. The current period is
better characterised by the accumulation of outright control. Targets have become larger
and cash payment is now the dominant form of exchange, consistently taking up over 80
p a cent of all transactions during the early and mid 1980s.
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Appendix 3.1 Data on Merger Activity
Tabk W.1 Estimates d merger activity, 1946 to 1Yerr

B E Delistings
No. of

BushneU

Stewart

No. of cqa&q&

T a b A3.1 Estfmatg of Merger Activity, 1946 to 1986 (Coot.)
B E DeIbhgs
No. of

Burtnell

Stewm

No.

No. of

Sourcc~):Bushnell(1961); Stewat (1975); BIE d.trbrse

Tabk A33 DUlcrent wrspres d takeover rtlvity, 1W4 to 1981

B E Delistings
ym

No.

No.-

Trcamy

.

Resave BPlL
Bishop a d
No.oftalraova No.-

Sourw: Resave Bwlr:(1984). Bishop et d (1987). Trerrsury (1986). BIE t h a b s c
Tabk A 3 3 Number d takeover bids as a percentage of llsted cornpankq 1960 to 1WIS

NCSC

Y=

46
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Tab& A 3 3 Number d takeover blds as percent.gc d W compnkq 1
W b 1988 (Coat)
NCSC

Y-

%

Sources: Trursllry (1986). NCSC (various yean)

Table A3.4 Sbare al total merger activity, by value, by sector, 1974 to 1984
Manufacturing
%

Wholesale

ReW

Sexvices

Total

%

%

%

%

Source: Resme Bank (various yeus)
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Tabk A3J Average value rqulred and aumkr d .cquirrrs, aE ladustrkq 1974 to 1984

yep

Avarge value .acquired
.
( 1 W 4 S m

No. off m making trlreovar

Source: Resme Bank ( v h u yern)

Tabk A3.6 Average value olcompanks acquired, constant 1974 $ miUlon, 1974 to 1984
Public Companies

Yur

Sm

Source:Reserve Bank (vrriousyears)
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0 v m e m / E i CO&

Sm
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Tabk A3.7 Forms of payment for takeovers, 1947 to 1-

AU Clsh
%
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32.3
43.8
47.7
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72.6
65.4
68.6
48.7
43.8
41.4
35.9
33.9
32.7
27.o
41.0
36.9
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56.9
78.4
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86.3
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84.7
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2.5 3

...

-

All S
%

...

22.2
35.4
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22.0
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17.0
9.1
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6.4
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27.4
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32.7
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Sources: 1947 to 1956 Bushnell(l961),1959 to 1970 - Stewart (1975). 1972 to 1985 Bishop. ef a1 (1987)

Appendix 3.2 Studies of Merger Activity
Bushncll(l%l). He presented data for the period 1947 to 1959. His proxy for merger
activity was the number of f m s which 'disappeared' as a result of tukeovers in each
year. Disappearances were defined as the loss of caporate identity. He obtained his data
from the records of the Sydney and Melbuumc Stock Exchanges and company and
newspaper reports. Non-public takeovers wae covered only if public companies were
involved but he believed he coveted most merger activity @8). His data are presented in
Figure 3.1.
Stewart (1975).His data covered the period 1960 to 1970.Like Bushnell he used the
number of firms which disappeared as a result of takeovers as a proxy. His primary
sources were the Australian Financial Review and similar publications so he obtained
published data on private companies. He was confident he covered most merger activity
@27).His data are shown in Figure 3.1.

Bishop. Dodd and Officer (1987). Their data covered all takeover bids for public
companies from 1972 to 1985.Because bids were included irrespective of their eventual
outcome, direct comparison with takeover statistics is difficult. The data are shown in
Figure 3.2.
Treasury (1986).This study pmvided data on takeover bids for public companies for
the period 1%0 to 1984.It also showed these bids as a proportion of listed companies
over the period. The data are shown in Figure 3.2.

Data without analysis are available from:
Reserve Bad (1976 to 1986). The Reserve Bank collected data on the number of
takeovers of public and private companies made by public companies as part of its
annual 'Company Fiance' survey. Like Bushnell, the Reserve Bank relied on Stwk
Exchange data and company reports. The data are shown in Figure 3.2.
The survey produced other data, which are in Figures 3.4 to 3.7.
N a t i o ~ Companies
l
and SecurifiesCommission (1983 to 1988). Since 1983 the NCSC
has published data on the number of takeover bids for public companies. The data only
includes the activities of listed firms. The data are shown in Figure 3.2.

4. Mergers and Industry Concentration
4.1 Introduction
Industry a market concentration refers to the size distribution of firms in a particular
industry a market. A high level of concentration implies relatively few firms in the
industry a market. Similar measures can be used to estimate aggregate c o n c e n ~ o n ,
that is, the ~ l a t i v position
e
of large enterprises in an industry sector or the eumomy as a
whole.

A distinction must be made between market concentration and industry concentration
because data are only available on an industry basis. These data need not correspond to
the market f a goods produced by an industry as goods of other industries might
compete in the same market Industry concentration ratios ignore the impact of potential
competition from these other industries. These and other limitations of the measures
mean that they are only a broad indicator of the potential for market power.
Mergers are not the only way an industry can become mare concentrated. It could occur,
for example, though relatively higher growth of the larger f m s or the exit of smaller
firms. Funhemore, the causal relationship between mergers and industry concentration
can work both ways so that, for example, inaeases in industry concenrration might lead
to mergers between smaller f h s as a defensive me9sure.

The subtleties in the relationship between industry cxmatration and mergers reinforces
the need to draw on more information about each industry before conclusions about the
rehiomhip can be reached. The case study appmch adoped in this report is an attempt
to provide this more detailed examination.
In this c w r , both aggregate and industry concentration data are presented. m y are
drawn from BIE work on trends in manufacturing concentration. BIE(1989c) provides a
more detailed account of the methoddogy employed and the limitations of the data.
Concentration ratios are the most reliable rneasm of concenbation using available data
but they are partial indicators based on a subset of f m s in an industry. Their main
advantages are ihat they are simple to calculate and to interpret. They do not, however,
provide information on the f m distn'bution outside the chosen subset of f m s . Nor do
they provide any indication of the distri'bution offirms within the chosen subset

Thc Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) has published industry conwntration ratios
f a the majority of 4-digit ASIC industries in the manufacarring sector for 1972-73,
1977-78 and 1982-83. Data for 1986-87 have been obtained by the B E in an
unpublished form. The ratios are available in tenns of industry turnover, value added
and employment for the four largest f m s . Using these industry data it is possible to
estimate aggregate concentration in manufacturing for these years.
The ABS ratios are producer concentration ratios as they refer only to the activities of
domestic producers, that is, they ignore the impact of international trade. At a time
when the internationalisationof h e Australian economy is growing, this is a significant
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shortcoming. Adjustments ma& to the ABS data to account f a trade provide seller
concentration data, which an more cornpehensive indicators of concentration.

4.2 Aggregate Concentration
ABS concentration ratios and, consequently, the trade adjustments made to them relate
only to those manufacauing indusaies for which data are available. The trends revcaled
do not necessarily hold for othex sectors of the economy or for the economy as a whole.
Figure 4.1 shows the frequency distributions of the industry concentration ratios for the
period 1972-73 to 1986-87. There appears to have been a shift from one peak in 197273 to two peaks in 1986-87. The second peak, at a concentration ratio in the range 61 to
70 per cent, is associated with a continuing decline in the number of industries in the
ranges 31 to 60 per cent and 91 to 100 per cent. In the l a m case, a number of industries
and moved into the 91 & 100 per cent range, for
might have become more ~oncen~ated
which no data an available. Over the whole period then has been little change in the
number of industries at the lower end of the concentration ratio scale.
Figure 4.1 Dl~trlbutbad ~ ~ t ~ t r pbyt 4-dlgit
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Note: (a) Concenhation ratio of the four Irrgest enterprise p u p s cr]culatcd on a hrrdGdjusted
turnover h i s (see BIE 1989~)

Table 4.1 shows the average concentration levels in manufacturing on both an
unadjusted and a trade-adjusted turnover basis. By either measure, average
concentration has increased, although most of this occurred before 1982. The preferred
trade-adjusted measure provides little sign of any significant increase since 1977-78.

The table also shows that while the trade-adjusted unweighted measure is well below
the unweighted unadjusted measure, the same is nor the case with the two weighted
measures,where the difference is only one percentage point in each year. This suggests
that trade is a more impitant influencc on concentdon in snaller industries, which do
not contribute as much to the weighted measures, than it is in larga industries.
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Tabk 4.1 Averlgc corcab.tkaa for tbe m.auf8cturlng #tar, 197273 to 198681

Unwdghkd
Weighted (d)

%

%

%

53
46

56

57

48

48

%
58
50

-.-

Unweightal
Weighted (d)

%
46
45

%

48
49

%
49
49

-

-

%
49
51

Sources:BIE (1989~)
Notes: (a) Of t)re largest four cnterpise group in e r h 4digit ASIC industry. Estimates have
been mde f a r number of ASIC clvrer where data a unrvahble.
(b) That is, using nrnrova data only.
(c) That is. using hlrnover adjusted for the effscrs of trde.
(d) Using fued 1986-87 weights bued on industry ahue of total mrnufrcturing turnover
and mde-adjustedturnover respeaively.

In Table 4.2 an indication of the changes in concentration in the manufacturing sector is
given. It appears that highly and moderately concentrated industries have been
increasing in significance. The trade-adjusted share of these industries in total
manufacturing value added rose from 53 per cent in 1972-73to 60 per cent in 1986-87.
A similar increase is apparent in the unadjusted measure. The number of industries
within each of the concenttation categories has remained fairly constant over the period.
so changes in their shares of value added are the result of movements in the shares of
the industries within each category.

One point of diffe-rence between the unadjusted and trade-adjusted measures concerns
the changes in the share of manufacturing value added accounted for by the highly
concentrated industries. While the share grew in the period by 7 3 percentage points.
using the unadjusted measure, it grew by only 1.9 percentage points when the tradeadjusted measure was used.
A change in the share of total value added contributed by any of these categories does
not necessarily imply a change in concentration of industries within that category.
Nevertheless, there have been some changes in the average concentration in all three
categories which, taken as a whole, broadly reflect the increases in aggregate
concentration shown in Table 4.1. Concentration in the high concentration industries
has grown tram 83 to 85 per cent over the period and in the moderate concentration
industries from 53 to 57 per cent. The average concentration in low concentration
industries has fallen from 26 to 24 per cent.

There has been little study of concentration in industries other than manufacturing. A
major reason for this is the lack of data. Several studies have, however, pointed to the
highly concentrated nature of some d c e industries The TFC (1988) has claimed that
there are oligopolies or duopolies in banking, grocery retailing, domestic airlines and
department stores. Caves notes that communications and the media industries aperate
under conditions of monopoly or near monopoly (Caves et al, 1987,p25).
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Tabk 4 3 Sham d maaufacturlag value xJded, by conctatrrtloa8, 1972-73 to 1986-87
- --

IdW

High concmtrr6on(~)
Moderate ~oncatratian(~)

Low c~mx!ntnrion(~)

1972-73
%

25.8
25.1
49.1

1972-73
%
High comu~&on(~)
24.0
Modam cammtntiadd)
28.7
Low ‘ m ~ m ~ o n ( ~ )
473

Indw

u~djusted(b)
1982-83
1977-78

1986-87

%

%

%

332
25.8
42.0

26.4
30.2
43.4

33.1
29.1
37.8

i9n-58

198243

25.8
27.7
465

22.6
31.8
45.6

1986-87
%
25.9
34.4
39.7

96

%

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
Source:B E (1989~)
Notes: (a) Of the largest four entaprise group in u c h 4 digit ASIC industry. The BIE esrimatal
ntios for a number of ASIC clmcs wherr data m unavailable.
(b)nLlt is, using trrmovez d a t ~d y .
(c) Concenhrtionratio greys than or eqrul to 0.7.
(d) Concentration ratio b e t w 0.4
~ m d 0.7.
(e) Concentration ratio kss than 0.4.
(f)Thrt is, using turnover adjusted for the effects of trade.

4.3 International Comparisons of Concentration
A comparison of conceneatim levels aaoss countries is particularly difficult. Industry
definitions, the n u m b of f m s used in calculating the concentration ratio, varying
years of compilation and different bases (employment, value added, whether tradeadjusted, etc) may all differ from one counoy to another.
In addition, where the comparison is being made with Australia, the relatively small
domestic market and lhe artificial and natural trade barriers must be borne in mind. In
industries where scale economies are important, demand may be sufficient to s u m
only a few f m s of optimal size. Thus,other things being equal, concentration could be
expected to be greater in Australia than in larger economies.
Some broad comparisons can be made, as Table 4.3 shows. It can be seen that average
concentration in the manufacturing sector in Australia is generally higher than that in
the UK,with the diffmmes being most marked for the trade-adjusted data

The trade-adjusted data also show that average concentration in UK manufacturing has
been declining as a result of trade. This contrasts with the Australian experience, which
has shown no such downward trend in the trade-adjustd data.
Similar results have bten shown by Dixoa (1989, pp7 and 19) in comparisons betwm
Australia and Canada and between Australia and the UK. He concluded that while
aggregate concentration in Canadian and UK manufacturing has been generally

declining. that f a Australia, using unadjusted data. increased over the period 196869 to
1982-83.

UK and Aurtrrllq 1970 to W6-87.

Tabk 43. Average coacratratla t.mmuf-,

mw
Australia (b)

TI& Adjusted
UK (c)

Austnlir @)

UK (4

Sources: Fergu#m (1988b) p39
United Kingdcan. Deprrbncnt of Trade md Industry (1988) ppU)-1
.
-

BIE (198M

Notes: (a) In terms of turnova for Australia and gross output for the UK.
(b) Australian data are for the four lugest cnterpise groups m 4digit k b t r i e s .
(c) UK data rre for the five largest poducar. in 3digit industries. It is not stated in the
source Qcummts w h e t h these u e weighted m unweighted figures.
(d) Unweightd
(e) Weightai.
(f) A change in 1980 m industry defmitions kd to a change in dte concentration. measure.

This finding by Dixon that aggregate concentration in Canada has been generally
declining contrasts with data presented by Marfels (1988) in a comparison between
Canada, West Germany, the US and Japan. The trends from these data are shown in
Figure 4.2. UK and Australian data have been added to Marfels' data. The data are
composed on different bases for each country so the results should be considered
indicative only. It can be seen that. on these measures, while aggregate concentration
has remained steady or fallen in the US, the UK and West Germany, it has risen in
Japan. Canada and Australia. In absolute terms, Canada appears to have a more
concentrated manufacturing sector than the other countries, with Australia at or just
above the ayerage for the group.
Caves (1984) found that Australian industry was considerably more concentrated than
industry in the US. He also found that the average plant size in Australia was
considerably less than optimal so he concluded that it was not the exploitation of
economies of scale to achieve optimal plant size in a small market that was the cause of
the high concentration

The reasons he gave for the sub-optimal plant size were the small national market,
artificial and natural trade barriers, product differentiation between local and foreign
producers and fragmentation of the market caused by an ineficient transport system and
State Government policies of industry suppon Recent moves to reduce some of these

impediments would be expected to result in f m s opaating plants which arc closer to
optimal size and an bamsc in concentrafion in some industries
Ngun 4.2 Share of ranufacturlng actlvltya by tbe 100 largest aanuhcturlng firms,
varbus countrkr

Sources:MarfeIr (1988)
BIE (198%)
Note: (a) The bases used me: Canada, vdut m,
West G a m y , des; Japan, assets; UK. net
output; Australia, value added. Data for Australia on a m v a basis me 3 to 5 pacenme
points higha o v a this period (See ABS, 1990).

In other industries, however, the use of flexible manufacturing systems and
microelectronics has reduced the importance of scale emmnies (BE,1988). Increases
in efficiency and movements towards optimal plant sizes in these industries will not
necessarily lead to increased concentration. Overall, the effect on aggregate
concentration of any reductions in these impediments is not clear.

4.4 Industry Data
Industry data are presented in detail in BIE (1989~).Table 4.4 summarises some of
these results by showing the trade-adjusted concentration ratios for 3-digit ASIC
industies in the period 1972-73 to 1987-88, for those industries where data were
available. Indusaies with increases in concentration ournumber those with decreases
and the average increase is considerably larger than the average decrease.
A greater level of disaggregation is given by Table 4.5, which shows the distribution of
changes, since 1977-78, of concentration calculated on a trade-adjusted m v e r b i s
for ASIC 4-digit industries. It can be seen that, for those industries where data are
available, changes in most industries fell in the range pius 10 to minus 10 percentage
points. An increase occurred in 59 industries, while 59 industries showed a decrease.
There was, however, a large number of industries for which data were not available.

-

Tabk 4.4 Coaccabdm rrthf a 3 4 g &ASIC W

ASH: indwtry

Yerrarjing June: 1973
%

Mutpoductr
Milkpoduca
Fruit & vegetable poductr
Margrrine, o h & fats na:
Fburmill&caulpoducrr
Brubcrka &biacuitr
Sugr & otha food productr
Bevaagu & nult
TobwropoQlctr
Textile filxes,yrnr & woven fdxice
235 Orha textik poducrr
244 Knitting mill products

211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
234

245 Ckithbg
246 k

~

t

w

~

253 Wood&woodpoducts
2!ki Flanitun&mrmessg
263 p r ~ a & p a ~ a p o d u a ,

264 Printing & died industries

275
276
277
278
285
286
287
288
294

295
2%

314
315
316
323
324
334
335
336
345
346
347
348

d

Basic chemicals
Othachaniul products
Petrolaunrrfining
Petrolaun & cod producunec
Glw&glasspducts
Clay products & refrrtories
Cement & amcrere pmdum
Othernon-metallic mirmiproducts
Basic iron & stbei
Basic non-fmus metals
Non-~CIIOUS
metal hsic poducts
Shucturdmetd produdr
Sheetmetalpoducts
Other fabricated metal products
Motor vehicles & putr
Other trurspatequipmmt
Photogrqk pmfesrid & scieatifii equipnent
Appliances & elechul equipment
Industrid machinay & equipment
Lertha&leathapoductr
Rubber products
Plastic & related products
Other manufacturing

, W72-73 to 1986-87

1978

1983

%

%

%

21
32
35
61
44
59
26
33
86
26

22
29
30
71
51
47

30"

20

22

23
12
2s
8
14
42
25
36
21
64

16
13

16
12

23
34
34
90
58
52
24
43
88
26
22
17
12
26
16
9
50
27
43
18
76
65
76
30
40
47
74
50
59
21
35
14
44
40
26
14
8
23
48
18
7

25
26
29
59
38
U
23
36
90

43b

56
M

33
69"
68b
77"
M

43b
18"
34
16"
55
26
32
15
6
19
56

19
10

Source: BIE (1989~).Table A1
Notes: (a) For the four lugest firms, on a trde-adjusted turnova basis
(b) ASIC defmition was changed in 1978

a0
39
88
26

29

n

7
13
41
29
39
19
72
63
na
28
38
67
79
55
60

11
12
43

22

34
12
45
29
33
14
7
18
50
1
9

28

39
19
84

72
M

32
44
61
80
63
64
23
36

12
46
34
34
14
8
21
52
18
8

1987
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Tabk 4 3 Changa La imdus&y coacentratbaa, 4-dlglt LadusMeq 1977.78 to -1
C b q e in concarartion

No. of i n d u s h

Oruta than +10
+6 to +10

18
13

+1 to +5

28

No change

3
28
17
14
51

-5 to -1
-10 to -6

1-

than -10

D.tr not available

Source: BIE (198%) Table 1
Note: (a) Ccmcmtntiaid o of four largest firm alarl.ted on a ade-djustcd t u r m v a basis

As is shown in Tabk 4.6 and Figure 4.3 there were seventeen industries where the
increase in concentration was gteater than ten percentage points. Of these, performance
of ASIC industries 3233 and 2635 are not significant because they are miscellaneous

categories. As such, it is unlikely that the industries represent any collection of highly
substitutable products. An exception is ASIC 2140, Margarine, oils and fats nec, which
appears to cover a small number of homogeneous and largely substitutable products.
Table 4.6 Indust*

allh tbe largest lacrease In coacenhrtkna, l!977-18 to 1!W-87

Concentration Ratio

Rmlr ASIC
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

2343
2140
2347
2533
2151
2116
2861
2441
2161
2175
2186
2534
3354
2346
3233
2635
2344

1977-78
%
44
61

Man-made fibres & yams
Muguinc, oils md fats nec
Woollen yams & broadwoven fabrics
V a w s & mmufrctllrad boards of wood
flour mill prod^
Poultry
Clay bricks & clay refractories
Hosiay
Bread
Prepred animal & bid foods
Beer
Joinery & wooden sou~turalfittings
Waterhealing systans
Warstcd yuns & broadwoven fabrics
Motor vehicle instruments & elec quip ncz
Paper products na:
Man-made fibre bodwoven f.bricc

44
33
53
49
42
46
43

40
78
54
60
57

1986-87
%
74

90
68
56
75
69
61
64
59
53
91
67
72

68

58

55
68

34

44

44

Change
77-78 to 86-87
%31
29
25

U
21
20
18
18
16
13
13
13
12
12
11
11
11

Source:BIE (1989~)
Note: (a) Concentrationratio of the four largest finns on a trde-adjustedturnover basis

Figure 4.3 shows more clearly that the food, textiles and, to a lesser extent, wood
products industry groups dominate the table. Twelve out of the seventeen industries are
in these groups. On the face of it, these industries appear to have little in common
except relatively high levels of natural or artificial protection.

Source: B E (1989~)
Note: (a) Ccmcu~trda~
ratio of four 1 ~ g - t f m dculated on a trde-djusted turnover basis

A further point in Figure 4.3 is that the concenmtion ratios for the industries shown are
generally well above the average concentration ratios f a their own industry groups and
for manufacturing as a whole in 1986-87, even though this was not the case in 1977-78.

Industries with the greatest fall in concentration over the period are shown in Table 4.7.
'Ihey are grouped into 3-digit ASIC industries in Figure 4.4.
Table 4.7 Iadustrles with the largest decrease in concentratbaa, 1977-78 to -1
GncatratianRuio

Rank ASIC
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
IS

3342
2884
3245
3351
3341
3 163
3481
3361
2536
2345
3142
2863
2454
2945
2353

1977-78
%
Photogrtphicfilmprocessmg
75
Conaetepipes& tsbestoscanentproductE
80
Trmsportequipmentnsc
50
Ws,
radios, audio equip40
Photographic and optical goob
40
Nuts. bolts. screws & rivets
53
Ophtfirlmiclrticl~~
48
Agriculdmrchinay
37
Wooden amtainm
32
Coaon y a m & brodwoven f.bricr
64
Architectural aluminium
35
Cadctile~dpipu
53

Foundati~ng~lmts
Steel pipes & tubes
Rcudage & twine

73
73

n

1986-87
%
38

46
19
19
21
36
33
24
19
52
23
41
62
62
63

Source: B E (198%)
Note: (a) Ccmcu~tdmratio of the four l ~ g e sft h s a ~
a trade-adjusted hrmover =is.

Change
77-78 to 8687
sane
-37
-34
-31
-21
-19
-17
-15
-13
-13
-12
-12
-12
-11
-11
-10
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Of the fifteen industries, four am in the Other machinery and equipment category and
W e are two in textiles, fabricated metal products and non-metallic mineral products.
Textile industries feature prominently in both the list of industries with the greatest
increases in concentration. Table 4.6, and this list.
F@re 4.4

Source:

C b ~ n g e sIr coactn~tloo', 1
m-78to 198687, LadusMg dtb hrgeat decre.pc

BIE (198%)

Note: (a) Concentration ratio of four largest f m on a hde-adjusted tumova brck

4.4 Conclusions
Concentration refers to the size distribution of f m s in a particular market a industry.
The relationship between hotizontal mergers and concentration is not clearcut. At the
aggregate level, it appears that concentration in Australia has increased only modexately
over the period 1972-73 to 1986-87 Nevertheless. the proportion of manufachning value
added accounted for by the least concentrated indusmes has fallen steadily over the
period.
Comparisons of international data are difficult. However, it appears that, on the
measures used, the level of concentration in Ausualia is at or just above the average for
larger industrialised countries but below that of Canada
At the level of individual industries, the largest increases in the period 1977-78 to 198687 have been in the areas of food and textiles. Industries in the textiles area have also
featured among those with the largest deaease in concentration over the period.
Industry concentration ratios can only provide a guide to market structure and the
potential for the use of market power. The case study approach adopted in this reput is
an attempt to show more about some industries than is possible from the use in isolation
of either concentration or merger statistics.
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5. Case Study 1:
Two Mergers in the Roof Tile Industry
5.1 Introduction
The production of roof tiles in Australia each year generates between $700 and $800
million in turnover. Sales of roof tiles constitute appmxhately 70 per cent of the total
market for house roofmg materials in Australja, with steel products largely accounting
f a the remainder. Two different materials can be used to make roof tiks: concrete,
which accounts for about 56 per cent of roof tile sales, and terracotta clay, which
accounts f a about 14 per cent1. These market shares an shown m F w 5.1.
Ngure 5.1 Approxtmate market sbara for m d b g wterLb, Anardh, 1WB

Source: BIE estirmtes.

Tke aim of this chapter is to assess the outcome of two mergers in this industry:

Boral's 1982 takeover of Blue Metal Industries (BMI), including the Clark Tiles
subsidiary.
The acquisition by Monier of Wundertich terracotta tiles in 1983.
The Trade Practices Commission took a formal interest only in the Monier/Wu&lich
merger, authorising it to proceed on the basis of demonstrable public benefit.

5.2 The Industry
Structure d the industry
ABS data on this industry are in two ASIC classes. ASIC 2863, Ceramic Ties and
Pipes. covers ceramic products as well as temcotta roof tiles. Producer concentration,
shown in Figure 5.2, increased markedly over the period to 1986-87. Trade-adjusted
concentration fell, especially in 1986-87, but most of this appears to be due to imports
of ceramic products rather than terracotta roof tiles.

Other materials used for making roof tila include f i e canent md natural slate. These otha
materials make up only r minor sham of the mrrlra
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Flqure 5.2 ASIC 2863 Celrmk t U e ~ind p$a, mmcentratbn ratkg D72-73to l%3647

Source: BIE 1989c

As well as concrete roofing tiles. ASIC 2874 Concre~eProducts nec includes concrett
bricks and prefabricated mouldings. This industry is essentially a non-tradtd one. The
concentration ratios in Figure 5.3 imply only moderate levels of concentratioa.
Flgure 5 3 ASIC 2874 Concrete products nee, coacentratlon r.tbs, 197273 to l98687

The structure of the roof tiles industry is shaped by technology and demand factors:
it is highly dependent on the level of residential building activity;
the technology for concrete tiles is mature but terracotta tile technology has
benefited from recent changes;
there is a low value to volume ratio leading to a low level of transpartability and
location of factorieson a regional basis.
'Ihree companies, CSR (which owns Monier), Boral and Pioneer, produce tbe majority
of building materials in Australia. These companies have substantial veftical linkages
from the extraction of raw materials to the application of the fmished product Roof tile
production is a relatively minor part of the building products sector and of the
operations of thesecompanies.

Most f m s fix the tiles to roofs as well as supplying them. These 'supply and fur'
operations are becoming more imporrant to the f m s relative to 'supply only'
operations.
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The definition of market bwndaries is heavily influenced by transport costs. Market
boundaries are regional rather than national but are expanding as transport costs fall.
Interstate tradt is still limited, however, and occurs mainly between NSW, Victoria. the
ACT and Queensland. It is mainly carried out by Montoro, a recent entrant to the
industry, and Brick and Pipe.

The mergers have had their greatest impact in NSW,the ACT' and Victoria. Figure 5.4
shows the firms operating in thest a m in 1977 and 1988. that is, p m e r g e r and postmerger, and ownership changes over this period. Apart from the MonierlWunderlich
merger and the entry of B o d into the eastern States, the main changes occurred when
Pioneer acquired Humes, the very snail terracotta tile producer, Lion, was liquidated
and Montoro entered the market. More recently, Pioneer has acquired Brick and Pipe,
but it is too early to estimate the long run impact of this merger on the industry.
One industry participant noted that bet structures in building products industries
overseas are sometimes quite different to those in Australia In Contiaental Ellrope and
the USA these industries are characteked by a large number of small, family-owned
firms. The reasons f a these disparities are not clear but it could be that Australian
markets require a more standardised product that is easily mass produced, whereas the
demand in Europe and the USA may be for greater variety including, for example, more
craft-based materials.

Structure of the industry before tbe mergers
Prior to the 1980s. Monier and Brick and Pipe were the signEicant producers in NSW
and Victoria respectively. The other f m s were typically smaller. familycontrolled
operations.'lhe present large building products conglomerates, CSR, B d and Pioneer,
had only small holdings in the indusay at that time.
Roof tiles were by far the dominant material used in house roofing. Concrete tiles were
enjoying widespread popularity and there was a public perceptioa that differences
between the quality of terracoua and concrete tiles did not warmnt the higher price
sought for temotta. Steel roofing then had under 20 per cent of the market compared
with the current 30 per cent
By 1980 the technology of terracotta tik manufacture had become obsoleae. 'Ihe m s s
has been described by industry participants as '19th century', requiring a high level of
manual operation. increasingly expensive oil f a the large amount of energy required
and excessive time f a firing and handling. All these factors were leading to rapidly
increasing costs and prices.

In recent times, however, temcotta technology has improved considerably. Newly
installed facilities, such as ' f l o w - b g h ' kilns and automatic handling machines, have
led to faster production, reduced energy requinmemts and lower costs generally. The
new facilities have significantly reduced the level of rejected tiles and increased the
quality of finish on the tiles.

In contrast to the high cost technology of terracoua tile production before the mergers,
concrete tiles could be produced much more quickly and required less capital, labour
and energy. This meant that cowme tiles were cheaper to podwe and could be more
quickly adapted to particular jobs and to meet changing fashions. Tbese characteristics
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gave wncrue tiles a distinct advantage over taracoQa tiles. The speed of delivay and
the Iowa cost of conm%e tik threatened to reduct terramu b'ks to a novelty item.
Figure 5.4 Imdustq structure In NSW, tbc ACT, rad Vlctwl. 1977 .ad 1988
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Industry sources have indicated that the marketing efforts of the various f m s differed
considerably in the pre-merger period. Whereas Monier was an active promoter of its
product, the smaller f m s , including Wlmderlich, did not appear to put much emphasis
on this arca There is an industry view that many of these smaller finns were quite
happy with their place in the market and had little desire, or incentive, to improve it

Despite this relative complacency, there wen occasional price wars, mainly during
building Qwnturns, which were aimed at maintaining or increasing sales and market
share. It appears that these did not last long. The TPC received. and pursued, a number
of complaints from independent tile fuersover several years about Monier withholding
work and engaging in price discrimination. Charges emanating from these complaints
were withdrawn by the TPC when Monier gave supply undertakings to the Federal
Court as part of the authorisation of the Wun&rIich merger.

Demand and supply features
Prices
Figures 55 and 5.6 show the trends in the roof tile prices charged by Monier and Boral
over the 1980s and compares them with gentral price ands in the building products
sector ova the same period. Some of these data are derived from list prices supplied by
the companies. List prices may be subject to discounting. boweva, and, unless
discountingpolicyis~t,thetrerrdsrevcaledmaybeo~ted

Figure 5 5 shows that the prices of both Monier and Boral have generally moved in line
with the Building Materials index. Monitr's pricing of uncrete tiles has been subject to
review by the Prices Surveillance Authority since 1984.
Flgurc 5.5 Indexes of rodtile prices, 198142 to 1987-88
-

-

Sources: Company data and ABS Cat No. 6408.0

Figure 5.6 gives a clearer picture of the year-to-year movements of the various price
indices. Monier generally follows the movements in the general index and its prices
exhibit relatively little variation over time. Its price increases range from 5 to 10 per
cent. Price increases for B o d , on the other hand, have shown greater variability, with
increases ranging from under 1 to over 15 per cent. Bord argues that its approach to
pricing is a market driven one and that the variations reflect fluctuations in demand.
Terracotta tiles are more highly priced, and now have a substantially better quality
image than concrete tiles. They are associated with higher quality houses at the more
expensive end of the market. Industry participants have claimed that terracorn tile
demand is not as responsive to changes in price or income as demand for concrw tiles.
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5.6 Annual price changes, BufMlng m a t c h 4 Moakr and Borrl1982-83to W 7 4 8

Sources: Company data and A B S Clt. No. 6408.0

Trends in demand

a) Overall demand
Figure 5.7 shows the importance of residential building activity for the level of tile
production. Housing commencements have fluctuated greatly over the last decade.
Thus,the market environment for roof tiles is characterised by considerable uncertainty.
Figulr 5.7 Anoulll chaoges In tile production and bullding activity, 197980 to 1988-89

1979-80

1981-82

Tamxata tile pductim
So-:

1983-84

1985.86

m Comme tile p d u u i a

1987-88

--House commencemu

ABS Cu. Nos. 8752.0 and 8361.0

Using production figures as an indicator of demand, demand for concrete roof tiles has
grown by an average annual rate of 2 per cent since 1980.In 1980-81,concrete tile
production equalled 172 million square m e m of flat surface area whereas in 1988-89,
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probably the peak of the ncent boom. poduction equalled 21.1 million square mem
(ABS Cat. No. 8361.0). It appears that tcrraunta demand has grown at a substantially
greater rate ova the same period
b) Resurgence of demand for terracoaa
The popularity of terracotta tiles has recovered in the past few years. According to
industry sources the main causes of this recovay arc:
a reduction in the price difference between tensrcotta and concrete tiles;

a marketing campaign by the new entrant. Montoro, which has increased the
demand f a the products of all producers as well as its own; and.
a resurgent intcmt in traditional styles of architcchne which utilise ttrracotta
tiled roofs.

c) Alternative roofig materials
Industry sources claim that the dominance of concrete tiles in the roofing market has
been eroded over the past decade, albeit only slowly. The increase in demand f a
terracotta tiles is mreason but s2eel roofing has also been making greater inroads iNo
the market. Improvements in design, colour ranges and flexibility in application have
ma& steel roofing increasingly popular with architects and consumers.
In Queensland and in country areas of other States steel has around 45 per cent of the
market. It has greater diff~ultyin mewpolitan markets. normally taking up only 10 pa
cent of demand in the major cities. In NSW as a whole, steel has 30 per cent of the
market (HIA. 1989).
Sources in the industry believe that the two products are not completely substitutable. In
their view, consumers make a conscious decision as to the style of house they wish to
build which, in tum, determines the type of roofing material to be used. The lack of
familiarity with the structural requirements of steel roofing by metropolitan builden is
also said to have increased costs to an uncompetitive level. It is also claimed that then
is a resistance towards steel on the part of some municipal councils, which question its
aesthetic value.
While some tile producers believe that demand for steel roofing will fall as housing
tastes change, steel producers believe that it will at least maintain its share of the
market In their view, the popularity of colonial house styles which utilise steel roofing
will continue and architects and other consumers will continue to be attracted by the
flexibility of the product
d) Imports and
As a general rule roof tiles are not imported into Australia because of high transport
costs. 'lhe most significant imports are small volumes of shale shingles fnnn the USA.
Only ettiles produce the profit margins sufficient to justify expansion into
exports. Factors discouraging exports include high transport costs and the potential for
damage in transit, together with high marketing costs. NZ is currently the main market
for export whik Montoro and Bristile, a WA company, are beginning to penetrate Asian
markets such as Singapare.
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e) Product differentiation
Apart from differences between concrete and terracotla tiles, a high level of minor
product differentiation, by means of co\ours and styles, has evolved in the roof tile
market This is essentially a f u n c h of the wide variety of conswner tastes faced by tile
producers. A recent innovation has bccn the development of a aew method of tilc
colouring. Colouring oxides are added to the body mix of the tik to give g r a t a
consistency and depth of colour then the old systcm ofspraying slurry on the extaia of
the moulded tilc. To some customers the integral colour is duller and less like a glazed
temcotta tile and hence is less desirable than the 'colour-on' slurry trcabnent To
others, the longer life and 'earthy' 1is desirable. This innovation has contributed
toward differentiation of the concrete product and pr0vkk.s a tile which compares more
favowably with the tmxmtta tile.
Steel m f q has also been able in recent times to provide a greater variety of colonrs
and styles.
Costfactors
a) Input costs

The tile operations of B d and Pioneer are vertically integrated with cement suppliers
in their respective corporations. Monies has only recently achieved such vertical
integration with Austratian Cement Ltd (ACL) through mutual control by CSR. Then is
insufficient information upon which to make a judgement on whether advantages arc
gained in such arrangements. The fums point out that all customers of the cement
producers are charged the same pice f a supplies.
Most tefiacoaa producers are also vertically integrated, owning their own clay deposits.
Factories are nonnally located near the quarries. but any cost advantage from such
proximity is minor as clay only represents about 10 per cent of the cost of tiles. Most of
the expense comes from the processing of the material inputs.

b)Technology
Very few material inputs are required in the manufacture of either type of roof tile. The
major materials are cement of clay, sand, oxide and energy, which is nonnally natural
gas and electricity. Direct labour accounts for about 25 per cent of toal cost.
There have been no major technological changes in concrete tile manufacture since the
1950s. However, there have been a number of improvements to automate, simplify and
speed up the production process and the change-over procedm to different tile profiles.
One of the most significant improvements has been the introduction in some plants of
automatic racking at the drying chamber entry and automatic stackhg of the finished
product for subsequent oanspart
Unit production costs for concrete tiles are largely determined by production runs and
machine speeds. The ncnmal rate is 100 to 120 tiles per minute. This corn
favourably with speeds of 50 to 70 tiles pet minute typically achieved in the 1960s

!-

A reduction in workers on a production line from between 20 md 30 to between 10 d l 5 h a
been achieved over the same period Taken togetha these changes wrolmt for ri+cant
productivity improvements.

Downtime costs arc i n c d when dies and coloras arc changed, so a plant which
specialists is likely lo have the lowest unit costs. Small, sptciolistd plants can therefore
be viabk from a production cost point of view but, f a marketing plrposts, r full range
of prof* and cdorPs is preferred. Monier has sought to maintain the viability of its
regional plants by combining the advantages of spcdhcion with a N1product range.
It has done this by having the smalla outlying plants product only a small number of
prOr&s and supplementing their range with the outpur of
mmpolitan plants.

wet

Recent investments in taracotta production machinay in NSW and Victoria have bees:

Brick and Pipe (Vic) in the early 1980s - change of energy requirtmerrtsErom oil

-

mgPk

8

8

Monia (NSW) in the mid-1980s comprehensive updating of kiln technology
including clump o v a fnm oil to gas. The estimated value of the invesontnt was
$15 million.
Montoro (new plant, NSW) in 1986 estimated cost $50 million
M o n i a (Victoria) refurbishingheplacement cunenlly underway with new
technology to reduce wastage and improve quality. Thc estimated value of the
investment is $15 miUim.

-

-

'Ihe firms have indicated that, due to the substantial investment required to iostitutc the
changes, it is unlikely that any fufiher investment in the above facilities will occur far
some time.

c) Transport costs
Transport costs are nlatively high due to the fragility of the product and the low value
to volume ratio. This is the main reason that markets are defined on a regional rather
than national basis. Improved transport fxilities, such as better roads and bepots, are
reducing these costs.
According to industry participants, the long term future fix the industry may involve a
move towards specialisation. Improvements in reeds and transport may give rise to a
greater mobility of output. This would provide a greatu opportunity than at present to
rationalise cost structures by centralising productioa and reaping economies t h g h
common raw material storage and feeding facilities, raw material hatching, and larger
drying chambers. OLber economies could be achieved in distribution and/or pialising
production among a netwak of plants.
However, the advantages of centralising concrete tile production appear to be small
given that productioa costs only fall slightly with increased plant size. Centralisation
couM only yield significant productim economies if the resulting plant accommodated a
sufficient multiple of production lines to enable specialisation of each line to a
particular tile profk.
d) Research and Development (Rand D) expenditure
Monier invested substantially in process research during the 1960s and 1970s. This
effort provided the company with a leading edge in concrete tile production technology
throughout the world. This technology has been successfully exported by Mania to the
USA and Asia.
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Reflecting the maturity of thc product and its simplicity of manufacture. that has been
little significant R and D among industry participants, except in the area of tilt design
and colour, in ncent years. Some customers have exprtssad concern in this regard,
claiming that greatex innovation should be occurring but then was little information
available with which to form a judgement about drtst claims.

BM&S

to C M y

Barriers to entry allow existing f m s in an industry to charge prices above the
competitive level. Several kinds of M e n were idtntified in Chapter 2.
a) Product differtntiatioa
While the diffetentiation of products in a market may wak to the advantage of new
entrants by creating m environment conducive to the introduction of innovations, an
entrant can incur substantial costs in persuading consumers m switch to its product This
is particularly so if thc marlcet is heavily influencad by prestige a reputation, as would
be the case if the good was supported by intensive pwaotioa. The market f a roof tilts
has these characteristics and it may be that new entrants would need to undertake
considerable expenditure to establish their product
'Ihe extent to which the trend towards 'supply and fu*packages constitutes a barrier is
not clear because fuing is undertaken by sub-contractors. It may be that these fixers
could switch relatively easily to a new entrant. Similarly, the advantages of being able
to provide a complete product range of, for example, roof tiles, bricks and other
building products are not clear.

b) Absolute cost advantages
A potential market entrant not experienced in the activities of the building products
sector would have to compete with skills and Mher advantages atready developed by
incumbents. In particular, superior techniques and management familiarity with the
industry may p
r
o
w cost advantages which totally new areants to the industry would
need some time to auain.
Vertical integration within the industry might also provide absolute cost advantages. It
was not possible to identify any advantages gained by the firms by vertical integration.
c) Initial capital requirements
Minimum costs of entry have been estimated by industry patticipants as being $3
million to $5 million to establish a concrete tile plant; and around $15 million for a
terracotta tile plant. In addition, new entrants to the industry would face the costs of
establishing a distribution nenvork.
d)Economiesofscale
It has been claimed that Australian producers of concrete tiles are world leaders in
technology and operate plants as large and as technically efficient as any. The capital
requirements for setting up a new fsility are reasonably modest However, the optimum
operation of only one concrete tile plant may be at a scale of production insufficient to
warrant the marketing and promotional expenditure required to provide a chance of
success. In this sense, scale considerations relate not only to the production p m e s , but
also to the feasibility of undertaking support functions.
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Conclrcsions ngardhg m r s 10 enay
'Ihc ban- to may in the roof tile w e t appear to differ for totally new entrants and
f a those already in the building products industry. Tbc mapr cost incurred by a new
entrant appears so be in the form of management familiarity with the industry. E n m t s
Erom within the industry have a p a r e r ojprhmity to leave the mark# with a smaller
sunk cost in this regard. as most of the expertise gained could be m a e easily redirected
toward other activities within the industry. Consequently, there may be kss risk
involved for thtsc firms. This could explain why the majority of new e n m t s in the roof
tiles market, for example, Humes, Pioneer and Boral, arc from within the building
products industry.

5.3 Benefits from the Mergers
Tk wrgen
BorallClark T i s
In 1982 the conglomerate building products group Bod acquired Bluc Metal Industries
Ltd (BMI). Boral owned a concrete roof tilt factory in SA and BMI had, as a subskliq,
Clatk Tiles, a producer of concrete tiles in Victoria, NSW and Queensland. These
operations were a small part of the activities of the companies and the combination of
tiling activities wsrr not the major objective of the merger. The TPC did not intervent in
themsaction.
M~~~~erlWunderlich
In 1983 CSR Ltd sought to divest its terracotta roof tiles subsidiary, W ~ r l i c Ltd,
h as
part of its redirection into the resources sector.The only bidder willing to satisfy its
requirement of absorbing all Wunderlich operations was Monier Ltd. Monier only
produced concrete tiles at the time but was by far the largest producer of roof tiles in
Australia.

As its market share was already very large. the TFC considered that the merger would
lead to dominance of the market. Monier did not acknowledge market dominance but
submitted an application f a authorisation. Authorisation was subsequently granted on
the basis that the Wunderlich operations would be shut down if the bid did not pro&
and in return for certain undertalrings to the Federal Court by Monier relating to supply
to independent tile fixers. The parties agreed that the Brisbane Wunderlich plant would
be closed by CSR before completion of the sale.

Expected benefits
BorallCJark Tiles
As Boral was not required to apply for TPC authorisation, there is no public record of
the benefits expected of the merger at the time of consummation. The expected benefits
revealed below were identified in Boral's response to a BIE questionnaire. It is
important to notc that the benefits identified are likely to be pivate benefits to the
company which would not necessarily be raised before the TFC as public benefits
justifying auhoriwion.

The expected benefits in the BoraVClark Ties merger were those applicable to the
Boral/BMI rramaaion as a whole. By providing Clark Tiles with access to improved
management skills. economies in unit costs of production and administration could be
achieved.
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Bocal did not i n t d io introduce scale economies by incnasing the size of individual
plants. Rather, it cwld see opportunities fathe r e ~ ~ g m h of
h nexisting production lo
yield greater efficiency. 'lhis process is an advancement of technology in the sulst of
applying new ideas to the employment of existing inputs
Economies can occur through the spreading of administrativecosts o v a greater output.
Greata output in Baral's case was achieved by a multiplication of plants. A greater
workload in administration can also allow the introduction of new systems and
procedures which a smaller scale would not warrant. Boral expected that economies
could be achieved by mganising BMI's administnrtioa,

The merger was a h believed to provide the -unity
f a some cost savings in
purchasing, distnition, promotion, R and D and capitel. Orher expected benefits of
minor impatanc~were increased liquidity and cash flow and an enhancad ability to
mpandproduaios
MonkrIWunderlich
In its applicatioa to the TPC f a authorisation, Monia claimed that public benefits
would mult frun incnased capital expenditure, improvements in production arising
from input by Monier's R and D Branch and economies in the production and
distriition of tiles (Monk, 1983).
Monier stated that the economies in production and distribution would be derived
mainly from a rationalisation of administration. Speciflcany, this was to involve greater
sharing of head officc and higher level administrative weheads. Monier also indicated
that the sales and commercial staff would be rationalised while poduction personnel
were unlikely to bc affected.

In answer to B E questions, the retrospective view of Monier was that the major
expected benefits were tconomies in the unit cost of promotion and administration and
the gaining of r complete product range. Further benefits of minor importance were
expected in purchasing, distribution and R and D. Also of minor importancc were
improved access to export markets, new technology, improved management and staff
skills and reduced competition. A common view among othef industry participants was
that Monier was attempting to expand its product range and reduce competition.
Essentially. Boral and Monier had similar intentions: the injection of better management
into the target organisation. For Boral this would be manifested in the rationalisation of
production and administration. For Monier it was solely the nm-production areas which
would be targeted, although another significant aim of the merger appears to have been
to expand its product range.

Intend expansiao can be an alternative means of increasing production and therefore of
obtaining the benefits a merger which has this objective. Monier has indicated that
internal expansiaa into terracoaa production was not preferred became:

the Wundezlich name was valuable in itself as is is associated with quality;
it was cheaper to acquire and refurbish existing assets than to build a new plant;

and

it was an apportunity to purchase some extra market share.
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W e n tbc expectatiolrs rcrrliscd?
Bord
Boral claimed that through the injection of improved management skills into its
concrete tile operations, economies in the unit costs of production and administration
could be achieved. Smaller economies were also likely to arise in other areas of
operation.

Data were provided for a typical plant before and after the merger. In terms of
production, unit total costs have grown at much the same rate as the ABS index of the
prices of articles used in manufacturing, as the first chart in Figun 5.8 shows. In
contrast, as the second chart in Figure 5.8 shows, administration labour costs as a
proQomon of unit cost have fallen significantly in the period.
5.8 Idexes of movements Insekcted d t c o w B o d , 1981to 1988

Sources: ABS Price index of Materials md Emgy; u n p b W data, Ihc Treasury (nomind unit
labour costs) mpuMished data, Company data md BIE estimates

The remaining mina benefits expected by Boral include increased liquidity and an
enhanced ability to expand production. The information available was insufficient to
analyse these areas.
Monier

Due to the lack of comparable data it is not possible to assess the performance of the
combined operations f a the periods before and after the merger. As a result, discussion
of Monier~Wunderlich's
performance relates to changes between the merger in 1983 and
1987-88, the latest year for which data are available.
a) Economies in administration and sales
Figure 5.9 shows how output per administration employee and per sales and
administration employee have moved since the merger. These labour productivity
measures show considerable fluctuation, but generally remain above the level of 198384. They also appear to exhibit an upward trend The movements reflectboth changes in
output and changes in employment but fluctuations in output have had a far greater
influence on the index than reductions in employment The large temporary decline in
labour productivity in 1986-87 reflects the general d o w n m in the economy in that
year, particularly in construction activity. Labour productivity often falls during
temporary downturns because of labour hoarding by firms.
Cost data indicate that labour costs in non-production areas have improved since the
merger. In the period 1983-84 to 1987-88, expenditure on sales and distribution labour
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deatased by 3.2 per m t and administrative labour expenditure increased by only 0.6
per cent As a pqmtio(1ofrevenue, m-labour expendim declined by 1.7 per cent.
Figure 5.9 Iadcxrs d output per r d m i n ~ t l v eand s k s employee, Monler, 1983-84 to

l!a67-88

Source:Comply data

b) Complete product range
The achievement of a complete product range has yielded benefits greater than
originally expected, helped partly by the resurgence of interest in terracotta tiles. These
benefits are discussed further in the section on Monier's market performance.
c) Other expected benefits
Of the minor benefits expected, Monier gained improved access to export markets
through acquiring a product, terracotta tiles, which had export potential. Export
development has been intermpted by the booming domestic market which has taken up
most capcity.
Wunderlich gained access to technology through an owner prepared to invest in new
plant. Wunderlich also appears to have benefited h m improved management and staff
skills. Whether a reduction in the number of competitors in the market has benefited
Monier is discussed below
Lit& information was available about the realised benefits in purchasing or distribution.
No signs of greater innovation or other research activity resulting from the merger were
apparent

Evidence regarding the extent to which the merger achieved the benefits claimed before
the TFC is equivocal. Although the quality of the Wunderlich product has improved, the
role played by Monier's R and D branch is unclear. On the other hand, Monier's
commitment to a program of large scale capital expenditure on a new terracotla tile
plant at Rosehill has been exceeded and a comprehensive refurbishment of the Vermont
plant in victoria has also taken p l w .

Efficiency in terracotta production has improved as a result of the installation of more
technically advanced plant. Halving of kiln-firing time and the minimisation of wastage
rates arising from the installation of new plant suggest significant improvements,
aldw>ughthere were no data available to assess the magnitude of the efficiency gain.
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Whik Monia's invcsbnent in the Rosehill plant could be vtributed to the merga, in the
stme that it was part of the undertaking to thc TPC,it could be argued that each of the
otha investment projects undertaken thr~~ghout
the industxy would have taken place
rtgatdkss of the merger. The plants of all the producers were obsolete and needed
upgrading.

Only minor investment programs have been undertaken in concrete tile production.
Some plants have undergone minor r e w s h i n g including, in some casts, installatioo of
automated tile stackers. Boral has not expanded the production basc it acquired from
BMI.Its newest plant was commissioned in Queensland by Clark Tiles in 1980. Monkz
has not built any new plants since the 197th and it built only two plants in that decak.

Impact of tbe mergers on productive d f i i n c y
As iadicated in Chapta 2, an important aspea of tht qutstion of whether the mergers
had nct social benefits for Australia is whether they resulted in increased productive
efficiency, that is, whether the mergers led to less input being required for a given
outplt The Cowling methodology outlined in Chapter 2 has been applied to data
obtained from Monier and B d . Where f m specific data were not available, other
data sources w e e used. The use of non-fm specific data of necessity involves tbe
introduction of a degree of error. More details of h e data and the data sources an in
Appendix 5.1.
Put briefly, the Cowling model regards an increase in productive efficiency as a
reduction in the ratio of inputs used to outputs produced. This ratio may vary with the
scale of production, technical progress or the efficiency with which a particular
technique is used. As the ratio increases, efficiency falls and vice versa Movements in
the ratio are presented as an index, referred to as 'ks,with the ratio in Year 1 equal to
1.o.

Bord

Table 5.1 shows that both profitability and output have fluctuated over tbe period to a
greater extent than output prices or input prices. The 'k* measure for Boral's overall
has also fluctuated
roofing operations, that is. both 'supply only' and 'supply and fuss
over the period. These movements are shown graphically in the first chart of Figure
5.10. The 'k'measure rose sharply in 1983, when thert was a slump in building activity,
but since that time the index has been mding downwards, indicating a general increase
in productive efficiency. The measure is, however. still slightly above the pre-merger
levels.
Tabk 5.1 Cowling's 'k' and constituent measures, Boral, total operatloas, 1981 to 1988

'k' index

1.00

1.00

1.16

1.04

1.08

1.07

1.10

1.02
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The second chart in Figurt 5.10 plots the 'k' measure against m indcx d saks. It shows
a negative relationship between 'k' and sales which implies a positive relationship
between efficiency and sales. This result may reflect factors such as utilisation of capital
and labour resources and suggests that demand changes can have a significant influence
on the value of 'k'.
Flgure 5.18 'k' index .ad 'k' against total output, B o d , total opcdions 1981to 1968

Sources: Company data and B

E estimates

This picture can be compared with Figure 5.11 showing the 'k' measure f a 'supply
only' operations. It appears that the production and sak of roof tiles has experienced a
significant increase in productive efficiency since 1981 and particularly since the
merger. The profit margin f a tiles sold on a 'supply only' basis inaeased significantly
from 1981 to 1988. The margin increase is almost wholly explained by a reduction in
real unit cost.
a u r r 5.11 'k' index, Bond, 'Supply only' operations, 1981to 1988

Sources: Company data and B E estimrw

In contrast, there are indications that 'supply and fix' ogerations have operated with low
profitability and this appears to have been a major determinant of Boral's relatively poor
o v d result shown in Figure 5.10. The company argues that, because 'supply and fix'
operations involve sub-contractors. it has less control over these operations than over
'supply only' operations. This could explain why the poduccive efficiency of 'supply
and fix' operations have not shown the same improvement as that for the 'supply only'
operations.

Movements in the index of labwr productivity f a the ovaall operations of Boral arc
shown in Figure 5.12. It has been increasing since 1981, although the inaeast is most
apparent after the merger in 1982. ?'he increases in labour productivity an similar to
dKWC in productive efficiency in the 'supply only' ogerations (Figure 5.11) and indicate
the dominance of production labour in the total operations of Baal. A labour
productivity index bastd on production and adminismtion labour (not shown) tracks
closely the overall labour productivity index.

In the context of Bod's overall operations it appears that greater productive efficiency
has not yet been shieved ss a result of the merger. This outcome may reflect high ax&
within the tile ftxing operations, cust data for which wen not availabk, and a 'supply
and fix' pricing policy limed at gaining market share in the long mm. Howcvw, whcn
the 'supply only' aperations a labour productivity are considend, Boral has improved
d W l y since tbe meqer.

Sources: Company data md BIE e s t i m t a

Monicr

No information on poduction was available from Monier. However, the availability, in
annual repom, of information on the profithevenue relationship for roof tiles and the
provision of infamation on sales volume and revenue allowed estimation of those
variables in Cowling's equation which could not be obtained directly. This approach
doe. not allow separate indexes for concrete and t e m m or for the 'supply only' and
the 'supply and fix' operations. Because of the inevitable e m associated with these
estimation procedures, the results should be considered indicative only. Details on data
sources are presented in Appendix 5.1.

The first chart in Figure 5.13 shows the estimated trends in productive efficiency, as
measured by the 'k' index, for the total operations f a Monier in the period 1983-84 to
1986-87. On these estimates, after an initial increase, productive efficiency appears to
have fallen marginally since the merger. However, the apparent fall in the last two years
for which a m e a m was possible should be discounted for the downturn in building
activity which occurred in those years. Overall, there is little indication of any
underlying change in productive efficiency.
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Howeva, the major benefits of the merger wen not expected to ocau in production.
Figure 5.9 shows an increase in efficiency in administration and sales, anas where
WIIS
from the merger were anticipated.
With respect to the impact of sales. the second chart in Figure 5.13 shows that Monier's
'k' is sensitive to changes in demand. T k chart confirms the wed to discount for
downturns in activity when conside~gthe level of 'k' in any given year. For example,
pductive efficiency was at its minimum in the same year, 19-87. that sales volume
was at its lowest kvel.
Figure S.U 'k* Index and 'k9 lades qaht output, Moakr, total opcratloar, 1983-84 to
-1

Saurcu: Company &ta md BIE estimates

Conclusions on productive mciency
The analysis of productive efficiency shows that the results are very sensitive to the
volume of sales or, more broadly, the economic cycles of the building industry. The
volatility of prices also suggests that the efficiencyresults should be treated with some
caution. The merhodology does not cater for price movements which temporarily distort
p f i t margins. These sensitivities, combined with the inherent problems of using nonfirm specific data in some instances, suggest that more attention should be given o
trends rather than individual year results.
In sum, the analysis of Boral data since 1981 reveals mixed outcomes. Labour
productivity and efficiency in production appear to have improved since the merger.
However, when 'supply and fix' operations are taken into account, productivity overall
seems to show liule improvement

For Monier, overall efficiency appears unchanged since the merger, although there have
been improvements in the non-production areas that were expected to benefit most fnnn
thc merger. Labour expenditure on sales and distribution decreased while for
adminisrration it increased only slightly. Labour productivity in the administration and
salesareasshowsanupwardtrend.

Impact d the merger on market performance
Chapter 2 identified one of the potential costs arising from mergers as an increase in
market power for the merged company. This section addresses the question of whether
there is any evidence of the exercise of increased market power by the merged tirms.
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Monict's market pcrforwuance

a) Product range
The expansion of Monier's product range that resulted from the absorption of
Wun&rlich seems to have yielded substantial benefits fathe company, some of which
were not originally anticipated. A major benefit was improved marlrtt access through
t
k ability to supply either termcotla a umcrctc roof tiles. Many architects prefer
temsom tiles and this has been a sigruficant hindto concrete tile sales. The
inclusion of the Wunderlich brand in the product stable providedMonier representatives
with much greater access to architects, effectively providing a 'foot in the door' and
allowing them to demonstrate the comere product

In pining Monkr, the Wunderlich product g a d marketing exposun that would be
difficult to justify had it stayed independent. In Monids view, the bentfit d advatisiag
is its ability to gemrate brand byalty, thereby allowing a higher avaage picc than its
competitors to be charged. A concenr was expressed by cmc industry m i p a n t about
the company's potential to force dism3utors to deal exclusively with Monia by
threatening withdrawal of the supply of terracotta tiles to that distributor. No explicit
evidence was found to support this view. however, and given the current alternative
termotm supplies available in Victoria and NSW, it is difficult to envisage the problem
of securing supply as a majar concern for dismbutors,
One producer believed that the advantage of possessing both the cmcrete and temcom
products lay not so much in the marketing, but in the synergies to be gained in
dismbtion and tile f ~ n g .

b) Competitive environment
Monier's view of the competitive environment is that since the time of the merger there
has been increased competition in the non-price areas of product differentiation,
marketing, product quality, and associated services. Excessive price competition is not,
according to Monier, a current characteristic of the market although price competition
increases during cyclical downhlms.

The bulk of the industry participants approached by the BIE indicated that there had
been no change in the intensity of competition in most of the areas described above. Thc
producers in particular held this view, conceding only some increased intensity in the
area of product quality, and to an even lesser extent, in product differentiation and
marketing. Some customers identified an increase in price competition but this was
mainly in relation to the marketing of W,against which Monier appears not to have
responded.

The entry of Montoro appears not to be related to the merger. Monton, was aware that
its new plant would probably generate overcapacity in the domestic market. T k
sbategy has beem to develop substantial export markets, padcularfy in Asia, rather than
necessarily d n g the monopoly of Monier in NSW temotta poduction.
c) Tile fixing
As part of the TPC authorisation, Monier undertook to supply a minimum volume of
tiles to independent tile fixers. The undertaking was to be binding f a seven years. In
1985 the minimum was lowered upon application from Monier. In 1987 it again applicd
to discharge the undertaking due to a (nominal) change of ownership and a higher level
of competition in the industry arising from the entry of MontMo into the NSW terracm
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marlet. Thcn was also claimed to be significant overcapacity ud substantial price
competition.
Both Monier and Boral have been selling an increasing proportion of their tiles on a
'supply and fu' basis. This emphasis an a complete package is most evident during
downburns in building activity. The importance of 'supply and fix' varies considerably
between States. While in Qld the majority of sales are an a 'supply and fu'besis. in Vic
the majority of tiles are sold on a 'supply only' basis to distributors
d) Concenrs within the indusbry
At the time of the merger there was a fear among competitors that Monier wwld gain
an advantage in large tenders to distributors and buildas by offering a 'complete range'
package. It appears that this advantage did not evenhlate. '2herc is also some concenr
that t
k commissioning prob1ems currently being e x p w h c d by M<ntoro atc impeding
it fnwn offering the effective competition in temrcotca tiles that it originally promised.

Boral's marker prr/orwuance
'Ihere is a general consensus within the industry that Boral lifted the market percepth
of Clark Tiles from a poor reputation in terms of quality and service. It is reported to
have increased its market share. although this is not evident from the available
information. Boral has been reported by some customers to be more attuned to the needs
of the market and more responsive to those needs than are the other poducers.
Boral has argued that the merger gave it more experience in managing and running tile
operations and that the knowledge and skill built up in Australia have enabled it to
expand further in roof tiles overseas with confidence. Boral fyst entered the US market
in 1978. four years before the merger, but has continued to expand since that time.

Profus and projitabiliry
Monier appears to have much more stable profitability than B a d . A possl%lereason f a
this situation is that B d ' s more variable pricing policy has had a substantial impact on
profits. For Monier itself, stable profitability may have arisen f m a reduced need to
vary prices in response to movements in demand due to possession of an entrenched
network of committed customers. In a similar vein, brand loyalty generated by, among
other things, comprehensive advertising campaigns. could have allowed Monier to
charge higher average prices and reduced the need to drop prices to attrssct customers
-during periods when demand fell.

5.4 Summary and Conclusions
'Ihe purpose of this chapter has been to analyse the outcome of the acquisition of Clarlr
Tiles by Boral and the acquisition of Wunderlich by Monier. The essential purpose of
Boral's acquisition was to inject better management skills into the target organisation.
Monier acquired Wunderlich with the objectives of expanding its product range while
reducing competition. It also saw the potential for Wunderlich to be managed more
effectively.

Since that time, and in addition to the mergers, the major industry developments have
been:
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increased i n v e m n t in temrcotta plant and equipment throughout the industry;
inatased demand f a termom tiks and steel roofa new enin the terraam tiles industry, namely, Montom;
anincrerrseinthequalityofboth~reteandterracoaatiies;
increased movement of tiles between regions, dw is, a broadening of the
geographicmarkttboundaries;and
greater links between tile p r o d m and producers of other building materials.
the expansion by Pioneer, firstly by acquiring Humes and, mare recently, by
acquiring Brick and Pipe
Throughout all these changes, however. Monier has remained by far the largest
prod-.
With respect to Monier and B o d , the main developmcnb since thc mergers have been.

a large investnIent by Monier in temmtta facilities,
marginal falls for Monier in expenditure and M i n g levels in adminisnation and
sales/distributim,with a small rise in administrative labour expenditure; and,
for Boral, greater efficiency in production arising mainly fnnn savings in labour
costs, though 'supply and fu' operations did not show the same improvement in
effxiency.
Monier expected most benefits to occur through economies in administration, marketing
and distribution. While positive changes have occurred in most arras, these have bcen
marginal. Benefits were also expected to arise in purchasing, R and D and improved
access to export markets. nKre is little evidence that any of these benefits have been

realised.
Boral expected benefits to occur through the influence of improved management skills
on production and administration costs There have been savings in these areas but the
effects on 'supply and fix' costs are more problematic.

The effects of the mergers on the industry depend critically on what would have
happened in the absence of the merger. Although it is impossible to state the
counterfactual with certainty, informed speculation can be based on the information in
this chapter.
-

For Wunderlich, four cowses of action were possible:
Sale of all operations to Monier.
Closure of all three plants in NSW, Victoria and Queensland (the latter being
closed regardless of the outcome of merger negotiations).
Rationalisation and continuation ofaperations by CSR This could have involved
attempts to increase effxiency, thrwgh the in9.oduction of new technology, or to
stimulate demand, through a greater promotional effm
The sale of Wundefiich to a fm not involved in the building products sects.
The merger solution adopted by CSR allowed new investment to occur at the
Wunderlich sites while at the same time reducing the number of participants in the
market It is arguable, however. that additional investment in temcoaa tile facilities in
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the years following the merger would have occurred in one form a another, regardless
of what happened to the Wunderlich plants. The r t s u r g e ~of~demand
~
f a temrcotul
tiles, the upgrading of facilities by all the other mas tile manufacturers and the
may of a completely new manufacturer all suggest that the merger had l i t . to do with
the timing or the extent of the investment.

F a Boral, the merger with Clatk T i was a means of entering the east amst markets. It
increased the efficiency of the Clark Tile production process by bringing in improved
management techn'iques. Among the unfaexm developments at the time of the merga
was the merga between Monier and Wunderlich a year lam.

mere appears to have been only modest increases in productive effcieacy in the total
operations of Monier and Boral since bre mergers. Caution is necessary m interpeting
thertsults~the~ciencyofall~operationspc-mergaisnotknown~fa
Monia, only four years of post-merger data could be estimated. Moreova, the
productive efficiency measure is subject to qualifwtion because of data inadequacies
and the influence of cyclical demand facum.
As was the case before the merger, Monier has the major share of the Australian market
and the most potential market power. Neither the merger nor any of the other changes
that have occurred have changed this position to any great extent. The competitiveness
of Australian roof tile markets appears to be based less on price and more on product
quality and differentiation, marketing and services such as tile fixing and the speed and
nature of delivery to the site. Product quality is widely acknowledged to have improved
as a result of the entry of Boral into the market. Improvements in other areas of
competition ate less certain but the changes in demand that have occurred since the
merger, the entry of new producers and the broadening of the market all provide scope
for improvements to take place. All these ohex changes have meant that the mergers are
likely to have had only a small effect on the development of the industry.
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Appendix 5.1 Data Details
Bord
The data employed in the Boral analysis were Largely supplied by the company. Tbe
information provided referred to operations of a typical NSW plant before and after the
merger. A major information gap was a lack of input price data Proxies were therefore
needed to allow constructionof tfie weigbted input prim index.
LflbOw

Boral supjhed hourly rates only f a the penod 1984 to 1988. Thtrefarc, data for &er
years were extracted fnnn ABS Cat No 6304.0, average hourly earnings (mak) for
'other manufacturing'. These data matched quite closely fnw 1985 onwards. In 1984
then was a 60c disaepancy (ABS 1984-85 = $8.60 - $9.31; B o d = $9.20 $933). Tbt
two statistics were averaged. making the value f a 1984 $8.90. Data f a 1981 to 1983
wetc taken directly from the ABS publication.

-

capital corn
These were proxied by implicit price deflators f a non- dwelling construction and
equipment (ABS Cat No 5206.0).

Materials
Boral supplied detailed information on prices in 1982 and 1989. nKse revealed (in
aggregate) a compound annual rate of cost inflation d 8.14%. However, this figwe was
somewhat distorted by a 50046 increase in the price for oxides imported fmm Gennany.
Consequently, an alternative price index for materials based on the movements in the
price of cement experienced by Botal (for which a full series was available) was used.
The two approaches to materials costs give similar results.
Overheads
The Consumer Price Index far Sydney was employed (ABS Cat No 6401.0). Figures f a
any one year were the rate reported for h e Financial year ending in that year (eg. f a
1985 the CPI f a 1984-85W ~ S4).

Monier
Given the relative similarity of activities between Boral and Monier, except terracotta
tile manufacture, input price movements e x p e r i e d by Boral are likely to be similar to
those faced by Monier. Thus, unit factor requirement was estimated for Monier using
The input price index calculated f a Boral
An output price index based on average prices f a Mher.
A pofitirevenue relationship extracted from Annual Reports for Monier for the
period 1981-82 to 1986-87 and adjusted to discount the effect of interest
payments and taxes. The information provided in these repats was presented at a
national level. The interest of this study, however, is only with Victoria and
NSW. The BIE was informed that the national profit to revenue relationship
closely reflected that of Victoria and NSW.
?he results should be qualifd by consideration of the data sources employed.
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6. Case Study 2.
A Merger in the Pastry Products
Industry
6.1 Introduction
In 1986 the pies and pastry division of Petersville Industries Limited, a subsidiary of
Petersville Australia Limited, purchased the Herbert Adams group of companies from
Bunge Industrial Limited. Petersville Australia already produced pastry products under
the Four'n Twenty and Wedgwood brand names at Kensington in Melbourne. FoIlowing
the merger the Herbert Adam site was sold and the plant and equipment moved to
Ktnsington.
The merger brought together the fresh and frozen pastry products produced by
Petersville and the frozen pies and desserts and fresh cakes of Herben Adams. The
market covered by the new entity was Victoria, the ACT and parts of NSW for fresh
products and the whole country for the frozen products. The TFC raised no objections to
the merger.

The merger was one of a number in the last decade that have transformed Petersville
into a large food conglomerate which. among other activities, is now the largest
producer of frozen vegetables in Australia The acquisition of Herbert Adams gave
Petersville another opportunity to increase its share of the Erozen food market.
Petersville Ausualia is only one of the companies under the control of Adelaide
Steamship Co. Ltd which are involved in food production in Australia. Some indication
of the extent to which these companies are involved in the Australian food industry is
shown in Figure 6.1 where the products and brand names associated with these
companies are listed.
'Ihe industry can be divided into four areas of production activity:

Fresh and frozen 'single serve' pies, pasties and sausage rolls;
Cakes, both fresh and frozen, and frozen desserts;
Party goods, that is, froten party pies and v
e 1x91s; and
Family pies. that is. large frozen meat pies.
Each activity has unique characteristics and each could be expected to be affected
differently by the merger. It is primarily the effect on the Victorian, NSW, and ACT
markets which are examined in this chapter as it was in these markets that the merget
had the most impact.
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Figure 6.1 Food products of PetemUk Ausb.Ua and rs~oclatedc o m p ~
k

I

Source: Petasville Sleigh Ltd 1988-89 Annual Report
Note: (a) Dashed line indicates the products of associated companies

6.2 The Industry
Structure or the industry
ABS provides data for the industry in ASIC 2162-Cakes and Pastries. The industry class
covers the manufacture of cakes, pasmes and pies, including from products. Small
bakeries are generally excluded from the class. As Figure 6.2 shows, industry
concentration of the four largest firms is not high. The fall in concentration in terms of
employment suggests that the class is beaming more capital intensive.
Flgure 6.2 ASIC 2162, Cakes and pastries, 1972-73 to 198647
Concentration ratios
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Import penetration and export performance, also shown in Figure 6.2, are both
increasing but remain insignificant.The average effective rate of assistance is negative
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and has declined since 1972-73. It is likely, however, given the perishability of some of
the products involved, and the requirement farefrigeration f a others, that the products
d protection.
enjoy considerable n

The structure of the industry can be divided into fresh products and frozen products.
Fresh Products
Fresh products include single serve pies, pasties, sausage rolls and fresh cakes and are
produced by firms of all sizes. Large scale manufacturers distribute their output to
corner stores, canteens in factories and schools, milk bars, and other convenience food
wrlets. The geographical extent of the market is constrained by the need to &liver the
product fresh.

The largest manufacturers for the fresh product market in Victoria, NSW and the ACT
are shown in Figure 6.3. Petersville. through its Four'n Twenty brand, is the only large
scale manufacturer of fresh products for the Victorian market Forrfn Twenty products
are sold in Victoria, Sydney and the ACT. Petersville, through Herbert Adams, also
produces fresh cakes for sale in Victoria and Sydney.
George Weston, with its Big Ben brand, is the largest manufacturer of
pies and
pasties for the NSW market. Associated companies produce Big Ben products in other
States. Through Top Taste and Ma Kelly's. George Weston is also Australia's largest
producer of fresh cakes.
Aussie Bake is the other major manufacturer of &h products in Sydney. Aussie Bake
produce fresh pies, small cakes and doughnuts which are sold in Sydney and the ACT.
Tlgure 63 Large manufacturersof fresh products, Victoria, NSW and the ACI'

H e k n Adamr

-pmu
- sausage rolls

Top Taste

- sausage

I&

C

Soura: Industry participants

Other parts of Australia are have a mixture of national and local producers. There are
also hundreds of medium and small bakeries throughout Ausaalia which produce and
sell fresh products at the one location.

.
I
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Frozen Products
Erozen products include single serve and family meat pies, pastries. party goods and
cakes. The frozen product market is generally contested only by large scale
manufacturers. The geographical extent of the market is broadex than f a fnsh products
because transport time is less of a constraint. At least five manufacturers distribute
Ercrixn products throughout Australia.

The major f m s are shown in Figure 6.4. Petersville, through its Wedgwood and
Herbert Adams brands, manufactures frozen single serve meat pies, family pies, and
party goods. All these are sold nationally. Herbert Adams is also a relatively small
player in the national frozen cakes and dessert products market. Large manufacturers
producing similar products include Nanna's, another Petersvik company, and Sara Lac.
The products of Sara Lee and Nanna's are also sold n a t i d y .

Prior to the takeover of Herbert Adams by Petersville in 1986George Weston generally
sold its Big Ben frozen products only in NSW and the ACT. In 1987, in resto thc
merger. Big Ben frozen products were launched nationally.
-re

6.4 MaJor manufacturersof frozen products, Australia

I

iource: Industry participants

The two other manufacturers which produce small quantities of frozen pastries sold
nationally are Goodman Fielder Wattie, under its Pampas Country Fair label and
McCain Foods. There are also producers of frozen products in each State which confine
Wi sales to that State.
Linkages with otherfood producu
Some of the large-scale manufacturers are part of diversified companies producing a
range of food products. As Figure 6.1 showed, Petersville and associated companies
have interests in several areas of both fresh and frozen food production. George Weston
and Goodman Fielder Wattie are flour millers and bread manufacturers. McCain is a
major producer of fiozen vegetables. Rior to the merger. Herbert Adams was owned by
Bunge Industrial Ltd, which is also a flour miller.
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In the frozen cake area, Nanna's is another subsidiary of Pemsvilk but appears to be
independent of Herbert Adams. The other large national producer, Sara Lee, a
subsidiary of the US fm of the same name,has no linkages with other food producers.

Demand features
Trcndr in demand
No reliable data art available on the trends in demand for the products which the
merged Petersville division produces. Industry sources indicated that greater
competition with little market growth, resulting in falling profits, has made k h pastry
products increasingly unamtive to the large manufacturers. Recent advertising by
some producers has increased total demand for fresh and frozen pies, which has had a
benefcial impact on the demand for Petersville pies. This is widely dmowledged to be
only a short-term impact.
One response to the long-term decline in demand f a pies and party goods has been a
diversification into generic frozen brands. All the Iarge producers are engaged in this
but, in the early 1980s. Big Ben and Allens Pies were involved IOthe greatest extent.
Both have now pulled back. Their experience with generics was of ceding market power
to the retailers (see Foodweek's Market Watch, 1989). Competition among the
producers of generic pies was fierce and most have attempted to reclaim market power
by increasing production of their own brand name pies. Big Ben,f a example. has now
increased the proportion of branded products to 80 per cent of pmduction.
A further complicating factor with respect to fresh pies, is the extreme seasonal name
of demand, with sales in the winter months being far greater than in the summer. 'his
means that there can be idle capacity for a substantial proportion of each year.

In contrast to trends in fresh pastry products, sales of frozen foods generally are
growing rapidly by the standards of the food industry. The f r o m dessert segment is
relatively small but has been rapidly expanding, with a growth in demand for some
products as high as 30 per cent a year (Foodweek. 1989~).Frozen desserts are regatded
by the industry as covering a range of products from fruit pies to premium ice cream
products, and including the frozen pastry products considered in this report. Petersville
is expanding production in the frozen pastry products area.
Petersville's export performance has, it claims, increased since the merger due to greater
managerial effort and a determined export enhancement program. The key export
opportunity appears to lie in selling party goods to Japan. Despite the increase, exports
are still less than 2 per cent of output This level of exports is indicative of the
performame of the industry as a whole.

Substirurcs
The ability of producers to raise prices is limited in markets when there is scope for
substitution. The most apparent substitutes for fresh pies have been idenMied by
Petersville as the convenience foods sold by chains like McDonalds (Foodweek,
1988b). The fresh pie is essentially a lunch product and compws with other lunch
products. In this respect, fresh pies are not in direct commtion with frozen pies.
Frozen pies are sold in supermarket cabinets alongside other fmzen meal products.
'hese provide the most obvious substitutes. Frozen party products are a more isolated
segment of the ptocessed food market. and so have fewer close substitutes.
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Possible substitutes for fresh and frozen cakes are cake mixes, biscuits, confectionery,
and frozen dessert products including icecream. The lnnen dessert product market is
reg&
as highly competitive due to the wide range of possible substitutes.

Prices
Figure 6.5 shows that recent movements in the Food Group index have been more
volatile than movements in the CPI. The Food Group index is. however, a very broad
measure, covering a wide mix of processed and unprocessed foods. Exact data on price
movements in the products of the pastry products industry are not availabk but indusay
sources indicate that on average over the period 198687 to 1989-90 the prices of from
products have risen faster than both the CPI and the Food Group, while the prices of
fresh products have risen at a slower rate. In 1989 this trend was reverse&
Flgure fi.5 Rlcc movements In CPI, Food group, and Product g m u 1~!&&87 to W - 9 0

Sources: ABS Cat. No. 6401.0 various editions. and BIE estimatu based an company dur
Note: (a) Insufficiemt data existed to calculate percentage price rise f
a cakes in 198687

Figure 6.5 generally confirms these trends for the four product groups being examined
Using estimates based on company data, the prices of frozen pies and party goods rose
faster than the CPI and Food Group between 1986-87 and 1988-89, but slower than the
indexes in 1989-90. Price rises for cakes, a fresh product, were generally less than the
rises in the two ABS indexes.
Market s h e s
Estimated national brand shares for frozen, single-serve meat pies in July 1989 are
shown in Figure 6.6. Petersville had a combined (Herbert Adams and Wedgwood) shan
of over 37 per cent of the national market. The success of the entry of Big Ben into the
national market is shown by its very significant market share in 1989.

Allens Pies has also had success in boosting its market share in N S W and the ACT. In
May 1989 Allens Pies relaunched the 'Sargents' brand name with frozen. single-serve
pies. It is planned to expand to other States and to widen the range in 1990.
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The relaunch of Sargents Pies increased demand in the frozen single-serve meat pie
market in NSW. Several retailers contacted by the BIE reported that Sargents Pies have
replaced Big Ben pies as their biggest selling brand. Herbert Adarns single serve frozen
pies also have increased their market share over this period (Foodweek, 1989a).
Ngure 6.6 Nationnl market sbares, Crozen, single sene meat pkq July 1989

Source: Foodweek. 1989.

No data are available on market shares in fresh pies due to the large number of small
bakeries involved. The sector is highly competitive and Sargents rejected the idea of
entering this market because it was too risky and fragmented (See Foodweek's Market
Watch, 1989).
Data on market shares for the frozen cakes and pastries market are also dacult to
obtain. In January 1989 Foodweek published the results of its annual survey of
manufacturers on market shares. Two categories sweyed are relevant here and are
reported in Figure 6.7.
Figure 6.7 National market shares, h t e a cakes and pastries, 19S9
Frozen sweet pastries
R o m fruit pies

Source: Foodyear, The Foodweek bud, 1989
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The fvst chart in Figure 6.7 shows market shares for frozen swcet pasoies. Sara Lee is
the major producer and its products tend to Mint the market. Herbat Adams' share is
very small. Frozen h i t pies are a separate category, and marlret shares f a this product
group arc shown in the second chart in Figure 6.7. Nanna's is the major producer, with
Sara Lee having a smaller but significant share.
The resaucturing of the national producers has put pressure on smaller, regional
producers. For example, in WA, the Peters Pies bakery was sold in 1986 because of
increased competition from the large national manufactwers (Foodweek, 1986b).
Changing tastes

The low growth in demand for meat pies has been caused to some exrent by changes in
tastes towards other convenience foods (see Foodweek. 1988b, 1989b). Aaempts have
been made to increase sales of meat pies by changing theiu image (see Foodweek,
1988~)but industry observers believe that these attempts will have only a limited
impact a~arresting the long term decline in demand
Product development
The major product development of the last few years has been the 'microwaveable'
frozen pie. A number of producers, including Herbert Adams, have launched
'microwaveable' pies. Demand reportedly outstripped supply immedia~elyfollowing the
launches (Foodweek, 1988a).

Other developments have been in the range and quality of frozen products available.
This has been especially evident in the areas of from cakes and family pies and has
assisted in the large growth in demand for these products in recent years.
Supply features
lnpuls

Conditions in the markets f a three material inputs to the products of Petersville,
namely, Meat, MargarineBhortenings, and Flour, have been examined The imj.wrmcc
of each of these inputs can be seen in Figure 6.8. The major factor in the differtnt
propdons accounted f a by these inputs is the amount of meat involved.
a) Meat
In recent years all the major pie manufacwers, including Petersville, have diversified
their sources of supply. Price competition is the major form of competition among
suppliers. There does not appear to be interdependence between pie manufacturers and
meat supplies and none of the suppliers interviewed relied on Petersville for more than
a small proportion of their business.
b) MargarinelShortenings
Margarine is produced by two major manufacturers: Goodman Fieldet Wauie, and the
Unilever subsidiary E.O.I. Petersville also purchases shortenings from Peerless
Holdings. To industrial users shortenings and margarine are generally equivalent
products differentiated by price. As was the case with the meat suppliers, Petersville
comprises a small proportion of the sales of the margarinelshortening producers.

c) Flour
The flour market is complicated by the preference among the largest millers to engage
in internal trade with their own divisions. Goodman Fielder Wattie, George Weston and
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Bunge, the major flour millers, all bake bread and produce starch products. Goodman
Fielder Wattie owns White Wings, producers of family pies and other food products.
George Weston owns Big Ben Pies. Bunge owned Htrben Adams before the merger.

Petermilk has no ownership linkages with any of the flour millers and it sources from a
number of suppliers including Water Wheel, Bunge. Goodman Fielder. and N.B. Love
(George Weston). Industry sources have speculated that Bunge obtained a long term
supply contract with Petersville following the sale of Herbert Adams.
Flgurc 6.8 Input proportions, cakes, family pies, pvtg goods .ad frozen p i e

c.Lra

Funily Pis

PWW

FnasnPia

Source: Company data

In summary. Petersville obtains its material inputs from suppliers operating in
competitive markets. Generally, long term supply relationships are avoided, with the
purchasing officer preferring to shop around for the most competitive suppliers. The
orhet aspect of this strategy is to deal with a wide range of suppliers, sometimes even
maintaining supply relations with higher cost suppliers. These suppliers are generally
able to produce a higher quality product to justify their higher cost but the practice
seemed to be to maintain contact with supplies which are not at present the most price
competitive, but may be at some time in the future.
Distribution
The distribution network depends largely on whether the product is fresh or frozen.
Petersville claims a traditional and successful philosophy of mass dismbution of its
fresh products. Up to 5,000 outlets a day receive deliveries. These outlets are mostly in
Melbourne, but extend into country Victoria, the ACT, and some days into Sydney.
Distribution is effected through unionised contractors Each driver owns their truck and
is tied to Petersville only through delivery contracts. Petersville itself has little direct
involvement in distribution.
The distribution of frozen products involves longer distances and larger and more
specialised trucks. It, too,is carried out by contracted owner-drivers. Frozen products
are sold in supermarkets and through agents to retailers in country areas.
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Regulations
All producers are subject to food regulations with respect to cleanliness. 'lhe major
producers do not consider the current regulations unduly burdensome, arguing that
competitive pressures would have ensured that they met these standards even without
the regulations. They claim, however, that the regulations are being applied to them
more strictly than to some smaller producers and that this puts them at a disadvantage.
All packaged food is subject to food labelling controls. Small suburban bakeries
generally do not package their products, preferring instead to sell them over the counter
in paper bags. Therefore, labelling requiremeats do not affect them.

There are also statutory minimum contents requirements for meat and 'variety' pies
such as 'meat and vegetable' pies (SeeBRRU, 1988, p112).
Profitability
The Prices Surveillance Authority has found that the food and grocery retail sector was
generally competitive, and that on average food prices had not risen as fast as the CPI in
recent years (See Figure 6.4). While over 90 per cent of food and grocery sales are now
concentrated on four groups: Coles. Wwlworths. Franklins, and Australian
Amalgamated Wholesalers (Retail World, 1989). they compete strongly (PSA. 1986).
The IAC has noted that fierce competition between the large food retailers for market
share may be squeezing the profit margins of food pomsing and beverage f m s (IAC,
1989, p69). The large chams have apparently proven extremely effective in using theiu
market power to extract discounts from manufacturers (Foodweek, 1987a).

According to industry sources, profitability in the pies, cakes and pastries market is low.
Herbert Adams was thought to be losing money befm the merger. There is, however, a
discrepancy between industry perceptions of the low profitability of Herbert Adarns and
the quite healthy profit results revealed in its annual returns to the Victorian Corporate
Affairs Commission (see Herbert Adams, various years). It is not clear why this
discrepancy exists.
George Weston's cakes and pastries division (Top Taste and Big Ben) reported losses in
each of the ten years prior to 1988. Industry observers report that George Weston had
been trying to sell Big Ben for some years. The division suffered particularly heavy
losses in 1985-86 and 150 of its 450 staff were renenched (Foodweek, 1987b). Since
then. eff~iencyhas been improved.
One factor in its performance has been the obligation on the division to buy all its flour
from NB Love, another George Weston subsidiary,regardless of the pice. 'Zhis practice
effectively forces any losses, due to a lack of competitiveness in the production of flour,
down-,
but not out of the George Weston group. George Weston's management
has taken account of this obligation when assessing the profitability of the division.
The Top Taste cake operations of George Weston were also suffering, with high
dismbution costs and competition from small shops. in the early and mid 1980s. Since
then, sales and efficiency have increased considerably (see Foodweek, 1989d).
Barriers To Entry
Barriers to entry permit existing firms in an industry to charge prices above the
competitive price level. Four main barriers to entry were outlined in Chapter 2:
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a) Product differentiation
The IAC reported that much industry rationalisation in Australian food processing
resulted fma perception by entrepreneurs that it is cheaper to buy brand names than it
is to promote a new product (IAC, 1989, p60). Vollmers (1988. p198) claims that
marketing and the development of strong brand names has created significant barriers to
entry in food processing industries.
However, any competitive advantage that can be exerted by manufactures with the
strongest brand names is restrained by the presence of generic and store brands.
Vollmers notes that while generic brands and store brands have not become dominant
forces over the past decade their presence has provided consumers with lower cost
altemarives (Vollmers 1988,p199).

AUens Pies was farced to confront a product differenriation bmkr in 1989 as it planned
to switch from production of generic to branded pies. It managed to sidestep the

problem to some extent by resurrecting the 'Sargents' brand, which was already widely
known.
Product differentiation does not appear to present a serious barrier to entry for small
suburban bakeries contesting the fresh pie marlet. However, were these bakeries to
auemp to distribute their products on a larger scale they cou)d run up against consumer
preferences for the established brands.
b) Absolute cost advantage
Absolute cost advantages do not appear to be prominent in this indushy. While Pampas
and Big Ben are owned by vertically integrated flour millers there is no evidence that
this has given those f m s a competitive advantage over Petersville. Most raw materials
are available in competitive markets. Absolute cost barriers can result from the
difficulty of entrants in acquiring skilled managers and know-how. Not enough
information was available to assess the extent of this barrier.

The absolute cost advantage loses its significance if the entrant is already established in
the same or similar industry. Such entrants have their own trained managerial team,
know-how. sources of supply and distribution network, access to finance, and will be
already vemcally integrated if this is advantageous. Allens Pies entry into the branded
pie market was essentially an entry by an established f m .Its relationship with the large
wholesalers and retailers could explain the ready acceptance of Sargents Pies. McCain
entered the pie market from a base in other food processing activities.
c) Initial capital requirements
Initial capital requirements do not appear to be a barrier to small bakeries entering the
fresh pie market However, the cost of setting up large scale production facilities is
substantial and a would-be entrant would probably require external finance.
d) Economies ofscale
Small suburban bakeries have demonstrated that small scale production is no barrier to
the production of a competitive product. The IAC claims that size advantages are
generally important in the food industries, but that the main scale advantages lie in
savings from nationally organised production, marketing and distribution, mther than in
increasing the scale of production of particular establishments (IAC, 1989, p62).
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Petersville has ekcted to locate its pstry pruducts division at m site. One advantage it
may be attempting to extract from this arrangement is economies of scale in production.

6.3 Benefits from the Merger
Expected Benefits d the Merger
Petersville has reported that the e x p t e d benefits of major importance to it through the
merger were economies in purchasing, promotion, administration and production. Of
minor impwere potential economies in distribution, improved management and
staff skills, and the possibility of reduced competition in the market place.

Intend expansion may have been an alternative means of obtaining the same benefits.
Petersville favoured the merger because it provided strong, well-known brand namts
and expertise in the manufacture of cakes and doughnuts. The Herbat Adams pastries
range is seen by many observers as the only growth prospect for the expanded division.
Were the Expectations Realised?
Economies in purchasing

'Ihe similarity in many of the inputs required for all the products of R t e m i k after the
merger suggests that it could have expected benefits in this area Petersville intended to
achieve these benefits through exercise of better volume buying powa.

Industry sources have suggested that as part of the sale to Petersville of Herbert Adams
by Bunge. Bunge obtained a major flour supply contract with Petersville. F a the
remainder of its flour needs, however, Petersville obtains supplies from a range of
suppliers at the best possible price and the indusay view was that there had been no
change in the conduct of Petersville since the merger. Somewhat surprisingly, while
domestic wheat prices have remained roughly constant since 1985, Petersville repom
that the average price it pays for flour has risen significantly since 1987-88.
'Ihe view of firms in other industries that supply inputs to Petersville was similar. These
other major material inputs prices have remained constant, or declined, over the period.
Economies in promtion
It is difficult to measure the value of these economies as they have an intangible nature.
The 'Herben Adams' brand name could be expected to have brought some of these
benefits to the merged company. Competitors consider that the brand name was a

valuable asset in its own righr Petersville shares this view as the 'Herbert Adams' brand
is being retained as a separate entity to obtain benefits of brand loyalty through lower
promotion costs.
Petersville had hoped to achieve better management of its pmotion/advertising
expenditure. Since the merger, Petersville claims that its brand loyalty has decreased as
consumers have responded to the increased advertising of other brands. Having three
separate brands was aimed at maintaining market share but might have inhibited
Petersville from obtaining significant economies in promotion.
Economics in administration
'Ihese can occur as administration costs are spread over a greater ourput. Greater output

can also allow specialisation of administrative tasks or the employment of better
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management. Petersville's plans in this area were simply to reduce administration
overheads. They wen a minor expected benefit of the -a.
Approximately 20 administration staff have been retrenched since the m e w , although
some of these jobs are now performed by casual and part-time employees. Petersville
re~artsthat subsequent changes to its management structure have removed a numba of
positions with duties that overlapped. Some economies of administration, therefore,
appear to have occurred.
Economies in dism'buion
These can arise through reducing the two pre-merger distribution mmoks to one, with
savings in sales personnel, delivery trucks, storage. etc. Petersville initially intended to
consolidate its freight and warehousing activities but this intention was never carried
out. Few economies in distribution arose from the merger because the distriburim
networks were kept separate to maxirnise the marketing benefits of the brand names.
Economies in product development
Petersvilie has stated that expectations with respect to R and D/Product development
were not achieved due to a concentration on improving the poductivity of existing
product lines. Tbe period following the merger has seen the ineoducticm of McCain and
Sargents pies to the market and a push by Big Ben beyond NSW. Since the merger, b e
rate at which new products are introduced to the market has increased and the range of
paspy products has exJxu&d.
Economies in producrion

The mix of products before and after the merger indicates that these economies could
arise in the production of pies, pasties and sausage rolls. It might have been possible to
obtain multi-plant economies from both the existing plants but the company decided to
consolidate production in one plant. Consequently, it appears that the company was
seeking economies associated with larger plant size. Petersville expected a reduction in
unit fued factory overhead cost due to increased volume. Competitars have indicated
that only recently has the merged entity been in a position to put pressure on their costs.

The Impact of the Merger on Productivity
Lobour Productivity

Labour productivity can be increased by mechanising the production process. and
substituting capital goods for labour. This has occurred at P e t e M e ' s Nanna's factory
in Gosford where, with liule increase in employment, production has gone h m 3 5 4
pies per minute to 80-85 pies per minute (FoodManufacturing News. 1987).
No similar overhaul has occurred at Petersville's Kensington plant. Tbe pie oveas are
over 20 years old and it is estimated that the average life of the plant and equipment
over the period 1985 to 1988 was ten years. Some recent capital investment, however, is
likely to boost labour productivity. High speed dough mixers, a laminated product
make-up board and a series of automatic packing machines have been installed.
Petersville acknowledge that since the merger approximately 100 production employees
have been retrenched due to capital projects.

More generally, since the merger the labour force in the p a w products division has
been reduced by 285 production and 50 management staff. At the same time,production
has remained fairly constant. This suggests that following the merger fewer employees
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have been required to produce an equivalent quantity of output. On its own, this
suggests that labour productivity has incmsed since the merger.
Productive cfficicncy
Estimates were made of changes in productive efficiency since the merger. The
methodology was first employed by Cowling ct a1 (1980) and is described in Chapter 2.
'The model regards an increase in efficiencyas a reduction in the ratio of inputs used to
outputs produced. This may occur with changes in the scale of production. technical
progress, or the efficiency with which a production process is used. Cowling's 'k' is
inversely proportional to 'efficiency' as contemplated by the model. A rise in 'k'
implies a fall in productive efficiency and vice versa The assumption of fixed factor
pnportions in the model means that a rise in 'k' must be because more of every input is
required to produce a given output.
The discussion on labour productivity above indicates that since the merger, the amount
of labour used to produce a unit of output has fallen, that is, factor pfqtntions used in
the production process have changed. Because the factor proportions used in the
calculation of 'k' are those applying in 1989-90,the change in actual factor proportions
between 1987-88 and 1989-90 will bias 'k' upward so that the estimated levels of
production efficiency will be less than the actual levels. This bias should be kept in
mind when the results are being interpreted. More details are provided in Chapter 2 and
the appendix to this chapter.

The efficiency with which four product groups1 were produced by Petersville in the
years since the m e g a was investigated using data provided by the company The results
are presented in index number form, with each series standardised at 1.0 f a 1987-88, in
Table 6.1. A rise in the Output priced Input prices ratio above 1.0 indicates that output
prices have risen faster than input prices. Table 6.1 shows that output prices generally
rose faster. The prices of some inputs were in fact static over the three year period. P a
unit profitability, as measured by the profits to revenue ratio, declined for all product
groups. In general, therefore, increases in the Output prices/ Input prices ratio were
matched with falls in profitability, suggesting that productive efficiency had fallen.
Changes in productive efficiency are indicated by Cowling's 'k' measure in Table 6.1.
Trends in the measure are shown in Figure 6.9. These results suggest that there has been
declines in productive efficiency over the period since the merger. Productive efficiency
fell sharply in 1988-89 but improved in 1989-90 for every product grwp except Frozen
Pies.Sensitivity tests were applied to the data and these showed similar trends. With
only three years of data available, and the known bias in the 'k'measure, these results
must, of course,be considered indicative only.

A major reason fot this fmding appears to be the disruption to production caused by the
integration of the Herbert Adarns facilities with those of Petersville and the streamlining
of management structures. The relocation was scheduled to be completed by early 1990
and is likely to have created disruption in production and diverted management
resources t h g h o u t 1988-89and into 1989-90.

These goups povi& a complete overlap between the products of Petmville md H a b a t
Adams prior to the merga. The merger w e expected to have its greatest imprt in these products.
In uch product group. data on the largest selling podua were collected.
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Tabk 6.1 Coallag's 'k' and coustituent mc9surrq 1!3S7-&? to 1989-90
1987-88

1988-89

1989-90

Qk?
Outplt index
outpltprices/Inpltpices
Profit to revenue
Cowling's 'k'

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.19
1.07
0.70
1.26

121
1.03
0.98
1.05

Output index
-PUtm/wtpices
Profit to revenue
Cowling's 'k'

1.OO
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.98
1.11
0.75
1.20

1.19
1.06
0.78
1.13

outplt index
outplt pices / Input prices
Profit to revenue
Cowling's 'k'

1.00
1.00
1.OO
1.00

0.95
1.11
1.01
1.09

1.11
1.05
0.93
1.17

Output index
Output prices / Input prices
Profit to revenue
Cowling's 'k'

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.OO

0.91
1.08
0.95
1.13

0.98
1.04
0.89
1.14

S m a : B E estimates based on Company datr
Flgun 6.9 Changes in productive effklency, 1W-88 to 1989-90'
'k'
1.3 ,

Funily Pia

Frozen Pies
0.9 T
1987-88

PP~~YI

1988-89

Source:B E estimltes based on Company data
Note: (a) A rise in the 'k' index denotes r fill in p o d w t i v e efficiency ud v i a versa

1989-90
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Impact d the Merger oa Market Power
There are a number of facets to market power in addition to the ability to rearkt supply
so as to raise output price above the competitive level. Other aspects includc product
quality, product differentiation, marketing and associated s e r v k .
Petersville has indicated that the merger was a response to the competitive pressures on
its existing products aeated by the rise of suburban bakeries and the increasing number
of alternative convenience foods. The firm believed that the most profitable response
was to achieve greater volume and any resulting economies of scale.
Suppliers of most inputs found that the merger had little impact oa their business with
Petersville. Flour suppliers, however, claimed that theu access to Petersville had bttn
restricted since the merger due to a significant flour supply arrangement that Bunge
obtained as part of the merger deal. AU flour suppliers contacted agreed that the merger
had led to increased pie competition among suppliers looking to supply Petersvillc.
Responses of retailers reflected the geographic nature of the market. In Victoria the
merger has had little effect on the competitive climate because until recently Herbert
Adams was operated quite separately. In NSW. Sargents, and before it, Big Ben, have
been the driving forces in the market. One NSW retailer commented that the product
must perfam on its merits. These were said to include price and advertisingipn>motion
suppcat. The merger was perceived to have had no impact on these factors.

Competitors were more sensitive to the effects of the merger. They suggest that while
the merger had little impact on them in 1987 and 1988, the picture began to change in
1989. In that year, marketing expenditure rose and product quality emerged as a greater
issue; for example, the 'microwaveable' pie. Petersville has also stated that price
competition has increased but competitors do not agree.

6.5 Summary and Conclusions
The pastry products industry is a fragmented one, characterised by producers of all
sizes. Competition in the fresh products market, combined with little market growth has
resulted in decreasing profits f a the large manufacturers.
By contrast, the frozen products market is contested by large manufacturers on a
national scale. Sales are growing rapidly, with the fastest growth in the frozen dessert
sector. The takeover of Herbert Adarns provided Petersville with enmy to this sector.
Barriers to entry to the industry as a whole are generally low. Brand loyalty appears to
be falling and many small local bakeries have opened throughout Australia.
Petersville expected benefits from the merger through economies in purchasing,
promotion, administration and production. Its conduct with respect to purchasing
appears unchanged and not promotion economies have been achieved. Some economies
in administration have been achieved. Economies in production appear so far to have
eluded Petersville, although labour productivity has probably risen.
The effect of the merger depends on what would have happed in the absence of the
merger. Although it is impossible to be certain, four courses of action are possible in the
face of the static or declining market for fresh products and low profitability:
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Withdruwuffrom t k mcvket. This would have allowed the remaining f m s to
compete for the abandoned market share. in the expectation of increased
production and accompanying cost savings.
Switching of production. Reduction could be switched from fresh pies to the
growth areas of frozen pastries and cakes. The processes and technology
involved are similar so the m t s to firms would be relatively low.
Inereusing eflciency. This can be achieved by making existing production
facilities more productive or by investing in new plant and equipment
Inereusing dcmund. Additional advertising and orher promotional activity might
change consumer preferences in favou of fresh products.

Elements of each of thest possible courses are evident in the behavim of the industry
since the merger. However, it appears that the merger has played a substantial role in
bringing them about and t k pace at which they have occmed. Tht merger has allowed
a rnaja producer, Herbert Adams, to effectively withdraw ftom the market. It also
assisted Petersville lo move the focus of its production from fresh pies to the growth
areas of frozen pastries and cakes, and encouraged it to make additional investments to
improve efficiency.
It appears that productive efficiency has fallen since the merger. It is unreasonable,
however, to expect that productive efficiency would rise in the period immediately
following the merger. The integration of Herbert Adams into Petersville's pastry
products division inevitably resulted in costly disruption. The two plants are only now
starting to work together under one roof. Competitors have reported that Pemsville has
recently began to put pressure on their costs. Petersville claims that the benefits of its
recent rationatisationof production facilities will accrue Nly in 1990-91.
Offsetting the resource costs of the merger are the efficiency improvements in several
f m s following the merger. One producer was forced directly by the merger to improve
its effii:iency and to increase promotional expenditure in an effort to maintain a raise its
market share and its profitability. It is likely that the net adjustment costs of the merger
were less than would have been incurred in the absence of the merger.
The potential for the use of market power in fresh pies is kept in check by the low
barriers to entry. Similar low barriers to enfry exist in cakes and pastries and there
appears to be little scope for the exercise of market power.

The market power of the large producers of frozen products is further constrained by the
countemailing power of the large wholesalers and retailers. Attempts to regain some
market power by switching from generics to branded products appears to have been
successfulbut the extent of competition in the market means that the absolute level of
market power being contested was small.
While it is too early to be certain abwt the overall outcome of the merger, it appears
that it has produced net benefits to the economy. The major costs have been in
productive efficiency while the two plants were being combined but these are now
being reduced. There has been liule discernible change in the limited market power of
the company. The major benefits have come through the pressure it has put on the other
firms in the industry to examine their own cost structures and improve their efficiency.
The indications are that this pressure has already been considerable and will increase
markedly when the combined plant settles down fully later this year.
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Appendix 6.1 Data details
'Ihe method used to calculate the Cowling measure of efficiency is explained in detail in
chapter 2. The following comments deal with certain aspects of that methodology as it
was applied in this case study.

T k Weights
The methodology employed in this case study varies bun that used in the other two
case studies in one important m p c t : the input price indcx is calculated using weights
derived b m data on production in the 1989-90 year. iz, end period wights are used,
not base period weights. If factor p m p t h s changed between 1987-88and 1989-90,
'k' will be biased upwards. This means that rises in efficiency will be understated and
falls in efficiency will be overstated. The use of end period weights was forced on the
analysis by data constraints. The same constraints limit the period of analysis to the
duee years 1987-88to 1989-90. Insufficient d m were available to allow the tracking ot
changes in efficiency before and immediately after the merger.
The Data
The input categories were Labour, Materials, Overheads, and Capital. Some capital
costs must be included in the analysis because their coatribution to total costs is not
removed by using profits before interest, tax, and dividend payments. Depreciation on
buildings was one capital cost included. Data on the contributions of the respective
components of these categories to budgetted per unit cost for 1989-90 were provided by
Pere~sville.From these data were calculated the weights for the input price index.
The relative contributions of the four input categories to total per unit cost for each
product group are shown in Figure A6.1. Note that each input category typically
contained more than one component

Petersville provided many of the prices used in the construction of the input price
indices. The relevant wage and salary rates were reduced to per hour fiby the f i .
It also provided prices on six materials (five in the case of cakes) used in its products.
For each product group, two of those materials were packaging items. The remaining
ingredients used were represented by a 'residuals' component whose price index was
proxied by a simple average of the preceding five categories'price indexes. This 'Other'
component was most significant for C f es, and least sifl~cant f a Pwy Goods.
The Overheads category proved more of a problem. Tbe Victorian State Electricity
Commission provided a price series for electricity. A price index for gas was
constructed from the Victorian Gas and Fuel CommerciaUIndusnial tariff 14122 using
the assumption that the an average annual gas consumption by Four'n Twenty was 10
million megajoules. The Melbourne & Metropolitan Board of Works provided a price
series for industrial users of water. The next three overbeads categories nominated by
Petersville were Cleaning, Repairsimaintenance, and Waste disposal. Per unit prices for
these categories were proxied by the Trades Assistants and Factory Hands wage index
found in ABS Catalogue No. 6312. Again, a residual category existed. Its price index
was constructed from a simple average of the price indexes of the six preceding
categories. For every product group its contribution to unit cost was negligible.

The costs of capital were proxied by two implicit price deflator series in tht Natioaal
Accounts for Gross Fixed Capital Expenditure; non dwelling construction md
equipment (ABS Cat No 5206.0).
Ngure A41 Budgettcd D89-90input propwHolrs for each prodact.
Frozen Pies
f'trty-

Source:B E estimates based on Petenville data

The Profu Estimate
Figures on profit before interest and tax, by product lines, were consmcted in two
stages. F i t l y , the total cost of production of each product type in each year was
calculated by multiplying the total cost per unit of output by the total output figures.
Secondly, these results were subtracted from sales revenue figures.
Sensitivity Analysis

The sensitivity of the results given above to alternative assumptions concerning the rate
of growth in prices of those materials represented by the Materials Other category was
examined. The assumption employed in the results above is that the rate of growth in
the price of 'Materials Other' is a simple average of the rates of growth in the prices of
the other material categories.
Further assumptions about prices were employed in the analysis, however their effect on
the results is small because of the low weighting that the relevant inputs have in the
input price indexes. In contrast, the Materials Other categary has a weighting of &y
30 per cent in the input price index fa Cakes, nearly 20 per cent in the input price index
for Family Pies, and nearly 13per cent in the input price index for From Pies.
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Given the generally b w rate of growth in material input prices between 1987-88 and
1989-90, the first alternative assumption tested was that there was m increase in the
price of the residual materials over the period.
The adoption of this assumption shifted 'k' upwards. This effect was most significant
for Cakes and least significant for Party Goods. nK general trends observed w c n
unchanged: efficiency deteriorated in 1988-89 and improved in 1989-90, although not
by enough to ream it to 1987-88 1evels.lhe rankings of the four product groups by 'k'
value in 1989-90 was unchanged

The second alternative assumpticm tested was that the rate of growth in the price of the
residual materials over the period was equal to the fastest rate ofgrowth in price among
the other materials.

The adoption of this assumption shifted 'k' downwards. Again the effect was most
significant for Cakes and least significant in Party Goods. Efficiency deteriorated in
1988-89 but generally improved in 1989-90 although not by enough to return it to 198788 levels. The impect on the different product groups of this assumption was to push the
'k' value in 1989-90 fa Party Goals above the 'k' value in 1989-90 f a Family Pits.
This is a result of the far smaller weighting that the 'MaterialOthers' categay has in the
input price index for M y Goods, compared to the weighting in the case of Family Pies.

In conclusion, the nsults appear to be reasonably robust to the treatment of the
Materials Other category.
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7. Case Study 38
A Merger in the Automotive Battery
lndustry
7.1 Introduction
This chaptet examines the impact on the Australian automotive battery market of the
1985 merger of Chloride Batteries Australia Ltd and the batteaies division of Pacific
Dunlop Lrd (now GNB Australia). Chloride Australia was a wholly owned subsidiary of
the Chloride Group Plc of the UK and Pacific Dunlop is an Australian owned company.
Pacific Dunlop is a large, diversified company involved in a wide range of activities
including the manufachm and retailing d tyres.
?he b e n e b expected from the merger with respect to the Australian market included
access to Chloride's distribution network and economies through rationalisation of State
offices and warehouses1. The merger also allowed Pacific Dunlop to close its
Sandringham (Victoria) plant, in favour of Chloride's plant at Elizabeth. SA.
As part of the same acquisition, Pacif~Dunlop also gained Chloride's North American
and New Zealand subsidiaries. From Wit Dunlop's perspective, the major reason for
the acquisition was access to the US market via Chloride's American distribution
network f a its radically new Pulsar battery, then nearing final development.

7.2 The Industry
Industry Structure Before tbe Merger
In the immediate pre-merger period of 1983 to 1985, four major f m s produced
automotive batteries (See Figure 7.1). These four firms were:
Chloride Australia, which had a plant in Brisbane as well as the Elizabeth plant.
The combined capacity of these plants was about 1.2 million units per year.
Chloride had about 25 per cent of the market. It was a highly geared company
which had experienced low profitability for a number of years. Industry sources
claim that it also suffered from poor productivity and bad labour relations.
Besco Batteries, which had a 20 per cent market share and a capacity of 0.7
million units per year. GNB bought some of Besco's physical assets in 1986.
Dunlop Batteries, a division of Dunlop Olympic Ltd, which had plants at
Sandringham, Geelong and Sydney. Its main Sandringham plant had a capacity
of 0.8 million units per year and its share of the market was about 25 per cent.
Batteries were distributed mainly through Dunlop Olympic outlets: the Marshall
Battery chain and Beaurepaire and Dunlop tyre outlets. It also had a majar share
of the original equipment market.
It was also envisaged that then would be benefits h m the c h e of Pwific Dunlop'r industrial
baaay plant at Cmbury, NSW, in favour of Chloride's plant at Padstow. NSW but this change
did not directly rffect the automotive bruaies market.
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Century Batteries Ry Ltd, then a subsidiary of Repco Ltd, acquired the bgttery
division of Lucas Industries Australia Ltd in 1982. Century continued to
manufacture f a Lucas in plants in Sydney, Brisbane and Melbourne. It had a
market share of about 30 per cent and a total capacity 1 2 million units per year.
The 1970s and the early 1980s was a period of rationalisation. In 1976, the IAC
estimated that, in addition to the four major f m s , there were 130 small bauery
assembly or manufacturing f m s (IAC, 1976. pl). Most of these smaller f m s have
since left the industry. Part of the industry rationalisation is thought to reflect the
introduction of long-life, low maintenance batteries in the late 19709. A further factor
was the replacement of rubber casings with polypropylene, thereby ending the
reconditioning of old betmies by small, regional businesses.
In this period, manufacturing plants were also smaller than they are today, with a
capacity ranging from 0.5 to 0.9 million units per year for the larger factories. Factories
were generally located near population centres and the markets for the d e s t factories
were local rather than national. In contrast, the present largest plant, at Elizabeth, is
relatively close to Port Pirie, the source of its most significant input, lead, and some
distance from the major markets.
7.1 Automotive battery Industry structure, pre .ad past-merger
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Resent Industry Structure
Figure 7.1 summarises the main changes in the industry structure in the post-merger
period. Production is now dominated by GNB. GNB's Elizabeth plant has a capacity of
2.1 to 3.0 million units per year2. Century-Yuasa has a plant with a capacity of 1 to 1.5
and is the only other significant Australian producer. Both firms
million units per
also impm baueries but independent imports are a sigruficant source of competition.
Automotive batteries are part of ASIC Industry Class 3356, Batteries, which also covers
industrial and m h batteries. 'lhe industry concentration measures shown in Figure 7 2
increased markedly in the period 1972-73 to 198687, except f a tbe trade-adjusted
measure where the increase in imports, also shown in Figure 7.2, had an effect.
However, much of the importing shown in these ABS data is by the domestic producers.
-re

73 ASIC 3356,Batteries, 1m-73 to -1
cOIKZIUrd0n d

o8

~ p m p e n ~ ~ t ~ m d ~ ~ m e ~

Market Shares
The total market is about 3.8 million batteries and was worth about $98 million at ex
factory prices in 198&87, the latest year for which data are available. Market shares in
1988-89 are subject to considerable uncertainty. GNB's share appears to be at least 43
per cent and may be as high as 53 per cent, while Cenauy Yuasa's share is between 25
and 30 per cent. Pre-merger and post-merger market shares are shown in Figure 7.3.
Flgure 73 Market shares, mid 1980s and 198849
mid 1980s

1988-89

Soura: BIE estimates

Depending on whether the company runs a five or sevm &y we& three shifts per day basia.
Depending on whether the company tuns two or three shifts p a day on a five day week h i s .
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Figure 7.3 also shows the extent to which GNB and Cenhq-Yuasa import baperies. In
1988-89 GNB imported 98 000 batteries (2.5 per cent of thc Wal market) and CenturyYuasa 440 000 (12 per cent). While the independent importers tend to be more
regionally oriented, GNB and Century-Yuasa market their automotive batteries
throughout Australia, making the relevant market national rather than .@er
Iodustry Characteristics
Trendr in Production
As indicated in Table 7.1, battery output by GNB fell from 1984-85, the year of the
merger. to 1985-86, then increased shmgly to 1987-88. This increase may reflect the
recent reorganisation of the Elizabeth plant and the effects of a $10 million investment
program undertalren in 1988.
Table 7.1 Output indexes for GNB and autamotIve battery lndndry, 1981-82 to 198788
1981-82

GNB

M

1982-83

na

1984-85
1.00

198'5-86

M

1983-84

0.96

1986-87
1.01

1.14

132

1.00

M

1.18

1987-88
1.08

Auto Barmy

Ind~hy

1.23

N

Sources:Company data and A B S Cat No. 8303.0.

The output index for all automotive battery production, also shown in Table 7.1,
illustrates the steady decline in domestic capacity in the period to 1984-85. In 1986-87,
2.6 million batteries were produced with an ex factory value of about $71 million.
?he indexes shown in Table 7.1 are for total production including exports. The latter are
relatively small, however, as indicated in Figure 7.4. The exports to output ratio
declined from an already low 2 per cent in 1981-82 to less than 1 per cent in 1986-87.
Figure 7.4 Industry exports, 1981-82 to 1W88

Sources: Company data end A B S data (miaofche MX04C).
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Imports
The import share of the domestic market has risa sharply since 1984-85.as Figure 7.5
shows. Befare the merger, imports from all sources were a small share of domestic
sales, accounting f a only 282 000 units, or less than 10 per cent, in 1983-84.The
increase has occurred &spite the real depreciation of the Ausnalian dollar and the
increase in the developing country tariff in mid-1986from 5 to 30 per cent. F i 7.5
also shows that the proportion of imports accounted for by independent importers has
increased. Industry sources indicate that most automotive battery imports are sourced
from Korea,Taiwan. Indonesia, the Philippines and Malaysia
Flgure 75 Imports and Imports shore of the domestic market, 1981432b l968-89

Sources: ABS Cat. No.8303. mkrof1che M

M W and M X W ud BIE estimates

The sharp upturn in imports in 1984-85 is unusual and industry 0 b ~ e ~ e have
rs
suggested that high labour costs and low productivity were responsible f a the declining
market share of domestic producers. In the main. the increase appears to have been
caused by two factors:

Lower domestic capacity accentuated by the 1986 closure of the main Besco
plant It appears that a major factor in the closure was falling labour productivity.
A change in the size of batteries offered for export by Korea early in 1984 which
made them more suitable to the Australian market.
Industry sources have also noted that the increase took place against a background of
tariff rates of 5 per cent and increased demand for automotive batteries post 1984-85.It
has been suggested that the emerging industiies in Korea. Taiwan and Indonesia
received considerable government support to encourage their exports. The increase in
imports also resulted in an antidumping application in 1983-84.The Australian
Customs Service found that while a dumping margin of up to 33 per cent existed, it did
not constitute material injury as &fined in the relevant legislation.
Prices
Figure 7.6 sbows an index of output prices for GNB for 1984-85to 1987-88.No data
are available for previous years. Indexes are also shown for the ASIC Batteries Class

and for all manufacturing output. Automotive batteries are estimated to comprise about
40 per cent of the ASIC Class, which also includes industrial and household baeteries.
Thc prices of GNB batteries have been remarkably stable over the period cornpared
with the other indexes.
Figure 7.6 Price iadexcq GNB, ASIC cLsq and .
I
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Industry Demand
Total demand for automotive batteries is &rived from two sources: the production of
new motor vehicles and the replacement market f a existing motor vehicles. Of the two
sources,the replacement market is by far the more significant, comprising about 80 per
cent of all batteries sold. GNB at present supplies about 90 per cent of new motor
vehicles produced in Australia.

The relationship between motor vehicles and battery demand is a fixed one: each
vehicle must have an initial source of energy to 'crank' its engine and there is virtually
no alternative to a battery. Accordingly, small to moderate changes in the price of
automotive batteries are likely to have little effect on the number of batteries sold. that
is, demand is price inelastic.
Demand for motor vehicles is generally considered to increase more than proportionally
as incomes increase. Demand for automotive batteries should behave similarly given the
close relationship between the demands for motor vehicles and automotive bamries. As
real incomes tend to increase over time, battery manufacturers are likely to have a
growing market for the foreseeable future.

There is also a seasonal element to demand for automotive batteries with winter, the
time of relatively greater battery failures, being the season of peak demand.
Demandfor GNB Batteries

While the price elasticity of demand for automotive batteries overall may be inelastic, it
does not follow that demand f a GNB's production is similarly so. GNB indicated that a
small decrease in the price of imports would have a si@~cant adverse impact on its
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sales. In other words, despite the considerable number of brand names, product
differentiation Qes not appear to be sufficient in the idustry to prevent imports and
domestic automotive batteries frombeing perceived by cammen as close substitutes.
Moreover, it is likely that consumers perceive the baaeries of the other domestic
producer, Century-Yuasa, as being a close substitute with GNB's output. One industry
observer commented that batteries are essentially commodities. That is, like wheat or
coal. price is the ovemding consideration in successful marketing. It appears that
customers buy from a convenient outlet and, apart from relative prices, are largely
indifferentbetween well-known brands (IAC, 1976, pl 1) but not between well-known
and unknown brands. In general. it seems that any attempt by GNB to raise its pices
unduly would result in the company losing c o n s i m l e sales to well-known brands of
other producers. At most, the company would seem to have only limited market power.
One caveat on the foregoing is necessary. For some vehicles there is little alternative to
a GNB battery. Such instances appear to be ram and include Volkswagen cars and most
golf carts where, it is claimed, the only alternative supplies are relatively expensive
imports from Europe.
Coscs

Inpw costs
Production is a materials-intensive process. As is shown in Figure 7.7, materials account
for about 57 per cent of unit production costs. Lead is by far the most significant
material input, accounting for about 75 per cent of material costs.
Flgurc 7.7 Input proportions, automotive battory productioa

Source: BIE estimates
There is little scope in the short run for substitution between inputs in the production of
automotive batteries. There is no seasonal pattern associated with input prices. Lead,the
key material input, is supplied to GNB by Pasminco at prices based on those at the
London Metal Exchange. There is no alternative domestic source of supply to Pasninco
and the cost of importing lead, a high weight, low value commodity, is prohibitive.

Producrion costs
Industry observers have i n d i d that optimum plant size is about 2.0 to 2.5 million
units per year. Production costs are sensitive to the level of capacity utilisation. GNB
estimates that a reduction in output at its plant from 2.1 million units to 1.8 million
units, a decline of 14 per cent, would increase unit cost by 5 to 6 per cent. One
implication of this combination of optimum scale and cost penalty associated with bwa
capacity utilisation is that two, or at the most three,plants are suff-ient to supply tbe
domestic market
There is no product which could be considered a close substitute in productim f a
automotive batteries. Industry advice indicates, for example, that it is not possiMe for
technical reasons to switch facilities readily from the production of industrial bamrks
to the p.oduc tion of automotive batteries.

Trampon and distriburion costs
These costs will vary depending on distance, mode of transport and other factors.
Industry sources indicate that, on average, transport and distribution costs, including
promotion and other marketing costs, add 30 to 35 per cent to the coa ofproduction
Technology
Production of conventional automotive batteries is not technologically demanding and
they are produced and exported by a number of less industrialised nations. While no
significant production innovations have occurred in recent years in conventional
batteries,industry commentators state that the introduction of Just-In-Tie practices at
the Elizabeth plant of GNB,and the use of Japanese know-how at Century-Yuasa, hove
resulted in improved product quality and economies in production.

Most batteries produced in Australia are 'wet', that is, they require controlled formation
for 24 to 36 hours. Imported batteries are 'dry' batteries which require less contrdkd
charging for only four to six hours and are much easiex to transport long distance& Tbc
use of wet battery technology by Australian producers inhibits the development of
export markets.
A significant recent product development has been the development of the Pulsar m
Switch battery by GNB. Initial development of the Pulsar commenced in the early
1970s and has continued since, in part with public support via a Commonwealth
Govenunent R and D grant. The grant, however, represented only a small part of total
R&D costs.
The Pulsar is 30 to 50 per cent lighter than conventional batteries because of its reduced
lead content. When a main and an auxiliary Pulsar battery a ~ combined,
e
it is possibk to
switch to the auxiliary b a q when the main battery is discharged and to switch back
when the main battery is recharged by the normal running of the vehicle. This provides
a significant marketing advantage, especially in cold climates where battery failure may
have serious consequences.

The Pulsar battery was launched in Australia in 1988 and in the US in 1989. GNB
describes its Australian sales as outstanding and comments that American interest has
been high (Pacifc Dunlop, 1989,p7).
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G o w r m n t regulation
Automotive battery poduction is subjea to the m a 1 requirementsof Local and State
Government. The closure of Pacific Dunbp's Sandringham plant, f a example. was in
part dut to regulations which restricted the plant from cperating at all hours and at
weekends
The only mandatory requirement for all batteries appears to bt that they be
appropriately labelled with respect to corrosion. This requirement also applies to
imports. Industry sources suggest that safety regulations f a the transpart of batteries
maybecomemoreonerousinfutwt.

Vertical linkages
There is a degree of vertical integration in GNB's opedons in that it is able to market
batteries through other arms of the Dunlop group, such as, Beaurepaire tyre outlets and
the Marshall battery chain. 0 t h outlets
~
f a GNB are major retail outlets, such as KMart, service stations and spare parts mailers. Most imported and Century-Yuasa
produced batteries are marketed through service stations and spare parts oudets.
No battery producer has vertical links to suppliers of material inputs. Given the
i m v of lead in the production of batteries, dre key supplier to both GNB and
Century-Yuasa is Pasminco Metals which has its major refinery at Port W e , SA. 'Ihe
proximity of the smelter to GNB's Elizabeth plant is of some cost advantage to the
company although this would be at least partly offset by shipment costs to major
markets.

Barriers to Entry
Several types of barriers were identified in Chapter 2.
Capital barriers
One industry source indicated that a would-be entrant to the industry would need to
raise about $30 million to $40 million for a plant of 2 to 3 million unit capacity per year.
In addition to production facilities, an entrant may also have to establish a distribution
network. This would entail a sales team to bring the new products to the attention of a
substantial propomon of an estimated 15 000 to 20 000 automotive battery outlets.

P r h r dfferentiation
Product differentiation is a notable feature of battery marketing, reflecting consumer
preference for well-known brand names at the expense of lesser h o w n brands.
Accordingly, a would-be entrant would either have to establish acceptance of it brand
names from scratch or acquire the rights to an existing brand name. Either way, the cost
of establishing brand acceptance with the public may be considerable.
Size of r
k market
The total Australian market is only around 3.8 million batteries per year and, to achieve

minimum cost, a plant needs to achieve a throughput of around 2 million units. As the
production capacity of Century-Yuasa now is about 1.5 million and the capacity of
GNB is about 2 million, the incumbent firms clearly could supply almost all of the
market. It would appear that domestic market demand is only sufficient at present to
support two optimally sized plants. Any new entrant would need to be geared up far
export, have a product a process not available to the other producers or be prepared to
undercut the prices of the incumbent f m s .
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While the capital barriers to establishing production in Australia appear to bt modest,
the domestic market would not be sufficientto support marc than two optimally sized
plants (or two producers assuming one plant per producer). In addition, some
expenditure may be necessary to establish acceptance of a new brand name.
A c d n g l y , W e n to entry for a third Australian producer would seem at present to
be sufficiently prohibitive as to make entry unldcely, unless the would-be entrant
possessed some clear cost or marketing advantage over the existing producers or was
aiming for considerable export sales
'Ihe substantial rise in imports since 1984-85 demonstrates that entry into the Australian
marker is not prohibitively costly. 'Iktariff on automotive batteries, 27 per cent frwn 1
July 1989, is scheduled to fall progressively to 15 per cent from 1 July 1992 (with
Developing Country preference, 10 per cent). While a real depreciation of tbe
Australian dollar, and removal of any direct or indirect government assistance to
developing country imports which may be in place, would counter the decline in the
tariff rate, it seems likely that entry barrim for automotive battery imports will remain
relatively bw.

7.3 Benefits from the Merger
Background
Before descniing the merger in detail some points of background are warranted:

The Dunlop Group has a long history of growth by merger in Australia. Some of
the mergers were clearly horizontal in nature, for example, the Pacific
Dunlop/Chloride merger, while others were of a vertical or conglomerate nature.
Pacific Dunlop had had discussions with the Chloride Group Plc since mid 1983
regarding possible marketing arrangements for the Pulsar battery. In Jan1985 Pacific Dunlop acquired a 14.9 per cent holding in the Chloride Group Plc
from a CRA subsidiary, Australian Mining and Smelting Ltd. This holding is
reported to have made Pacific Dunfop by far the largest single shareholder in the
Chloride Group.
Since the merger Pacific Dunlop has also acquired the US battery manufacturer
and distributor GNB Incorporated. As a result of the two acquisitions Pacific
Dunlop puts its US market share at 18 per cent and it is now one of the largest
producers of batteries in the world The Chloride merger by itself gave Pacific
Dunlop an estimated 4 per cent of the US market
The merger involved Pacific Dunlop acquiring Chloride Inc of the US (which had US,
Canadian and Mexican operations), Chloride Batteries New Zealand Ltd and ChloPide
Batteries Australia Ltd from the Chloride Group Pic for a cunsiderationof £34.5 sterling
(then about $A69 million). 'lhe Chloride Group also gained an option to obtain a Licence
to market the Pulsar battery in the UK, Western Europe, Africa and the Indian
subcontinent. 'lhe TPC was consulted on the merger and raised no objections.

Expected Benefits
The primary objective of the merger was access to the US market f a the Pulsar battery.
Accordingly, the company essentially faced five options:
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Remain solely in the Austr;llian market, which was perceived as being too small
for the development and marketing of the Pulsar.
Expcrt from Australia. which was consided not to be viable because of the high
costs involved in tranqmting the batteries to the major markets.
Enter the US market itself, which, because of the need to gain access to a large
number of US outlets, was perceived as a high costhigh risk option.
Licence an existing US manufacturer, which might have resulted in the licensee
simply putting the Pulsar 'on the shelf.
Acquire the Chloride Group's US and Australian opemiom.
GNB indicated that while access to the US market was the main reason for the merger,
factors involving the Australian market were also impartant. Foremost among these was
the access it provided fo Chloride's extensive service station dimition network. This
was expected to result in economies through the rationalisation of State offices and
warehouses and, consequently. savings through lowet rents, administration and labour
costs.In addition, it was considered that thc merger would result in improved
management and staff skills and that the merged fum would benefit from reduced
competition.
The deal also gave GNB possession of Chloride's Elizabeth plant and allowed the
closure of the Sandringham plant. The Sandringham plant was unable to work seven
days per week because of zonal restrictions. had older plant and equipment and a
capacity well below wald scale.

Were the Expectations Realised?
With respect to its Australian operations, GNB estimates that its unit costs fell by about
5 per cent in the two years following the merger and have fallen a further 10 per cent
since. The company considers that these falls wen the result of both the merger and
increased productivity and lower costs brought about by the impact of import
competition. Further savings are expected to be made as a result of the merger.
Estimates have been rnac!e of the factors that contributed to the fall in unit cost. These
are shown in Table 7.2.
Tabk 73 Contributbns to fall in unlt costs since the merger
-

Source pthglefit
Economics of Juk md superior plant
Other economies of podudion,distribution and xiministration
Economics of purchasing
Total

%

85
4.0

%!

MA

Source:Company data

Economies of scale and supcrior plant
More than half the savings in unit costs so far have come from economies of scale and
superior plant. Following the merger, GNB closed its plant at Sandringham and
concentrated production at the lower cost Elizabeth plant which was not as subject to
operating hours restrictions. In itself, this larger scak should have reduced unit costs to
some extent. GNB has also invested $10 million to upgrade the equipment and has
reorganised the layout d the plant to further reduce costs.

%
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Other economics qf production, distriburion and d n i d s t r a r i o ~ ~
A further 4 percentage points decrease in unit costs is dut to other economics in

production, distribution and administration. The most significant of these was the
closure of five redundant State offices in the second year fdlowing tbe merger. Before
the merger both GNB and Chloride had administration, warehouse and other
distribution facilities in five States. Closure ofredundant ofkcs is estimated by GNB to
have resulted in a 1.5 per cent reduction in unit costs through a saving of 35 to 40
administration staff. Approximately $400 000 was also saved by the elimination of
duplicated computer systems.

The dissemination of Just-In-Time production techniquts in the Elizabeth plant and
elsewhae also contributedto the 4 penmtage points daxeasc.
Ecotwmics in purchasing

EcmomKs in purchasing led to a reduction in unit costs of 2 percentage points. These
have resulted fnwa the increased buying power of the company and the lower transport
costs for lead as a result of the plant being located close to the only supplier.
Access to tk US market

As already indicated, the Pulsar is being distributed in the US. Progress in the final
stages of the battery's development has not been as rapid as expected at the time of the
merger and the company has since found it advantageous to acquire a more signifUS producer, GNB Corpwation, from which the Australian company takes its name.
The acquisition of GNB suggests that the access to the US market may not have been as
great as anticipated at the time of the merger with Chloride.

Nevertheless. the access to the US market gained through the Chloride merger has
allowed further development of the Pulsar battery in both the US and Australia.
Conclusions regarding expected &n@ius.

'Ihe information supplied by GNB indicates that, on the whole, the benefits it expected
from the merger have been realised. Increased import competition from the time of b e
merger has also had an impact on productivity and cost savings and the separate effects
of the merger and increase in import competition are diff~ultto identify.

Nor should benefits accruing to GNB be equated with benefits to society as a whole. F a
example, what GNB considers to be economies in purchasing may simply represent a
redistribution of income from input suppliers to GNB, with no net savings in resource
use.

Impact of tbe Merger on Productive Effiiency
As indicated in Chapter 2 and elsewhere, an important aspect of the question of whether
the merger had net social benefits for Australia is whetber the merger resulted in
increased productive efficiency, that is, whether the merger led to less input being
required for a given output. Cowling et alVs(1980)'k' provides such a measure. In the
Cowling framework, an increase in productive efficiency is measured as a reduction in
the ratio of inputs used to output produced. A fall in Ir' implies an inaease in productive
efficiency and vice versa
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An outline of the methodology used by Cowling et al to obtain the 'k' measure is
provided in Chapm 2. FIPthef details of the way in which the methoQlogy was applied
in this case study are provided in the appendix to this chapter.
Results of the calculation of 'k' are set out in Tabk 73. The measure is standardised so
that 1984-85 is qua1 to 1.00. Clearly, as measured by Cowling's 'k', there has been an
unambiguous increase in productive eff~:iencysince 1984-85, with most of the increase
occurring from 1985-86 to 198687. 'The measure incorporates all influences on
productive efficiency. Accordingly, it does not necessarily fdlow that that increase is
wholly, or even partly, due to the effects of tbe merger.

In addition to Cowling's 'k', Table 7.3 shows some of the constituent parameters of the
measme. These indicate that output prices f a GNB's products have remained relatively
stable over the period, despite an increase of 22 pef cent in input prices. 'Ihis relatively
greater increase in input prices implies a decline in the ratio of output to input prices.
The latter can be thought of as the company's terms of trade.
Tabk 73 CowlJng's 'k' and constituent measures, GNB,198485to 1987-88
outplt

Inplt Riccs
outplt Riccs

Fhfits to Revenue

Cowling's 'k'
Source:

1984-85
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1985-86
0.96
1-04
1.00
1.09

O.%

1986-87
1.01
1.17
1.00
1.07
0.85

1987-88
1.08
1.22
1.02
1.23
0.82

BIE estimates based on company data

Rofitabilitfl, as measured by the profits to revenue ratio, increased by 23 per cent from
1984-85 to 1987-88, indicating that the decline in the company's terms of trade has
been offset by productivity improvements mher than reduced
Most of the
increase in profitability is from 1986-87 to 1987-88 when production also increased.
This suggests that the improved profitability may reflect the 1988 Elizabeth plant
reorganisation and investment program.

Based on the Cowling measure, there has been an increase in productive efficiency in
GNB's automotive battery operations since the merger with Chloride in October 1985.
This is shown more clearly in the first chart of Figure 7.8. Moreover, the increase is
robust to reasonable sensitivity variations as shown in the appendix to this chapter.
Unlike other case studies, there is no statistically significant relationship between 'k'
and output.
How much of this increase, however, should be amibuted to the effects of the merger?
Caution should be exercised in this judgement. Both the increase in imports and the
merger appear to have contributed to the productivity improvements which lie behind
the decline in 'k' .
Profits m measured pre-tax and without extraordinary itans. Otha mersures of p o f i w t y
more pertinent to the finnncid health of the compmy's batmy activities would not necessarily
show the s u m pattern ova time.
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The increast in productive efficiency also pn-dates the effect of the merger. An
increase in productive efficiency was apparent in 1985-86 but GNB did not begin to
integrate Chloride's marketing and distribution with its own until r year after the mager
and production was not rationalised until a furhex year later. Accordingly, there appears
to be only one year, 1987-88, in which mething like the full effects of the m q a
would be apparent, and one year, 1986-87, which would be partially affected. As the
second chart in Figure 7.8 shows, there is no direct relationship between the volume of
output and productive efficiency until these last two y m . Any judgement on the
effects of the merger on productive effciency will, therefore, of necessity be made with
a small information base.
Figure 7.8 'k' h&x and 'k' against total output, GNB,l!W-SS to 198781)

Source: B E estimates based on company data

Nevertheless, the decrease in 'k' is particularly marked after 1986-87 and it seems
teasonable to attribute at least some of this implied increase in productive efficiency to
the merger. Moreover, there is no reason on a priori gnxlnds why further increases in
productive effciency from the merger cannot be expected.

In addition to the 'k' measure, partial productivity indicators for labour and materials
were calculated. The results are shown in index fom in Figure 7.9. These measures
broadly confm the increases in productive efficiency implied by the 'k' measure.
Flgun 7.9 Indexes d labour and material productlvlty, GNB, 19&485 to 1987-88

Sources: Company dam md BIE estimues
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Impact of tbe Merger on Market Power
Chapter 2 identified one of the potential costs arising from mergers as an increase in
market power for the merged company. 'This section addresses the question of whether
there is any evidence post-merger of the exercise of increased market power by GNB.

Then are a number of facets to market power in addition to the ability to restrict supply
so as to raise output price above the competitive level. Other a(gects include product
quality. product differentiation, and marketing. The objective of this section is to
discuss the qualitative evidence on all aspects of market power as it rehtes to GNB.
Prices
There was general agreement among industry participants that automotive battery
prices, including those of GNB, have been stable since the merger. The influence of
imports in this regard was noted by many.

nKn was a suggestion, however, that for those relatively few bamies where GNB
could be considered to possess market power, prices have increased by more than the
general output price index and possibly more than could be justified by cost
considetations alone. It was not possible to pursue the veracity of this suggestion.
GNB is a major customer for the companies supplying lead and polypropylene. The
suppliers are significant companies in their own righl however, and it is unlikely that
GNB is able to use its position to obtain a favoured position. No organisation consulted
suggested that GNB obtained preferential treatment.
Product quality
GNB argued that improvements in product quality flowed from the access to technical
and engineering expertise it obtained as as a result of the merger. Opinions on whether
Australian-madebatteries were superior to imported batteries differed between industry
participants but there was general agreement that product quality overall had inaeased
since the merger. No panicipant contacted by the BIE,apart b m GNB, considered that
the merger had played a part in bringing the increase about.
Product differentiation
The most notable example of product differentiation since the merger has been the
Pulsar battery of GNB. The merger was considered necessary for the battery to be
developed fully.
Marketing and disrribmullon
Since the merger, some major oil companies and GNB have entered into contracts for
GNB to become the preferred supplier to the service stations of these companies. Some
disquiet has been expressed that consumers may find theiu choices restricted but as thert
are many outlets other than service stations this is unlikely to be a signif~cantproblem.

In addition, one industry participant considered that F'acific Dunlop dominattd the tyrc
market and that this, coupled with the company's position in the automotive battery
market, gave it considerable power over the relatively small service starion proprietors.
It was argued that these smaller battay retailers were afraid of losing access to
automotive tyres should they not buy GNB batteries. Again, the large number of retail
outlets suggest that this is unlikely to cause problems for consumers.
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Summing up, on the basis of the qualitative information provided and the stability of
GNB's output prices despite considerable cost pressures, there appears little evidence
that GNB has been able to exercise significant market power o v a prices f a automotive
batteries. A similar conclusion seems warranted in the markets supplying inputs in the
post-merger period.

Thc qualitative evidence also seems to indicate that the merger has not adversely
affected the quality of automotive baueries a increased product differentiation.
The evidence regarding the exercise of market power in other anas is less certain. On
balance, GNB appears to have little significant market power and rhen has beem little
change since the merga. It also appeafs that imports have assisted significantly in
improving the efficiencyin the industry and maintaining competitioa.

7.4 Summary and Conclusions
This chapter has examined the effects of the 1985 merger of Pacific Dunlop and
Chloride. At the time of the merger. the main appeal of Chloride to Pacific Dunlap in
Australia was its plant, which was relatively fret of operating time restrictions, and its
extensive distribution network. Pacific Dunlop also considered that the access to the US
mafket offered by Chloride was vital f a the success of its Pulsar battery.

The automotive bauay industry has undergone considerable rationalisation in recent
years. In terms of assessing the merger, the most significant of these have h n :
The number of f m s in the industry has decreased. In particular, two major
firms, Besco and Chloride, left the industry in the 1980s.
The optimum size of plant has increased, with the result that a number of plants
have been closed down and the domestic market could now be almost completely
supplied by two modem plants.
Imports have played an increasing role in the domestic market since 1984-85.
By and large, the merger resulted in the benefits to GNB expected at the time of the
merger. It was able to combine the State warehousing and diseibution functions of the
merged companies, with consequent savings in overheads and labour costs. In addition,
the company's $10 million investment program and reorganisation at the Elizabeth plant
has lifted its capacity and furthex reduced unit costs.

The main reason for the acquisition of Chloride, access to Chloride's US distribution
network for the Pulsar battery, was also fulfilled. The company has benefitted from
gaining access to the US market for its technology. 'lhece are a number of alternative
ways this access might have been obtained and the later acquisition by Pacific Dunlap
of the US GNB Corporation suggests that the merger with Chloride might not have been
the most efficient.
Assessment of the economic benefits to Australia depends crucially on what would have
happened in the domestic market in the absence of the merger. If the merger had not
ptoceeded the following possib'dities exist

Chloride could have continued its Australian operations as before. This is
unlikely given its poor ncord of profitability in the W before the merga.
Anorher fum could have acquired Chloride's operations. Such a fum could have
been already in the industry, such as Besco a Century, a a new entrant. ?his
also seems unlikely as drere wax no expressions of interest other than that of
Pacific Dunlop at the time of the metgtr.
Pacific Dunlop could have ceased operations in Australia
Chloride could have ceased its Australian opaations and the resulting supply
shortfall filled by imports and expansian by the nmaining domestic producas.
On balance, this seems the most W y alternative scenario.
Accordingly, the most likely counterfactual to the Pacific DunlopDhi& merge is an
industrial structure very much like that which eventuated: one a two Qmestic firms,
with plants of optimum size, facing substantial import canpetition.
?he evidence presemted in Section 7.3 indicates that there was substantial improvement
in GNB's productive efficiency in the post merget period. 'Ihe evidence also gives little
indication of any increased exercise of market power by the company. These outcomes
largely reflect the impact of import competition on increasing productivity, as well as

the its more direct significance as a source of market competition.
The question of whether the effects on the economy would have been different had tbe
merger not occurred is complicated by the lack of knowledge of the role of impolts in
the apparent alternative outcome. If, for example, the supply shortfall in this case was
largely filled by imports, and the domestic resources so released were used in industries
where output had previously been resaicted because of monopoly, the a l t m ~ i v may
e
well have resulted in greater net economic benefits than the merger case. On balance,
however, it appears likely that there would be little difference between the longer term
economic benefits of the most likely counterfactual and those of the merger.

There are also the shortex term adjustment costs of the two cases to consider. If the
merger had not proceeded. the main adjustment costs would have resulted from the
closure of the Chloride's Elizabeth plant. In the main these would be borne by the
labour displaced from the plant. On balance it seems likely that adjustment costs would
have been greater had no merger taken pbce.
To sum up: the Pacific Dunlop/Chloride merger appears to have achieved the benefits
expected by the company. A definitive answer to the larger, more socially important
question of whether the merger resulted in net economic benefits is made diffzult by
the lack of knowledge of the appropriate countexfactual. However, it appears likely that
the merger brought net economic benefits, mainly through lower adjustment costs.
Import competition also appears to have played a significant role in inducing
productivity increases and in minimising any market power which may have resulted
fnxn the merger.
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Appendix 7.1 Sensitivity Analysis of Cowling's 'k'
In the main, the indexes shown in Table 7.3 were calculated from data supplied by
GNB. The company was not able, however, to supply data fawehead cost changes. It
was assumed in calculating Cowling's 'k' that these costs incnastd at the same rate as
the CPI. As the latter had a weighting of 25 per cent in the input price in&x, it was
thought desirable to examine an alternative assumption. A conservative, yet plausible
assumption, is that there was no innease in overhead costs ova the relevant period.

The adoption of this assumption resulted in a decline in 'k' that was ltss pronounced but
still significant. For example, 'k'was equal to 0.88 in 1987-88 instead of 0.82
It was also thought desirable to to substitute anothu led price series in view of the
importance of this input in total production costs. 'Ihe LuxJon Metal Exchange (LhfE)
price series for lead, both adjusted and unadjusted for exchange rate changes, was
substituted f a GNB price data. This test tended to confirm the basic patwrn of a
declining 'k' and improving productive efficiency in the post-merger period. The
decline in 'k' was more pronounced when using the LME adjusted for exchange rate
changes.
Implicit Price Deflators for equipment and nondwelling construction were used as
proxies for the f m ' s depreciation prices in the input price index. Tbese indexes were
considered to be the best available measures of the value of the firm's fmed assets
consumed in producing its output Implicit in using these measurts is an assumption that
the depreciation was on a replacement cost basis.
To the extent, however, that the f m ' s profits data are based on historic rather than
replacement cost, it is likely that profitability will be overstated, Cowling's 'k'
understated and, by implication, the f m ' s productive efficiency overstated. It was
therefore thought desirable to apply a sensitivity analysis with the input price for
depreciation set at unity throughout the relevant period.
The adoption of this assumption resulted in the basic pattern of a declining 'k'
throughout the relevant period remaining unchanged, but with each year's 'kgmeasure
being one percentage point higher.
-

Conclusions
This report has examined the effects of mergers on the Australian economy. The
emphasis has been on horizontal mergers but features of other types of merger activity
have been discussed where this was considered ap9ropriatc.
There are two main issues for examination:
the effect of mergers on the productive efficiency and international
competitiveness of Australian industry (the industry policy objective); and,
the effect of mergers on competition in Australia (the competition policy
objective)
As noted in Chapter 1, there is potential for conflict between these two policy
objectives.
At every stage of the research there have been difficulties in obtaining reliable data.
This qualification must be borne in mind when the results obtained are being
considered. The limirations of the data mean that the results are not as robust as they
ideally would be.

Associated with these two policy objectives is an interest in what has been happening to
the level of merger activity and the implications of these trends for the structure of
Australian industry. Because no precise data on the levels and trends in merger activity
are available, they have had to be estimated. Proxies used by a number of researchers
and by the B E have enabled a picture to be built up of mnds over the last four decades.
This picture is set out in Chapter 3. It shows a long term growth in merger activity,
punctuated by sometimes large fluctuations. It also shows a change over time in some of
the characteristicsof merger activity.
Growth in merger activity could be expected to influence industry structure but, because
merger statistics are not available on an industry basis, it is not possible to relate
changes in industry concentration to changes in industry merger activity. At an
aggregate level, as is shown in Chapter 4, the concentration statistics adjusted for the
effects of trade show only moderate growth over the period 1972 to 1986. This is in line
with overseas expeience.
Even if reliable industry concentration statistics were availabk, they would have many
problems as indicators of the effects of mergers on industry performance. One of the
most important is that the relationship between mergers and concentration is unclear.
Furthermore, while concennation statistics provide information on the structure of an
industry, this structute need bear little relationship to the behaviour of firms in that
industry.
Because of the inadequacies of the available data a case study approach was developed
to examine the effects of mergers on f m s and industries. lhree industries in which
mergers have taken place in the last decade were examined in considerable depth. The
approach adapted was to examine the expectations for the merger that were held by the
acquiring fm at the time of the merger and to compare them with the subsequent

developments in the industry. In order to allocate some of these subsequent
developments to thc effects of the merger, however, it is necessary 80 h w what would
have happened in the absence of the merger. Two comparisons were, therefore,
necessary:
the expected benefits with the realisedbenefits;
what has happened with what would have happened in the absenct of the merger,
that is, the counterfactual.
The indusmes chosen were mf tiles, w h e n two mergers were examined, pastry
products, and automotive batteries. Thesc represent a quite diverse range of industry
characteristics. For exam*

Demand for bawies is highly inelastic as then are no substitutes. At the other
end of the scale, demand for pastry products is highly elastic.
In tenacotta tiles and pies the demand for the product was growing only slowly
before the merger.
In all three industries there are several very large firms but some competition
exists either from imports or alternative products.
The geographic markets for the products are a mixture of local (fresh pastry
products), regional (concrete roof tiles) and national (batteries, terracotta roof
tiles, frozen pastries). The geographic market barriers are being M e n down as
transport linksimprove.
The batteries and the roof tiles industries are becoming more international in
their outlook while the pastry products industry has little contact with overseas
markets.
In roof tilesand batteries. the technology of the main product was mature and the
merger opened up avenues for the introduction of new technology. In roof tiles
this technology was imported but in batteries, the new technology was developed
in Australia for application overseas.
Despite these differences,the outcomes of the mergers have been remarkably similar. In
each case it is not at all clear that the merger made a great deal of difference to the
structure of the industry in the long run ar to the degree of competition faced by the
fm in the industry. lhexe have been many changes in demand and supply conditions
affecting the structure of the industry. The impact of the mergers appears to be
relatively small in comparison with all these other factors.
Since the roof tiles mergers, for example, on the demand side there has been a shift
away from concrete tiles towards terracotta tiles and steel roofing. On the supply side
there has been a new entrant in the terraam tile market, new terracotta tile technology,
advances in steel roofing technology and a broadening of the geographic boundah for
roofing materials as transport costs have fallen. Few of these factors could have been
foreseen at the time of the mergers, yet each has had a substantial impact on the
structure of the industry, the pricing and other behavim of the finns in the industry,
and the degree of competition faced by f m in dre industry.
Moreover, the Monier~Wunderlichmerger was possibly the least costly means of
allowing Wlmderlich to leave the industry.
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Only in the pastry products industry did the merger have any widely acknowledged
direct impact on the behaviour of f m s . The merger was seen in the industry as an
attempt by Petersville to become more efficient. 'lhis has put pressure on other fims to
improve their own productive efficiency.
It is arguable, however, that changes similar to those now occurring in this industry
were inevitable and that the merger merely brought fonvard this adjustment. The
industry was facing low growth in demand for fnsh pfoducts and several firms had been
in diffculty for some time. Had the merger not occurred, it is likely that one or more of
these failing f m s would have left the industry, leaving the way open for the m n a h k r
to increase theiu market share and their productive efficiency.
Similarly in the batteries industry, the trend towards larger plants and inacasing imports
were making change in the structure of the industry inevitabk. The merger between
Pacific Dunlap and Chloride brought these adjusbnents forward, possibly making the
adjustments more eff~ientlythan would otherwise have been the case.
The main benefits expected by the f m s to arise from the mergers wete in the form of
economies in production, distribution and administration. These expectations were not
always fully realised, mainly because of the unforeseen changes in market conditions
noted above. Changing demand patterns. changes in technology, changes in barriers to
entry and increasing cornperition from imports all had an impact
The effects of these unforeseen changes was least apparent in the automotive tiattezies
industry, where the technology and the demand patterns were well established and have
changed little since the merger. Nevertheless. imports have increased and a new
domestic producer has become established in the period since the merger.

Another reason expectations were not always achieved was that the firms appear to
have been overly optimistic or underestimated the difficulty involved. All the mergers
have taken longer than anticipated to settle down. The roof tiles mergers were the
easiest in this respect as only adminisvative and marketing changes occurred.
Nevertheless, it was more than a yeat before the operations of Monier and W&lich
were fully integrated. In pamy products, the plant from one factay had to be moved to
another site and integrated with existing equipment In batteries, a factory had to be
closed and another refurbished and two quite different distriiution networks integrated.
In pastry products it has taken three years and in batteries it took at least two years for
the operations to begin to provide benefits.
All the merged f m s . except Boral, have had to undertake consi&rable investment
since the merger to begin to achieve the expected benefits. Much of this investment has
been unanticipated. Monier, for example, upgraded the technology at the Wunderlich
plant to an extent that it had not considered would be necessary before the merger.
Pacific Dunlop had not anticipated that it would need to refurbish completely the
Chloride factory. Nor had it anticipated that it would make another acquisition, the
GNB Corpomtion, for it to achieve is expectations in the US.
No precise measure of changes in the productive efficiency of the operations of the
f m s was possible because of the inadequacies of the data The estimates that were
made support the findings outlined above, that is, it was found that there was a
substantial lag between the merger and any apparent increases in productive efficiency

and that oiher factors have had at least as great an impgct on productive effiiency as
the mergers. For example, the greatest increase in productive efficiency was in the
automotive batteries industry but a mapr cause of this increase appears to have bear
competition from imported batteries.
Indications of changes in market power since the mergers were sought from 0 t h
industry participants, and customers and suppliers of the merged firm. The overall
impression was that any change in the market power of the merged f m s since the
mergers has been towards a reduction. As was noted above, changing demand patterns,
changes in technology, changes in barriers to entry and increasing competition fnnn
imports have alI world to reduce any market power the firms might have gained from
the mergers.
One of the implications of the automotive batteries case study is that a reduction in
barrier protection can have a considerable impact on both the degree of canpetition in
the domestic market and the productive efficiency of Qmestic f m s in waded goods
industries. The trade-adjusted concentration data also suggest that import competition
can have a significant effect on industry structure.
To sum up, two main points arise from this study. Firstly, mergers are just one of the
many forces acting on industry sbuctm and the degree of competition. The imptct of
mergers in the industries studied appears to have been relatively minor. In particular,
the automotive batteries case study showed h a t import competition can play a role in
minimising market power and inducing increased productivity in a traded goods
industry with few domestic competitors. Secondly, f a the same reason, expectations
about the effects of mergers which are made at the time of the merger are unlikely to be
fully realised. So many of the forces which will affect industry structure cannot be
foreseen by the f i i s involved.

For industry policy, the case studies suggest that mergers may not produce all tht
efficiency benefits expected. They may generate benefits to the economy by bringing
forward inevitable changes in industry structure but there are many other factors which
determine the inttrmional competitivenessof an industry. One of the most important of
these factors is the presence of competition. In the case studies the main influences on
competition were found to be changes in demand patterns, technology and barriers to
entryThe major implication for competition policy appears to be that estimates of potential
costs in terms of increased market power and claims regarding expected benefits made
at the time of the merger should be treated with considerable caution.
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